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INTRODUCTION "
CHAPTER I

Recent years have witnessed an unprecedented attention
focused upon our American schools.

the midst of much con-

In

structive cr1ticism an awareness or the importance of the role
of the teacher has been forcibly and publicly emphasized.

Yet,

this spirit of criticism even in its most constructive form has
,

not been the moving force inspiring those charged with the education of the nation1s teachers.

The realization of their re-

sponsibility for the quality of the educational product has not
been so late thrust upon them.

There has been a growing movement

during the past two decades aimed at the improvement of teacher
preparation and the raising of professional standards.

In the

hope of acquiring a better perspective on present problems,
numerous historical studies have been made in order to facilitate
communication among teacher-education groups.l

Although most

educators agree that there is no one solution to the problems
in teacher education, they have increasingly felt the need of
sharing experiences and of pooling resources in this important
area of research.
lSUCh was the belief of Walter S. Monroe in his Teachin Teacher Education, 1890-1220' Uroana, 1~52.

Learnin~-Theor~ ~

1

2

In view of such developments in the field of teacher education~

one turns with added interest to the participation of

Catholic institutions in this vital work.

The comprehensive
history of Catholic teacher education has yet to be written 2
and no such monumental undertaking will be here envisioned.

Per-

haps some small part of this varigated mosaic may be brought to
light in recounting the story of the development of the departments of education within the Catholic universities and colleges
of Chicago.
This will be a study of the origips
. and evolving organization
of the teacher education programs in the two universities and
three women's colleges.

The main purpose of this work will be to

present a unified picture of teacher education under Catholic
auspices in Chicago.

Through a compilation of hitherto unassem-

bled historical data and a synthesis of the same it is hoped that
a useful composite may be

formed~

a composite knowledge which may

serve as the basis for future planning for our educational needs
and development.
At present the Catholic colleges of Chicago are educating not
only an appreciable number of the religious

personnel~

noticeable percentage of the lay teachers for the
and private schools.

It is hoped,

therefore~

but also a

public~

parochia

to provide some

2For a good summary treatment, see Francis M. Crowley, Ph. D.~
"Catholic Teacher Education"~ Catholic School Journal, LI (April,
1951), 118-120.
.

analysis of the contributions to teaeher eduoation rendered

3

by our Catholio institutions not only for the information of
these same oolleges but for the benefit of all those interested
in the advanoement of teaeher eduoation.
Before launehing into a detailed description ot the development of the program of any one
give the historical setting

0

college~

it seems advisable to

The eduoation of teaohers in

American colleges and un1versities, and the departments of eduoation for this purpose did not spring full-blown upon the educational r.cene.

The story of how professional education beoame a

part of oollegiate life will give added meaning to the accounts of
the pioneer endeavors of Catholio colleges in this field.
Social, political, and profeSSional pressures have been
brought to bear from time to time.

One of these, the rise of

state certification, and professional accreditation seems to be
worthy of some study.

Catholic institutions in a large oity must

be more partioularly alert to the changing oonditions in a vast
metropolitan area, and the local requirements for school personnel can also be influenoing factors in shaping a curriculum to
meet the needs of in-service as well as pre-service training.
Needless to say there are further considerations peouliarly
related to Catholic education in the United States.

Here must be

mentioned the interest of the hierarchy in teacher eduoation, the
problems faced by the bishops and priests in providing schools
and teachers, and the heroic struggle of religious superiors to
rr~intain

even the minimum of standards for teacher preparation •.

4

The education of the religious Sisters has received considerable
attention in recent years; and the research and discussions now
available should furnish information on this most important
aspect of Catholic teacher education. 3
The period to be covered will be scarcely fifty years yet
these five decades have been witness to
field of education.

m1~lty

deoisions in the

Catholic education has made giant strides

within this framework in the expansion of its educational facilities and opportunities.

In the belief that the problem of pro-

viding good teachers for our schools is a topic worthy of con-

.,

s1derable reaearch 6 we propose to trace the evolution of teachereducation in the Catholic colleges and universities in Chicago
from the inception of the teacher education program until the
present day.

Although

prin~ry

emphasis will be placed upon the

development of the organizational structure responsible for
these programs 6 yet the departments and their aims and their
functions can hardly be separated.

Moreover. it is hoped that

some of the unique factors of teacher education in a Catholic institution may be ascertained and presented aa well as some analysis of the existing situations.

That we may better understand

the present. then. by learning how it came into being. an historical prospectus 1s proposed for teacher education under Catholic

.3Sister Rltamary Bradley, C.H.M ... editor, The Mind of the
Church 1n the Formation of Sis~ers (New York. 195bJT ~lt-Uar-
aoo Interl~ual,. ltIements ~ t e formation 9£ S1stersNew 'fork,
~7); 'fannIns ~ ene PormatI<On ~ $Isterz (New Yor~, 1958).

5
ausp1ces 1n ~ago.

CHAPTER II

SOME CONDITIONING FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DEVELOPMEN!'
OF DEPARTMENTS OF m>UCATION

Any consideration of the development of departments of education in our higher institutions of learning 1s of necessity
intimately oonnected with the evolution of a profess1onal education for the American teaoher.

In a little over a oentury "both
,

the problema and the means of solving them" exist :far beyond the
wildest imagination of the men who were first conoerned with
providing speCial training for teachers in this country.l
In describing briefly what one writer characterizes as the
two traditions of American teacher educat1on2 this chapter will
try to suggest some of the in:fluenc1ng faotors in their unfold1ng
Although th1s may seem like an overs1mplificat1on for the purpose
of summary,3 w1th but few exceptions, the older academic o~ 11beral arts tradition has persisted in the oollege and university
lCharles W. Hunt, "Toward a Pro.fession of Teaching It, Teacher
Eduoation for a Free reo~le, edited by Donald P. Cottrell
(oneonta; New fo~1956 • p. 18.
2Paul Woodring" New Directions

1957),

p.

17.

---

9_

!!!. 'l',eacher f.d_uoat:i:op (New b'~

3Cf. Merle L. Borrowman" The Liberal and Teohnioal in TeachEU
Feucation (New York, 1956)" P .. "Og.
.. 6

7

departments of education. while the professional ideal has been
emphasized by the tradition of the normal schools and teacher's
colleges.

Basically. there have been differences in philosophy.

The university colleges and schools of education have attempted
to synthesize these fundamental differenoes with questionable
suooess. for although there are "widening areas of agreement. • •
many problems and attitudes. deep-rooted 1n our history." oontinue to impede the improvement of teacher education programs. 4
The liberal arts tradition long controlled the education of
secondary teachers.

The early American secondary schools were

.,

largely college preparatory institutions. so it was natural that
the teachers required for these academies should be drawn from
among the graduates of the colleges.

The public high schools

continued this tradition. and the bachelor of arts degree was
considered the proper qualification of oompetence and preparation
for secondary school teach1ng.
W1th the increased departmental1z1ng of the acadendc content
of the high schools and colleges dur1ng the later halt of the
nineteenth oentury, there was a tendency for the high school
teacher to emulate his college 1nstructors.

The emphas1s was

placed on subject specia11zat1on rather than upon the teach1ng
of subJectso

Th1s tendency wh1ch had extended down to the seo-

ondary school by the turn ot the century, often produced teacher
spec1a11sts who contrasted viv1dly w1th the teachers in the

-

4Ibid ... p. 1.

8

pedagogy of the normal schoOls. 5
The normal school 1n the Un1ted States, which 1n 1ts evolution became a typically American contr1bution to teacher education, was developed 1n order to provide a better type of teacher
for the elementary schools.

A peculiar grafting of the Prussian

teacher-training 1nst1tute with the American academy, it was
basically a secondary school.

Developed in the eastern states,

part1cularly in New England, during the decades Just preced1ng
the Civil War" both private and state-supported normal schools
increased 1n number and 1mportanoe Ul\til by 1900 they held the
dominant place in elementary teacher educat1on. 6
The normal schools" undoubtedly, were responsible for the
great improvement in elementary school teaching.

The leaders 1n

the normal school movement were devoted men and women, who, under
the influence of such writers as Rousseau, Herbart, Pestalozzi"
Froebel, and later James and Dewey, accepted the prevailing emphasis on the three R's but added a new stress upon the nature
of the child aDd the learning process.

If, in the clos1ng decade

5ef • G. W. A. Luckey~ The Professional Trainin~ of Secondar~
School TEtachers !a. ~ Un1t;rS~aJEifi {~ew York, I90 ):;-p. 50.
6Will1ard S. Elsbree, The Amer1can Teacher (New York, 1939),
pp. 143-154; Benjamin W. FrazIer ana 6'thers" SEec1al Surve~
Stud1e
Vol. V of Nat10nal survei of the Educa~lon or Teachers,
U. §. fice at EducatIon, Bul1et n 19~ No. Io (VaSFi1ngton,
1935), pp. 10-18, 24-25.

ar

9

of the nineteenth century, the place of the normal schools in the
American educational system was becoming a controversial matter,
it was not because of their failure to provide successful and
aggressive teachers. 7
With the extension of the common schools to include the high
school, the normal schools which had been founded originally to
prov1de teachers for the common schOOls, began to expand the1r
curr1culums and fac1lities to meeting the growing need of training secondary teachers.

As the high schools developed further,

this practice became exceedingly

d1r~cult.

Then, as normal

school graduates sought to have their cred1ts recognized for
trans~ to the colleges and universities, the standards of their

previous schooling were called into question.

Normal school

leaders were forced to choose between confining their efforts
to the education of the elementary school teachers or conforming
their standards to the academic tradition ot the colleges.
luctantly the normal schools chose the later course.

Re-

The period

atter 1890, therefore, is characterized by the practical problems
of attaining recognition as academically respectable teachers'
cOlleges. 8
7Luckey, p. 61.
8Walter S. MontPoe, '!'!!!. ~eaC~-Le~rnins Theo£l in Teacher
Education (Urbana. 1952), pp. ~96.
--

10
At

first~

the teachers' colleges were inclined to pay but

lip service to acadendc requirements beyond that of high school
graduation for admission.

During the 1920's there was conspicuous

effort made to establish a professional sequence in the teachers'
college curriculum. in addition to conforming to the patterns of
the standardizing movement.

Borrowing heavily from the standards

previously applied to tbe liberal arts cOlleges, those devised for
the teachers' oolleges were greatly responsible for a further
transformat1on. 9 By 1950, many of the teachers' colleges and
colleges of education had invoked the , state for new titles and
.
those which remain have become general colleges in everything
but name. 10
The development Of teacher education in the colleges and universities is a rather interesting oorollary to the story of the
normal sehools.

It is only fair to note that the first efforts

made by the higher institutions for professional training Of

teachers d1d not originate within the universities thelliselves;
but in their "preparatory departments, or 1n separate normal
attachments.;'

These preparatory departments were spec1al appen-

dages of the universities of the West. where academies were tew
and high schools less efficient in the early days.
ments served as high

s~ools

Such depart-

for those who would go to college.

The East had been the forerunner in the establishment of normal
9~•• pp. 291-306.

lOwoodring. pp. 20-21.

11
schools, but the west had no provisions for the education of its
elementary school teachers unt11 the un1versit1es agreed to estab
lish normal departments.

These normal departments, therefore,

were little more than secondary schools.

With the establishment

of the state normal schools, however, these univerSity departments
were either discontinued or mod1fied to meet the new demand, that
of giving profess1onal education to the secondlJ1ry school
teachers. ll
During the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the
universities were beginning to evince, some interest in the study

.

of pedagogy as a college discipline.

The

courses were intended

for prospective secondary school teachers and the rising groups
of city school superintendents.

It was at the University of

Mich1gan in 1879 that the foundations were laid for what was to
become the first permanent department at educat10n on a collegist
level.

Although at th1s t1me the innovation was severely criti-

cized both within and outside ot the universities, most of the
universities ot standing throughout the country, including many
of the critic institutions, had appointed professors of education
or pedagogy by the end of the next few decades .12

..
lltuekey, pp. 100-102.
12Le1gh G. Hubbell, C.S.C., Tae Develo~ment of University
:!wg:~~¥~~?·ts of )iducatlon_ in the ~ States 2t 2"1.{1ddie" West
\

C\~.,.-."( .. von.t 1924J, pp.

1+::0.

12

There were many obstacles to be overcome such as the conservatism and prejudice of the other faculty members, the absence of
an educational literature in English, the reluctance of COllege
men to pursue the study of education, and the lack of supporting
psychology.

Before 1900, therefore, the departments of education

were small, with but one or two instructors, and offering from
f1ve to ten courses in educational history, philosophy, school
admin1strat1on and methods.

In order to dist1nguish the program

fl"om that ot the normal school" the main emphas1s was placed upon
a

philosophical exposition of educational
aims and values.
,

Practice-teaching was not regarded as proper for the collegiate
level but neither was much accomplished by way of research in
the modern acceptance of the term.

Nevertheless, the groundwork

had been established and the movement for the university study
of educat10n had gained enough momentum to carry it forward with-

out inter~pt1on.13
In the smaller univel"'s1tles and colleges the establishment of

reputable departments of eduoation was a
proeess.

alowe~,

more painful

Together with the handicaps already mentioned, as ex-

perienced by the larger institutions, the smaller schools were
further lim1ted in enrollments, faculties, funds, and facilities.
While after 1900 the large state and private univerSities were
undergo1ng a period of reorgan1zation in their departments of

-

13Ibid., pp. 20-22, 117; Luckey, PP. 151-153.

13
education and of expansion and differentiation 1n course offerings~

their smaller counterparts were otten only the proud pos-

sessors ot an educat10n Ildepartment ll conducted by the professor
of Greek and physics.

In time, however, both the revised legis-

lation for the cert1fication ot teachers and the empower1ng ot th
state departments of public instruct10n to supervise teachertraining institutions helped to strengthen the educat10n departments in the

an~ller

universities and colleges.

The accrediting

organ1zat1ons formed as voluntary associat1ons of the colleges
and secondary schools also effected a development in professional

education and standards .1L1
In spite ot the faot that most liberal arts colleges acceded
reluctantly to the professional education of teaeners,l5 there
had been considerable evolution in the collegiate and
study of education by the 1930's.

un~tversity

The universities" especially

as the1r departments of education expanded into colleges

and

schools of education and sponsored graduate research, helped
to achieve a gradual reoognition for the science as well as the
art of education.

Not that the road was one of steady and un-

questionable progress; otten expansion was so rapid that new insights were not able to be inoorporated nor new theories to be
properly tested.

As the 1920t8 drew to a close, more perceptive

l4Hubbell. PP. 47-48, 118.
15Woodring, P. 22.

14
educators began calling for a reappraisal of the basic assumptions
of teacher eduoation.

In answer. the United States Office of

Education conducted a national survey of the whole field
education which was published in siX volumes 1n 1933. 16
Althou~

the National Survey has been oriticized as emphasizi

more quantitative rather than qualitative evaluation techniques,
it provided impetuB for other evaluative stud.tes during the late
1930's and 40·s. 17 These, in turn, provided the background for
the climate of the early 1950 l s when the improvement of teacher
education and its 1mportance to American
educat10n 1n general
,
finally became an issue of public as well as aoademic and professional interest.
The influence of the legal requirements for teacher certification which were established by nearly all of the states 18 have
already been noted in passing.

In general the trend was away from cert1fication on the
bas1s of examination and toward certification on the
basis of course requirement in oolleges and universities.
16EdwaI~ S. Evenden and others, National Survey of the Education of Teachers, U. S. Office of Eduoatlon~ 13uIletIn m3~ No.

!'C.'JfWiihlngton~

1933). I -VI

0

17Cf. Monroe, pp. 344-362. Such studies were those sponsored
the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
described in Chapter Six.
by

18 cf • Benjamin W. Frazier, Devel0~men~ 9t State Prosrams for
the Certification of TeC\chers,~ tr. s. 1'1'1ce of' mucation, BUll'eti
No. :r~ (Wash1ngton~ 19:30).

ma,

___ n

__ •• _ _ _ _ _ _

15
Because the total number of college years required for
teaching, particularly for elementary teachers has
steadily increased. there has been increased opportun1ty for both professional ~ liberal education
but the legal requirements have been more specific
about professional courses and have allowed the cOlleges
more discretion in the field of liberal education.
Many states specify certa1n courses which must be taken 1n
professional fields 80 that the responsibil1ty for curriculum making has, in part, been taken away from the
collegeso 19
The members of the acadeudc commun1ty were slow to realize
what was happening.

When they finally awoke to the fact that

the responsibi11ty for the education of teachers had been taken
away from the older realms ot

scholaI'~hip..

th~re

were loyd pro-

tests .. even accusations of conspiraoy were leveled at the professional educationists.

However, what had really happened was

liberal arts colleges had become so preoccupied t'ilth other problems that they had ignored the group of school ad:uinl:;;'l,;rators
and prof'essional educators who were absorbed in tUl"n in the

problems of the professional education

of teachers.

These

latter mer. had come to an agreenlemt among themselves upon what
constituted a professional preparation for teaching and had
transformed their ideas into laWo 20
The controversy which had reached large proportions by the

end of the 1940's, occasioned worthwhile investigations by
~umber

of liberal arts colleges.

•
19Woodring. p. 23.
20I b id;o #

-

p. 24 •

~

ReportIng on a l1mited group

-

sa

of these experiaents, Woodring remarks that for the most part
the faculties have admitted, though often with reluctance, that
there is a definite

ne~

for professional preparation and that

this provides an indispensable foundation for both elementary and
secondary teaching irrespective of certification requirements. 21
The laws in regard to teacher certification for the State of
Illin01s would certainly be influencing factors in th1s study.
In passing, it might be noted that Illin01s has ma1nta1ned a rathe
conservative policy and by comparison with some states the professional eourses spec1fied are relatIvely meager.22

From 1914

on 1t has been the pract1ce 1n Illinois to place responsib111ty
for the maintenance of an effective program of teacher education
more upon the teacher training inst1tut1ons.

In that year such

terms as tlrecogn1zednormal schools 11 and "recogn1zed h1gher institutionsl! appeared in the School Law. 23 The institut10ns

.-.......;.--

...........

could be recogn1zed wh1ch maintained equipment. courses of study,
standards of scholarship, and other requirements of the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

More emphas1s was placed upon

general education and no spec1fic courses beyond Educational
Psychology and the Principles and Methods at Teach1ng were mentioned before 1943.

In 1929, the law began to deSignate 1ts

re-

21 Ib1d., p. 24.

-

22Cf • W. E. Armstrong and T. M. St1nnett, A Manu31 on Cert1f1cation R~u~rements for School Personnel in the UnIted states,'
1951-1955 { aShington, 1951 j.
. - ·
"
·
2~he

Circul

17
qu1rements in semester hours of preparation in a recognized
college or normal school and for the first time began to specify
semester hours ot education.

Ten semester hours, including the

courses mentioned above, in addition to practice teaching were
required for the elementary cert1ficate, while fifteen semester
hours including the same courses with additional electives were
prescribed for the secondary school certif1cate.

Junior college

teachers also were requ1red to have these f1fteen semester hours
of profess1onal tra1n1ng.24
A bachelor's degree had been standard preparation for secon,

dary and college teachers, since the beginning of certif1cation
with graduate work strongly recommended for the latter.

For

elementary teachers even a two-year normal training was not required tor the certificates until 1931.25 This situation continu
comparatively unchanged until 1943, when the standards on all
three levels were raised and made more specif1c as to course requ1rements.

Twenty semester hours (with at least one course at

the graduate level) and a master's degree became necessary for th
Junior college cert1ficate.

The bachelorto degree tor the elemen

tary teacher was not stated until 1944.

However, the equ1valent

of a tour-year preparation including sixteen hours ot professiona

24~ School ~!, Circular No. 284, (1935), pp. 174-176.
25~bid.

18
educat10n was mandatory the year before, and the kindergartenprimary certificate required the same except for a greater prescript10n in semester hours of education.

The high school cer-

tificate added another semester hour or profeSSional education
and a requirement of pract1ce teaching.
minimum regulations at present.

These are in effect the

The laws were s1mplified in

1955 and the life certificates were abandoned, but for practical
purposes there has been little ~ange since 1944.26
Although the importance ot the state cert1fication must not be
overlooked, the influence ot the po11c1es
and practices of the
,
Chicago Board of Ei,ucation can hardly be underestimated as
another important factor 1n th1s story.

Because ot a unique

pos1tion in Illinois SChool Law, Chicago 1s not included in the
regulations Just described above.

The Chicago SchOOl Board is

empowered to establish its own rules with regard to school personnel and to issue cert1ficates for teaching and the prlncipalship.

All certificates are granted upon the successful completio

of examinations, the qualificat10ns for which have reference to
this study.
The credentials of examinees for the Chicago schools were
generally h1gher than those requIred for the state as a whole.
26See Robert C. Woellner and M. Auri11a Wood, Reguirements
for Cert1f1cation of Teachers) Counselors, LibrarIans and AdminIitra~ors '{c.nIcago;-19gs-i959 , t-XX!ffj Tne ~cnooi cO[i o?
!iiInors, Circular Series A, No. 98 (SprlngffeIO, I9s;r;-pP: 189-

198.

19
Professional courses as such were not required of principals and
secondary school teachers until the 1930'8 27 but by 1941 the
master's degree was a prerequisite for both types of candidates. 2

The degree needed for the principalship was a master's in education with at least two courses in public school administrat10n
and two in public school supervision. 29 For the elen~ntary school
graduation from

~

two-year normal course or from an accredited

college with one year of normal training was the rule until 1941
when the normal course was extended to four years.

This would

include a min1mum of thirty semester hours of education.
,

The policies and pract1ces of appointing teachers to positions
in the Chicago Public Schools# subject as may be expected to
social and polit1cal pressures. alters somewhat the picture as
presented by the mere perusal of the qualifications.

This would

be equally true for teachers in securing positions in out-state
27Professional education credits were not required of candidates for the prinCipals' examination until 1941. However.
there would be slight chance of being admitted to the examination without some professional study in view of state and regional accrediting requirements. and the requirement of six
sucoessful years of teaching 1n the Chicago schools. Board of
Examiners. Circular of Information, Chicago Public Schools Board
of Education (~Icago; August. 1935).
28Tbis requirement was dropped for the high school teachers
in 1955. ~.# (September, 1955).
29~.# (January# 1941).
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Illinois but since the majority of teachers who attended the
Cathol1c colleges and universit1es under study were interested
1n the Chicago school system, the discussion will be oonfined to
that area.
As tar as teacher supply for the Chicago schools was concerned, they depended upon the colleges and univers1ties tor the
preparat10n of pr1ncipals a~d of junior college and high school
teachers. 30 All of these positions required college degrees
and Chioago Normal School even after it became a four-year in-

stitution d1d not attempt to ofter course
work to prepare aoa,

.

demic teaohers for the high schools 1 with the exception or cartai
specia11Zed fields such as industr1al and business education. 3l
During the 1930'0 when the supply ot teachers had surpassed the
demand and the depression w1th ita lowered birth-rate was being
telt everywhere, work 1n general was at a premium and teaohing
pos1t1ons on

&lY

level were very d1ff1cult to obtain.

Because

examiners f requirements demanded previous experienoe, it was hard
tor the new graduates ot the oolleges to beoome el1gible for the
examinat10ns unless they were already ass1gned teachers in the

30John Albert V1egl The Government of Eduoation in
MetnoPo11ta~ C-q10ago (Chicago; 'r§~), p.-r9S.
-3lpersonal interview ot the author with Dean Raymond Cook
ot Chioago Teachers College.
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Chicago system. 32
In

1935~

under Superintendent William J. Bogan, a plan was

inaugurated whereby college graduates could serve in the Chicago
schools as full-time apprentices without remunerat1on.

Their sole

reward for this train1ng service was the recognition of this year
as their teaching experience requirement;. and admission to the examinations 1f and when these would be given.

Superintendent

Bogan cfied Shortly after the program was begun" and as the new
8uperiatendent.. Wil11am H. Johnson, d1d not approve of the plan,
1t was d1scont1nued.

However, those respons1ble
for the approx1,

.

rnately e1ghty apprent1ces involved 1nterceded for them, and
finally the administration agreed to let the young men and women
take the examinations whenever these would be offered. 33
With the coming of war and the easing of the strain of financlal shortages and teacher surpluses, the chances for admiss10n to
the Chicago Publl0 SchOOls at the

hi~l

school and Junior college

level were more promis1ng for the college and university graduates.
As far as the opportunities tor elementary school teachers in
Chicago were concerned, the Ch1cago Teachers College was able to
32Special training courses were offered in summer sessions
at Chicago Normal for college and un1versity graduates. These
allowed them to work in the Chlaago high schools on substitute
certif1aates and thus get experience and be ellgible for the
closed examinat10ns or this period. Ibid.
33Ibid.

-

-
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provide a sufficient number ot candidates to fulfill the demands
for the positions to be filled.

Therefore, with few exceptions,

the examinations for elementary school teachers were closed to
any but students of the Chicago Teachers College until 1948.

Also, beginning in the m1d-twent1es following trends across the
nation there was a general surplus of elementary school teachers~
This continued in Ch1cago well into the 1940's when finally the
wartime populat1on surge was beg1nning to arr1ve at school age
\

and sujdenly the long wa1ting l1st for elementary school \teaching
positions evaporated into thin air. 35 By 1949. there was a defi,

nita teacher shortage in the public elementary schools of Chicago
The examination has been open ever since to the graduates of accredited univerSities, colleges and teachers colleges with thirty
semester hours 1n the f1eld of elementary education, includ1ng
at least one year of teach1ng experience or a full course in
practice teaching. 36
\

Besides certification requirements, salary arrangements for
personael in the Chicago schools would have a decided effect upon
the colleges and universities 1n the vicinity.

Beginning early

34cr • Evenden and others, VI, 5.
35personal interView, Dean Cook. Many of these teachers had
married or gone into other careers in the years 1ntervening since
they had passed the examinations.
36Board of Examiners, Circular 2t Information (1959), p. 22.
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in the twent1eth century, a double salary schedule based on service and profess10nal growth was inaugurated in the Chicago publi
schools. 37 This provided for a gradual yearly advance in salary
for a certain period known as the lower schedule.

In order to

pass from a lower to an upper salary schedule, a teacher needed
to pass an examination in at least f1ve major subjects to insure
ade~uate

professional growth.

In t1me, this

re~uirement

could be

met by substituting credit courses from reeogn1zed high.er institutions. 38 There were, of course, certain regulations such as
the number of courses taken in any one year.

However, since

until recently high school teachers reoeived higher salaries,
the course work which could be applied to the requirement for
the high school examination, seemed preferable to many elementary
school teachers who continued their education for degrees.

In

the mid 1950's, when Chicago teachers obtained a single salary
schedule, there was an adjustment made for profeSSional growth
in terms of the degree, bachelor's or master's, or in the number
of semester hours of graduate cred1t earned beyond the master's,
or f1nally for the doctor's degree. 39
37ProVided by a regulat10n of July 9, 1902, Proceedi~s of
the Meet1~ of the Board of Education of the Cit~ or CHlcago-\<ffi'icago, 9011, PP. 21-~2:- -

-

38Ibid ., (1906), pp. 773-775.
39 "Salary Schedule for all Elementary, High and College
Teachers, January 1, 1959," Mimeographed not1ce of Department of
Teacher Personnel, Chicago Publ1c School Board of Education.
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The regulations of the Chicago school author1ties have
affected the Catholio oolleges and especially the Catholic
un1versities in the growth and development of their teacher
education programs for at least a half century, but there are
still other considerations.

One which has rece1ved mention but

which needs some elaborat1on is the influence of the acorediting
movement.

Developed for the seoondary schools before the turn

of the century, 1t was carried on at first as a methOd of inspeotion of preparatory high schools by the state un1versities.
It developed into a standardization program
under the auspioes
,
of the regional associations of colleges and secondary schools.
The m1ddle west was represented

by

the North Central Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

Founded in 1895,

the association aimed 'at the establishing of closer relations
between the colleges and secondary schools.

For the first

fifteen years of its existence# the association was concerned mo
w1th the upgrading of the seoondary schools; and the f1rst experiment in college inspection and accrediting was entered into
The first list ot approved schools was not
presented until 1913. 40 Commenting upon the list ot standards

with much caution.

whioh were used from that date until the revision 1n 1934. Charle
H. Judd. one ot the guiding personalities of the North

Centra1~

remarked that the early members had striven first to define an
40Allan o. Ptn1ster. "Accreditation in the North Central
Region." Acoreditation in Hisaer Education, U. S. Department
of Health, Iducat!on and-Weilare (Qasnington, 1959), pp. 52-53.
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institution of collegiate rank.

With this definition before

them they d eterm1ned what colleges should be approved.

The

characteristics of a good cOllege according to this definition
were transformed into a series of standards.

Admitting the

cr1ticisms that had been leveled aga1nst the standards, Judd
contended that they had served a good purpose.

The new quali-

tative standards that were be1ng adopted in 1934 could never
.

,,/

have been/ inaugurated without the improvement brought about by
the earlier quantitative speCifications,41
t~hese

early criteria or standards set the minimum scholas-

.
\

tio requirements for instructors" admiss10n standards, and
number ot hours required for graduat1on.

They also ind1cated

the emphasis to be given to the curriculum, instruction, academio standards, and library 1n the evaluation of oolleges and
univers1t1es.,,42 The new procedures adopted 1n 1934 were based
upon the policy that an inst1tution would be Judged upon the
basis of its total pattern as an inst1tution of higher learning
and that the fac11ities and act1vit1es of an 1nstitution would
be Judged 1n terms of the purposes it sought to serve.

At

present, the Association 1s aga1n cr1t1cally reexamining 1ts
accr~1ting

methods and the assumptions underlying them.

One

4lCharles H. Judd, t~1Bauss1on ot the Report on the ReviSion of Standards." North C~ntral Assooiat1on gu~rterll' IX
(October 1934), 213.
42Pfn1ster. P. 53.
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of the recent adjustments was the adoption of a plan which would
provide liaison between the Association and the professional
agencies 1n order to bring about a better evaluation of the professional programs. 43
During the early 1920's, the Amerioan Council on Education
attempted the first efforts toward unifying the standards of the
various state and regional accrediting agenCies.

A co~ttee

of the Counc1l not only formulated certain prinoiples and stan,.,-

dards tor four-year colleges and universities but tor Junior
oolleges and teacher-training institutions
as well.
,

These stan-

dards ot the American Council included a set specifioally formulated tor teaoher-training departments in colleges and universities.

Adopted by the North Central Association and other

leading accrediting assooiations. these criteria further highlighted the teaoher education programs. 44
Because of the rapid inorease of the number and variety
of organizat1ons attempting to standardize prooedures and policies in higher education, considerable discontent was expressed
over both the duplication and the multiplication ot inspections,
43IbiO., PP. 53-55. One of these profeSSional agencies 1s
the new Na~lonal Council tor Aocreditation in Teaoher Educat1on.
44E1la B. Ratoliffe. Accredited R1sher Institut1ons, Department ot the Interior, Bulle~In I9~, No. 10 (~ashing£on, 1926),
Pp. 2-3, 9; William K. Seldon, '~he Nat10nal Commission on Accrediting, ~ccred1t~t1on ~ Hit>her Edugat1on, p. 22.
tl

reports, and labor required of the institut10ns mId the rigidity
of certain requirements.

II

Various professional assoc1ations

representing colleges and university membership voiced their
opinions during the twenties and thirties until finally the
American Council on Education again took the lead in trying to
bring about some solution to the problems of accreditation.
Conferences \'Iere ine.ueuratcd beginning ;1.n 1939 ano. gradually
four of the associations representing the higher institutions
1n the United States were vitally interested in taking action.
When the Association of Amez'ican Uni, varsities terndnated its
accrediting activities in 1948 .. the time was ripe for a new
development.

This beoanlc the National Commission on Accrediting.

It was Joined by three more associations repreaentin& colleges ..
Junior colleges and teacher education.

Fac(.~

with many problems,

the new Comnussion decided to call a moratorium on accrediting
while it studied the situation and sought a solution.

Most of

the professional accrediting associations accepted this decision
and f1nallJ atter a period of strain and tension.. the National
Commission published the results of 1ts study which has done
much to establish the present polic1es and pract1ces in nccred!t!ng. 45

In view of the recent developments in the field of teacher
education and accrediting. it 1s necessary also to mention the
451bid •• pp. 23-25. The National Commission has become in
effect ~ccrediting agency tor accrediting associat1ons.
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background and activities of the National Council for Accreditation 01' Teacher Education.

This Council was formed in 1952

through the united efforts of the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Bducation,,46 and its supporters from the
national associations of teach.ers, administrators, state school
officers, and school board representatives,

Its aim was to pro-

vide a unifol"m system of accreditation for alJ. professional
teacher education whether in teachers colleges or in multlpurpose
institutions.

In view of the climate of feeling regarding ac-

crediting just described above, it was
necessary for the new
,

.

council to define its relationship with the National Commission
on Accrediting.

Progress was slow in this matter until 1954

when the council was tinally ready for operation with issues
clearly drawn.

It soon became evident that the council would

be recognized as the profeSSional

accI~it1ng

body tor teacher

education. if it would modify its structure so as to have a
major1ty 01' its members from colleges and un1versities.

There

was a reorganization ot the structure, and the Nat1.onal Council
for Accreditation ot Teaoher Education was officially recognized
by 1957.

There was an early decislon of the councll to cooperate

46Th1s was an association formed in 1948 with acorediting
power derived from its inclusion of the American Association of
Teachers COlleges. the first national association for accred1t1n
teacher educat1.on, It also merged the National Association of
Colleges and Departments of Education and the Nat10nal Association 01' Teacher Education Institutions.
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with the regional association and to rely upon the regional
association for the evaluation of the general strength of the
college or university.

It has required regional accreditation

of all its members and thus has accredited the teacher education
program only.

At this t1me the organizat10n is still 1n the

process of ref1ning standards and procedures but its influence
and prestige seem to be growing. 47 It is hoped that it will be
an avenue for better understanding and cooperation between the
liberal and the professional trad1tions in teacher education.
The pressures ot state and city, cert1f1cat1on requirements
and the exigencies ot seek1ng

state~

regional~

and now profes-

sional accreditation for teacher educat10n have been recounted.
However. as CatholiC inst1tutions, the colleges in this study
have come face to face with another problem wh1ch 1s distinctive
to their native land# the education at the rel1gious teachers
for the Catholic schools.
From the beginning at our separate school system there have
been special difficulties confronting Catholic teacher education
in the United States.

As we have seen professional training for

the American teacher had barely been initiated before the B1shop
Hughes controversy ot the 1840's.

Compulsory educat10n was

hardly dreamed of, and missing was the general pub11c conviction

47 W. Barl Armstrong, 'fTeacher Education, U

!!l H1&!:!er !!ducation... PP. 204-206.
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that prolonged formal schoOling was even necessary.

As we

wonder at the boldness of the Catholic bishops in venturing
to create a system of Catholic schools in no way inferior to
the public schools, we must remember that the magnitude of the
present educational scene was hidden from their eyes, and that
the goal they envisioned was extremely humble. 48
Nevertheless, the intention of the bishops from the outset
was explicit.

The high purpose clearly announced was that the

Catholic schools should in no way impose sacrifice either of
material comfort or of educational valpe upon Catholic children.
This theme recurs often in all the official educational proceed.
ings during the next century.
In their deterndnation to safeguard the faith in the hearts
and minds of the children, the bishops during their early provincial councils centered their foremost attention upon the religious character, the curriculum, and the teachers of their
schools.

The three plenary councils echo the concern of the

provincial councils over the problem of teacher supply.

The

First Plenary Council of 1852 contented itself with a warning
that the teachers must be worthy, meaning religious worthiness.
Then, with this worthiness in mind, and more so for finanCial

48

John R. Hagan has a very good historical survey of the
a,ttitude of the early bishops in Th~ Diocesan Teachers College
Washington, 1932), pp. 9-15. See also fils '~atho!Ic Teacher
Education," 1n Essays on ca~ho1ic Educat1on, edited by Ray J
Deferrari (WashIngton,-r9~ , pp. ~34-~3'(.
•
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reasons, it was realized that reliance upon religious communities would be necessary for the provision of the teaching
staffs.

The Second Plenary Council in 1866 issued a stirring

call for the foundation of new communities of men and women
dedicated to the task of Catholic Education.

However, it was

not until the Third Plenary Council in 1884 that the bishops
really outlined their ideas on the purely educational qualifications of the teachers for our Catholic schools.
The code left l1ttle to be desired for completeness and
loftiness of standards, but it was one thing to formulate stan.
,

darns and another to enforce them espec1ally under the handicap
of tradition

w1d

environment in 1884.

There was little in

either public or Catholic education in America at that time
which would stimulate high profess1onal standards.

As B1shop

Spalding sagely remarked when reviewing the school situation,
"in America • • • multiplication is infinitely easier than per::tection.,,49

In the same article this noted educator regrets

another tact that has continued to harass religious superiors
to this day, that ls, the problem ot providing adequate preservice teacher education in addition to the proper novitiate

49JOhn L. Spalding, "Normal Schools tor Catholics,"
Catholic World, L1 (April 1890), p. 93.
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training. 50
As studies indicate there have been tar-reaching changes and
steady progress through the years in the tace of tremendous odds.
Certain dioceses have seen fit to conform to the Baltimore decrees
by the estab11shment of diocesan teachers' colleges.

"Only a few

have been able to register enough full-time students to warrant a
complete program. so that in service training. either specialized
or compensatory in character, has been their chief function. 1151
On the other hand the larger communities have been able during the

past generation to establish Junior or, senior cOlleges to care for

.

the training of their members.

Encouraging 1s the fact that they

have been cogn1zant and capable ot seeking accreditation for these
units.
A corollary has been the grim determination to withhold
members trom service in schools until two and sometimes
three years ot training have been completed. This haa
called for adamantine resistance to the constant pressure
exerted by the Hierarchy and zealous members of the ~lergy
to provide teachers for the new schools. The situation has
become even more critical in this respect in recent years
because parishes are now in a pOSition to bu11d schools before teachers are available .••• The policy of holding candidates in the motherhouses for complete training before
entering on teaching duties re~resents the greatest gain
during the past twenty years.~
50Ibid., p. 95. Notable studies have been: Sylvester
.
Schmitz;-a!B •• The Ad~ustment of Teacher Train1ng to Modern Educational Needs {Wasning on, !~71T SIster Mary AntonIa fiUrkIn, D.V.M.
~e preaaration of the Re11~OU8 Teacher (Wash1ngton, 1926); Sister
r.-Bei'iranae Meyers,' iffie JaUCitIoii of ~Isters (New York, 1941).
Sister M. Br1deen Lo~1 Pre-!ervrce~uca€Ion of Catholic Elemen":ary; School Teachers. {Wasnlngton.. I95~ ' . '
...
51Franc1s M. Crowley .. "Catho11c Teacher Education," Catholic
Schgal Journal .. LX (Apr11 1951), 119.
- .
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The establishment of a section on teaoher education in the
COllege and University Department of the National Catholic Educational Association in 1948 was a decided step in the direction
of meeting the problem of Sister education in an organized and
cooperative manner.

The first discussions held in this new

section desor1be vlvlQly the position of the Amerioan sister~
hOods. 53 As time advanced the activities and discuss!o;J,s of
this section finally resulted in the development oi' an "organizational arrangement whereby higher superiors and those engaged in
spiritual,and intellectual training of Sisters could meet to ex-

Of~ mutual assistance. "54 This

ch:ange' ideas and to plan programs

came to be known as the Sister Formation Conference which would
be operated on a regional basis and coordinated on a national

level by a Sister Formation
A series of

tw~lve

Committ~e

of the N.C.E.Ao

regional conferences were held during the

fall and winter of 1954-55.

They were sponsored 1n each case by

the Ordinary of the place in Which they were held.

Each confer-

ence reported a great and renewed enthusiasm on the part of the
S1sterhoods for the earliest possible carrying out of the Holy
Father's wishes in the matter ot Sister tormation as expressed in

52 Ib1d., P. 120.

53Report of the

Proceed1n~S and Address, N.C.E.A. Bulletin

XLV (August 19Zffi');Pp: ~~O.

-

,~:;>

54Sister Mary Emil Penet, I .R.N., 1l~~'S1st~r Forwiuon Conferences of t. he National Catholic Educat~onal A~~98!~tion7f!\~
!!!!9.. 2!. 2 Ch;urC.h !!l !ill.! Formation .9.!. S lB_terSl;" 'p. R x1StY.
"'-

I

,.,J
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his 1951 discourse to the Congress of Teach1ng S1sters.
There was keen interest in the organ1zat1on and program
of post novitiate houses of study. or "juniorates."
The delegates uniformly expressed sat1sfaction with
the hold1ng of Sister Pormation Conferences and their
des1re for an annual repet1tion of these meetings.
With sl1ght modifications in each region, and on undertak1ng that these modifications would be 1ncorporated aa well a.s possible into the draft to be cubmitted
at the nat10nal convention, the by-laws for the S1ster
POrt~:lt1on cor~erence were cpprovcd aftt:lr d1scu&s1on
item by item. ,
The S1ster Formation Committee planned that the first
meeting to be held under 1ts auspices at the N.C.E.A. Convent1on
would be closed, for S1sters only, and devoted to such educat10nal problems as could and

should~be

point of a religious community.

d1scussed from the stand-

The regional conference&, and

the nat10nal meetings at the conventions were not to be the only
activities of Sister Formation.

Special surveys and studies

were conducted and cooperat1ve relat1onsh1ps were established
w1th the National Commission for Teacher Education

and

Profes-

sional Standards. 56
Since the inauguration ot Sister Formation five active year
have been completed and much as been accomplished by way of
research, experimentation, publicity, and cooperation.

The re-

sults of the study so far by way of curricular proposals are
being tested at present in the College of St.Taresa 1n Winona,

-- .....

55~., pp. xxii-xxiii.

56Ibid., PP. xxv-xxix.

The N.C.T.E.P.S., a conwnssion of
the N.E:A7'; was one of the lead1ng organizations which sponsored
the National Council for Accrediting in Teacher Education.
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Minnesota and in the Providence Sisters' Institutional Branch of
Seattle University.

A new college exclusively for Sisters and

intended to implement the theories and practical interpretations
of Sister Formation is now under construction in Seattle.
The Catholic colleges and universities of Chicago then, have
a wide panorama and a varied background of educational

experien~

within which their activities for teacher education have been developed and have continued to function.
has been influenced in varying
above.

degl~es

Each ot the institutions
by the factors deliniated

The establishment of their departments of education, the
\

expansion of their teacher training curriculums. their participation in educational research and planning, all these have been
accomplished within a cOlumon historical setting.

CHAPTER III
THE DEPARTMBIfr OF EDUCATION AT LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
Teacher education in the tradition ot the liberal arts
was not

unkno~m

to the students ot Loyola University long betore

there was any attempt to

formali~e

specif1c oourse offerings.

instruction in pedagogy by

There were , no doubt lectures in

pedagogy tor any who would be incl1ned to teach in the days
of St. Ignat1us College when a bachelor's degree was considered
an adequate preparation for the high school teacher. l
It was only in 1910, however, that the "tendency on the
part of graduates to enter the teaching profession" had grown
to the proportion that warranted a regular course ot study in
pedagogy being added to the catalog.

This was described as a

preparat10n "to teach in high schools and normal schools. and
to be a principal of a tour years' course in high school."
The course offerings were three:

history ot education. theory

and art of teaching, and physiological psychology.

The latter

..
lLectures in the theory and art of teaching are mentioned
in the catalo~ of the College of Arts and Sciences for the year
,

1909-10, p. "j •
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was termed a course in applied psychology to supplement rational
psycholOgy and included references to the works of Wundt, James,
and Tichener among others. 2
Just how many students availed themselves of this opportunity is difficult to ascertain 3 but in 1917 the course offerings
were expanded considerably and observation and practice teaching
were included spec1fically 1n the l1sting. 4

In 1918 the Bachelor of Philosophy curriculum was added to
that of the Bachelor of Arts for the preparation of teachers.
It represented "acquirements wholly or, ch1efly in the non-11nguistic courses, such as Philosophy, History, Political Economy,
Education" and Sociology.ItS

In the following year, two more

2Ib~d. (1910-11). pp. 152-153.
3A graduate of 1912, Right Reverend Monsignor Jeremiah P.
Holley, recalls at least one member of his c~asB who took the
courses in preparat10n for teaching. Teaching was looked upon
as a temporary means of livelihood by some until they could earn
enough money to continue their education in law. Personal interview with the author. Reverend Jerome Jacobsen, S. J., a student
at St. Ignatius High School at this time, reoalls some of the
students whc did their practice teaching in the high school clas~af •
Personal interview.

4The other six courses were: history of education, child
study, systems 1n education, educational psychology, philosophy
of education, and educational theory and practice. Since ~1e
state required only educational psychology and the theory and
art of teaching in its examination for certificates, it is possible that the other courses were merely g1ven on an alternate
basis. BuI~et1n, College of Arts and Sciences~ (1917). PP. 42-43.
5Ibid. (1918)_ p. 19.
pedagogy to education.

Notice the change of name from

courses were added and the observation of teaching and practice
teaching were describedo 6 The number of courses offered continued to grow in the catalog until in 1924 there were nineteen. 7
At this time there was no systematic arrangement and the number
of courses merely deSignated a place on the list of the subjects
offered.

With the founding of the graduate school and the sub-

sequent organization ot the department of education this system
was greatly altered.
The professional tra1ning 1n the narrative above was that
provided for the young men attending the College of Arts and
Sciences8 and prepar1ng for secondary~ school teaching. It is
doubtful that the classes were ever very large or that a great
number of the graduates of those years became teachers.

However,

there was another division of the University by this time that
was enter1ng into the field of teacher education, the Downtown
College or as 1ts founder and guiding personality, F::ther
Frederic Siedenburg, S.J. called 1t, the School of SociOlogy.
GrOWing out of a serles of lectures on social subjects given
in the year of 1913-14 in an office building at Clark and Randolph Streets, the attendance of so many school teachers, social
workers, and public officlals, encouraged the formation of a
7Ib~d. (1924), pp. 49"51.
BIn 1922 this division of the University was moved exclusively
to the Lake Shore Campus on Sheridan Road.
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systematic course of instruction.

In October 1914, the School

of Sociology began as a professional school, and a department of
the University.

The attendance of a considerable number of

teachers and social

worke~s

in the field encouraged the planning

of extension lectures which were given 1n the late afternoon or
on Saturday mornings.

At first the lectures were strictly on

sociology or on subJects closely allied but as time went by
those offered as a "cultural background" and taken as electives
increased in number and scope.

Since these courses could be used

as credit courses toward a degree and for promotion in the public
schools, an increasing number of Chicago teachers began to further
their education on an in-service basis. 9
It was 1n the extension lectures in 1916 that the first
courses in education in this downtown schOOl were given.

Be-

ginning with lectures in modern history of education10 the offerings were increased as the years passed, but since this was
~ietly

in-service education and most of the Chicago teachers

~ad

received a preponderance of professional courses in their

~wo

year normal course, the educational courses 1n the catalog

9 "A catholic School ot Sociology," reprinted trom The
Catholic Charities Review (June, 1921) in Lol01a UniverSItl
~~400l 9~ SoclolOjY, BulIetin No. 11 (FebrUary, 19~~), PP. 5-9.
See ~lso tEla., Ro. 4, (July, 1914) and Ibid., No.6, (August,
1916), P."1r."'"
10!!!!9..., P .. 16.
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before 1927 never exceeded seven.
Beginning 1n

19l6~

Father Siedenburg contr1ved to make

arrangements whereby the re11gious teachers in the parochial
and pr:t'yate schools could further their educat10n by an 1nservice program.

The V81"ious meobcl"s of the faculty of the

School of Soc 1 01 om,' carr!ed on c;:tonoion

lectUl"~3

in several

conver.ts tl1l"{)uChout the city in the late aftel"noon3

Oll all

'l'hel~e

were 1?3 Sisters included among the 417 on
the registel~ for the year 1916-17. 11 The majority of these
Saturdays

took the

I)

ext~nsion COUl'ses

in their O\,ffi convent.:;.

A few of the

su'bJectn taught t'l1ere of a pro;t'ess1onal nature but most of the

courses

~lere

tah. en for their cultul"ul value and with a degree

or'edit in m.tnd.

This. was the period in which the flul"ry ror

arnass1ng credits was at its height und quantity not quality
was frequently conspicuous. 12

F'ather Siedenburg believed that

the Sisters should be given the chance to eurn these credits.

The number of Sisters who enrolled in these courses increased
year by year.

Although often little attention was paid to

sequences and certain other standards. Father Sieden'burg nevertheless was instrumental 1n providing the opportunity and the encouragement for the teaching S1sters to further the.1r education

12pranc1s M. Crowley., "Catholic Teacher Fducat1on. fI
Catholi£? School, ~ournal LI (April~ 1951) .. 118.
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and professional study.

In 1918 a summer session was inaugur-

ated especially aimed for the Sisters.

These classes for the

most part were held at the regular campuses of the university.13
During the years between 1915 and 1925# courses in education or pedagogy# as it was often called, were

~1ven

in both

the College of Arts and Sciences and in the Downtown College.
Some of the instructors of this per10d were to become wellknown either because of their writings or because of the1r work
1n the public schools of Chicago.

In this light may be men-

tioned the Reverend William T. Kane#

~.

J., whose wr1tings 1n

history and philosophy of education are still standard references in the field; Helen M. Ganey who collaborated in the
authorship of a series of widely-used geography textbooks; and
William H. Johnson who later became superintendent of schools
for the City of Chicago.
The year 1926 marked a turning point in the history of
profess1onal teacher education at Loyola.

It was 1n that year

that the Graduate School began to funct10n as a distinct unit
of the un1versity.14 Through the medium of the Graduate School,
13Announcements for Summer School, 1923# 1925. 1927.
in Registrar's fIles ar-LOyola1Unlversity.

Copies

14H1stor1cal sketch in talola Univers1tl Bulletin, Graduate
School# new ser1es# XI (19351, 10.
.

the various departments began to take form and emerge as definite and cohesive faculties.
ment had been

used~

Before this time the word depart-

but it was more or less a oonven1ent term

to designate a subJeot matter group1ng and had little meaning
as administrative organization.

The man who assisted the

President of Loyola in this work of ooordinating the work for
advanced degrees was Father Austin G. Schro1dt_ S.J •• who had
his doetcrate 10 the newly organized School
15
of Education at the University of MiChlgan.
Arriving in 1925.
reoently-~ecelved

it was Father Schmidt's duty not only to help plan the structure
,

of the new Graduate School but to design it within the framework of the standards of the aoorediting organizations.
When he became Dean of the Graduate School, one ot his
first offioial tasks was to visit the individual members of
the oommittee on graduate work of the North Central Association16 in order to be assured, for the benefit ot the students,
that graduate work at Loyola would be deemed aoceptable.

Asked

to give a description of the program, Father referred to the
department of mathematios, the department of soience, and the
department of education.
for various

ar~angements

However, these were merely expressions

-

of subJeet matter whiah would contribut

lSprom information obtained by personal interview of the
author with Revsrend Austin Q. Schmidt, S.J.
16LoYOla had already received accreditation trom North
Central in 1921 for its undergraduate program 1n liberal arts.

to the programs lead1ng to graduate degrees.

The departmental

system was not officially inaugurated until a few years later
under the presidenoy of the Reverend Robert

Kelly~

S. J. 17

During a special meeting pre3ided over by Father Kelly. Father
Schmidt was asked to give un

e'~lanation

of the departmental

organization to the assembled faculty members.

Then. after

disouss10n, it was agreed upon that the members representing
var10us subjects would group themaelves together according to
this general pattern with one member serving as a chairman in
each d1v1sion.

The department of eduoation

then~

officially

dates from the time of this meeting.
As a department in fact, however. the department of education seems to have come 1nto existenoe almost from the 1naugurat10n of the Graduate School.

It was only logical that

Father Schmidt with hie wide knowledge in the field of eduoat10n, his past eAperience with educat10nal researoh, and his
close association with many of the educational leaders should
take a special interest in the department of education at
Loyola.

The description of requ1rements in the Bulletin of

17pather SOhmidt was not oerta1n of the exaot date of
this meet.ing. It 1s probable that the year was 1929 sinoe
the 1930 Bulletin
mentions the various heads of departments.
,
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1927 gives every indication that this action was well under way
if not already accomplished by this time. l 8
Because of his position as Dean of the Graduate School. it
is to be expected that the latter program would receive the
greatest emphasis.

Yet th1s necessar1ly brought about changes

on the undergraduate scene.

The most noticeable d1fferences are

1n the number1ng and olass1f1cation ot courses wh1ch began to
follow a cons1stent pattern in catalogs and schedules from 1927
on.19 Since one

or

the aims of the new department of educat10n

would necessar1ly have been to provide work preparatory to a
,

graduate program in education, there wOUld have to be COOrdination of the entire course of study.

This would prevent overlapp1nt

of course material and help to insure adequate background for
more advanced work. 20
The a1ms of the department of educat10n, although not formulated separately from those of the Un1vers1ty as a whole until
~a1rly recent years,2l can be deduced rather accurately from a

18Graduate School, III, 28-29.
19~., pp. 29-34; and also ~., Arts and SCiences, pp. 59-

1.

20zn the Bullet1n of the Graduate School reference is made to
he Bullet1n of the ~ollege at Arts and Sc1ences, and certain
. ourses ape l1sted wh1ch are cons1dered pre-requ1sites or at least
~erely preparatory.
2lThe First spec1f1c aims for the department were formulated
n 1949. Ibid., Combined Coll. of A. & S. and Univ. Call. XXVI
1950). 186.
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perusal of catalogs, schedules, and announcements, together w1th
the knowledge of the sett1ng g1ven in the preced1ng chapter.

The

a1ms of today with a few explanatory comments might well have
been set down by Father Schmidt 1n 1927.

Besides the provision

of a preparatory program for graduates already mentioned above,
the new department also sought:

(2) to give profess1onal prepar-

ation to students planning to enter the field of teaching and
school administration; (3) to give profess1onal training in
specialized fields such as guidance and curriculum; (4) to offer
courses of general cultural value to all students; (5) to pro\

v1de on a graduate level opportunities for admin1strators or
teachers who w1shed to achieve greater oompetency in the theory
and practice of education; (6) to produoe research whioh would
help to solve the educational problems met by administrators,
supervisors .. specialists" and teachers; (7) to produceresearoh
wh1ch would make a contribut1on to the extant funds of knowledge
in eduoat1on; and (8) to help prepare research workers 1n this
f1eld. 22
In 1927 the students entering the field of teaching were
for the most part those from the Lake Shore Campus who would
begin teach1ng in the h1gh schools.

The professional courses

at the Downtown College were providing in-serv1ce training for
teachers in the public and private schools of Chicago and
22Adapted from the "Annual Departmental Report to the
PreSident," (l958-59), Department of Educat1on, p.l.
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vicinity.

A majority of those enrolled in the undergraduate
program in University COllege 23 were elementary school teachers

who had finished the normal sohool course and were continuing
their work for a degree.

There were religious sisters too in

greater numbers on campus# since extension work had to be curtailed. 24
The ofrering of cou;rases of general cultural value

with~n

the department itself has varied through the years depending
upon the coordination existing between departments.

Father

Schm1dt worked especially toward a cooperation w1th the psycnol.
ogy department. 25 other subject matter departments were prevailed
\

upon from time to time to give courses which would be especially
geared to teachers.

As for requiring courses of a broad cultural

nature# the department in keeping with the traditions at Loyola
has sought to integrate scientific, literary,

~nd

cultural

training with a sound philosophy of 11fe based on Catholic
princiPles. 26
The graduate school from its 1nception tried to meet the
demands of teachers and administrators for self-improvement and
23The Downtown College became known as University College
in 1936-19a7.

24Pe~sonal interview, Father Austin G. Schmidt, S. J.
25Ibid.

-

26Ibid.
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advancement. 27

The research phase of graduate work 1n education

was emphasized immediately.

Father Schmidt, himself a firm be-

l1ever 1n the research ideal, expressed it thus in the

~ullet1n

when out11n1ng the qualities of the graduate student:
Of all these qua11t1es, the most essent1al 1s that the
graduate student should have the ab111ty, courage and
1ngenu1ty to attack his problems 1ndependently. A
graduate student who 1s 1nterested 1n no quest10n until it has been outlined and explained. and \tho must
call upon adv1sors not to perfect, but to spec1fy, h1s
methodsof attack, cannot expect to be successful in h1s
work. 2

All cand1dates for graduate degrees were requ1red to take
Educat10n 201, Research Methods. 29 On the master's level 1n the
Department of Educat10n only the Master of Arts degree w1th a
thes1s requ1rement was offered for the f1rst seven years. 3D The
Doctor of Ph1losophy degree was conferred at f1rst solely 1n the
f1eld of educat1on. 3l
The early 1940's saw an alterat10n of the a1ms.

W1th the

mod1f1cat1on of Chicago Teachers College to include a four year
degree program there was less demand for 1n-serv1ce tra1ning on
the undergraduate level.

The requ1rement of the master's degree

for the pr1nc1palsh1p with the spec1f1cation of two courses in
administration and two in superv1s1on was an incentive, however,
27Ib1d.

-

-

28Ibid ., III (1927), p. 10
29Ib1d ... p. 29
3DThe Master of Educat10n was added in 1934.
3l Bullet1n Gradua e Sc
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to the graduate program in education.

Thls helped to keep the

department allve in the dark days of World War II.

The war, wlth

its accompanying result in loss of faculty members to the armed
servlces, brought a further 11mitation of aims as the doctoral
program was curtailed. 32 The master's program especially geared
to the preparation of princ1pals was malntained by recrulting
teaChing personnel from rellglous orders and part-time lecturers
from the Chicago school system. 33
By 1948 there was need for expansion again.

The shortage

of elementary school teachers and the opening of the examinat10ns
,

to others than graduates of the Chicago Teachers College called
a new approach to the undergraduate study of eduoatlon.

fo~

The

course of study needed reorganlzation to provide for the preparation of elementary school teachers.

In 1947 the Lewls Towers

College of Arts and Sciences had been founded to prov1de a downtown day school, so that by 1949-50 the undergraduate program
included courses ln both day and evenlng school and plans were
being made for the provision of the necessary experiences in
practice teaching.34
32No new candidates were accepted for degrees, but students
~ho had not completed their work were meeting with their comrn1ttees
in an effort to develop or complete a thes1s problem. Interview
~1th Father hustin G. Schmidt, S. J.
33Personal interview with Doctor Paul Klniery, Acting Chairman of the Department of Education, 1936-1942.
34personal interview; Dr. William Conley, Chairman of the
Department of Education, 1949-51.

..
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Th1s undergraduate program has continued to expand unt11 it
compares favorably with the graduate program.
cludes not only the

~mster

This latter in-

of Arts and Master of Education degrees

but the Education Doctorate and the Doctor of Ph11osophy in Education.

At present with a view to eventual affi11ation with the

National Commission on the Accreditation of Teacher Education.
standing

co~ittees

of the department are review1ng all the

offerings at both graduate and undergraduate levels 1n the l1ght
of their object1ves. 35
Before pass1ng on to a descr1ption of the development of the
\

curriculum some mention should be made regarding organization.
As has been stated above. the general plan of the departmental
system. with the chairman of the department act1ng as director
and the other faculty members in that discip11ne work1ng with
him as a cc>mm1ttee.# was 1naugurated· shortly after the inception
of the Graduate School.

The work of the department has been

carried on chiefly by means ot meetings both formal and informal
in nature.

For the former. minutes were taken and copies sent to

the president and to the various deans of the divisions in the
university concerned with the education of teachers. 36

As the

department expanded in personnel and in activities. it became

35Annua1 Departmental Report. 1958-1959. p. 2.
36It is unfortunate that copies of the minutes of departmenta~
meetings prior to 1951 were not extant.
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necessar:r from time to time to appoint sub-comm.:tttees to conduct
research on or handle the duties connected with new problems that
arose.

Some of the issues thus adn:inistered through. committee

organization in recent years have been:

the arranging of optimum

programs for student teaching experiences; the formulation of'
revised entrance requirements; the preparation of a syllabus for
the comprehensive examinations; the Tru:'l.intaining of C'I.lrrent information on certification requirements; the expansion of the statement of departmental objectiveSi a self ..evaluatlon study in view
to national accredltatlon. 31 At one tlI!le 38 there was some conI

slderation of a

,

~ehool

should warrant it.

of Educa.tion if' and

~lhen

the enrollment

However l at present there seems to be no

indication that such a change in the orga.nizational pattern will
materialize in the near future.
According to the Bulletill a curriculum 1s Z'.n ordered program
of studies approved

the College or Graduate School as a means
of fulfilling the purposes of a specified degree. 39 When descr1b
by

ing the curriculum in the terms of the Department of Education
there must be a threefold arrangement to include bachelor's,
master's and doctoral programs.
The course of study on the undergraduate level was geared
mainly to needs of secondary school teachers as
•

fal~

as the

ilL

37Unpublished tlMinutes of the Department of Education
Meetings", 1951-1959.
3811Annual Department Report," (1955-56)" p. 1.
39

I

4
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offerings on the Lake Shore Campus were concerned.
the fact that until 1935

In view of

were no specific courses in education required for certificates to teach in Illinois 40 and
the~e

those specified in that year were rather meager. it was not
hard to meet the necessary professional preparation for secondary teachIng. 4l The education courses offered in the College
of Arts and Sciences,

therefore~

were not numerous.

Teach1ng

positIons during the 1930·s became increasingly harder to obtain
as the depression advanced.

Perhaps some graduates sought

teachIng assignments outside of Chicago, as the Bulletin began

.,

to warn students of the requIrements for the state limited certificates in 1937. 42 In 1938 those students on the Lake Shore
Campus were told that all courses in educat10n would be given
in the University COllege. 43 Thus the situation remained until
the present deoade.
The in-service undergraduate curriculum was a different
story.

As a reorganization and an expansion of the educational

opportunities first offered by the School of Sociology, the

4~ucational PsycholoGY, and the PrinCiples and Methods
of Teaching.
41ChiCagO Public Schools had no requirement on hours in education until the North Central regulation of fifteen semester
hours went into effect in 1934. There were still no courses
specified by name.
42sulle~in, Arts and SCiences, XIII, 63.
43Ibid. XIV, 54.

-
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Downtown College prov1ded the occas1on for the teaching personnel
of Chicago to further their cultural and. professional advancement~4
For the elementary school teacher with a normal school d1ploma.
th1s meant a chance to finish her work for the degree which was
necessary to advance to the secondary school or the principalship.
The Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Scienoe, or Bachelor of Philosophy degree programs could be followed in the evening school. and
oy 1936 the enrollment warranted the addition of a spec1al curr1culum for teachers called the Bachelor of Sc1ence in Education. 4? Th1s degree aimed espec1ally at tra1n1ng for teaching in

'
servi::;:> 46 specified only two courses amOng
the eight majors or
twenty-four semester hours in eduoat1on. 47 There were, of course,
summer sessions each year which enabled teachers, both religious
~nd

lay, in the outlying distriots as well as from cities far re-

~oved

~am.

from Chicago, to participate in the teacher education proAn interesting and practical feature of the summer sessiOns

of 1930, 1931, and 1932 were a series of Demonstration Schools.
me purpose of the Demonstration School, tram the standpoint of
the observer, was to exemp11fy modern and creative methods 1n a
typical elementary school.
~as

~f

It comprised grades one to eight and

held at first 1n st. Ignatius Elementary School adjoining the
44See the announcement of in-service courses in the Schedule
1935-36. A course was given also at Austin High School.
4~ullet1n~ Univ. College, XII, 20.
46Announcement !2!:. S~mmer Ses,sion. 1936
47since prino1ples and methods of teaching and educational
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Lake Shore Campus.

The next two summers the classes convened in

the Cudahy Building on the campus itself.

Under the direction

of Father Schmidt and staff of the education department and the

prlncipalship of Joseph C.

Thompson~

at Loyola and a Chicago public school
mad~

himself a part-time lecturer
principal~

an attempt was

to combine the practical with the theoretical in education

courses.

The faculty was carefully selected 48 in order to give

the students a chance to see the very best in the field of elementary education.

Each summer the experiences of the preceding
one were utilized in refining administrat1ve procedures. 49 The

plan f1nally evok~ 1n 1932 seems t.o hive had the most ideal
features and to have augured well for the future; but other
difficulties arose, chief among them the lack of funds 1n the
depress10n year budgets and the inadequacy of space ava1lable
for proper observation.

There was also a dit£iculty in getting

representative students for the demonstration school.

Many

psychology were requ1red for state certificates on the junior
high and secondary levels Education 116 and 122 were required
for any who had not already completed these courses in normal
school. Bulletin,
Untv. College, XII, 28 •
•
48r.ne faculty list in 1931 includes representatives from
Northern Illinois State Teachers Col1ege# DeKa1b; Rosemont
College. Philadelphia; Detroit Teachers College; Iowa State
Teachers College# Cedar Falls, Iowa; Harris Teachers College,
St. Louisj and Fordham University; besides teachers trom public
and parochial schools in Detroit and Chicago. Three religious
sisters were among the demonstration teachers. Published announcement of the Demonstration School. 1931, copy in Office of
the Registrar at LOYOla UniverSity.

-

49Ibid. Summer Session Schedule, 1932, pp. 11-18.
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parents desired to send their ahildren to the school for remedia
work which militated against the aim of providing demonstration
of the methods in a typical elementary school.

For these and

other minor reasons the Demonstration School had to be discontinued. 50
As already has been stated. the undergraduate program was
curtailed considerably during the 1940's due primarily to the
establishment of a degree course at the Chicago Teachers COllege
and to the loss

ot students and faculty to the military services.

In 1948. however, when the shortage of elementary teachers was
,

beginning to be felt in Chicago, the officials of the public
school system were glad to enlist the help of Loyola in filling
their needs for trained teachers. It was about this time51 that

Dr. William Conley came to Loyola as Dean of University College
and Chairman of the Department of Education.

Dr. Conley had been

a member of the statf of the United states Office of Education
4-

..

5Opersonal interview with Father Schmidt.
51In September, 1949, Dr. Conley succeeded Father Schmidt
whose second term as Chairman had commenced in 1942. Father
Schmidt had the heavy duty of directing the University Press
in addition to his work at Loyola~ and this together with poor
health hindered his administration of the department in later
years. The period tram 1936 until 1942 had been under the chairmansh1p ot Dr. PaUl Kin1ery, who was also at the time ASSistant
Dean of the Graduate School. Dr. K1nierJ' had kindly consented to
relieve Father Schmidt ot the administrative duties of the department when the latter's work as direotor of the press became
extremely engaging.
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just prior to this time and for at least a decade in the years
preceding" he had been dean of one of the branches of the Chicago
Junior College.

Thus, Dr. Conley brought to Loyola not only his

wlde knowledge 1n the current field of education, but also experience in adrrdnistration on a collegiate level in the Ch1cago
area.

The two-year span of his chairmanship was concerned ohlefl

with currioulum reorgan1zat10n.

The curriculum for the Bachelor

of Sclence in Education had al1"eady been revised to some extent
before Dr. COnley·s arrival. but the implementation of the program and revision of course offerings tool::: place under his directlon.

The requirements in semester

,
.
hours

for eduoat1on, Engl1sh,

h1story, mathematics, and science as well as those for the taaah-

ins field of concentration remained unchanged. However, require.
mants were added in ph1losophy.. psychology. religion. social
science and speech.

Certain courses were specified by name in

Eng11sh literature, history, psychology, scholastic philosophy
and rel1gion. 52 These were in keeping with the aims tor the
Bachelor of Science in Education degree, as formulated in 1945,
which sought to develop the "type of teacher with the abi11ty
to meet modern demands as a result of a thorough training in
fundamentals .. • • together with the most acceptable modern techniques in teacher train1ng. 1153
The pressing need at this time was an undergraduate
5~~11~~~~ Un1v. College, XXV, 62-63.
53~b~d., XXI, 23.

See also revised a1m for 1950.

pre-service program which would prepare teachers for the elementary schools.

This was undertaken

by

a careful selection of'

course off'erings# a consolidation of methods courses,54 and the
formulation of a planned experience program for practice teaching.

Dr. Conleyts conception of the student teaching program as
one of guided experiences was shared and laid upon practical
foundations

by

Harry L. Wellbank.

Wellbank .. who joined the

staff at Loyola as a part-time ;L'1str.lctor while finishing his
doctorate at Nortllwestern University" had been a etudel1t of
\

Conley's during the summer of 1949, Just prior to the latter's
cOming to Loyola.

In theory the plan was to provide varied ex-

periences with the tasks ot the teacher.

It began with observa-

tion of the experienced teacher; then the student would assist
with supplementary work such as checking papers, recording malJks,
or planning projects or lessons.
teach under supervision.

Finally the student would

In connection with th1s activ1ty pro-

gram would be a weekly sem1nar class in

~'1h1ch

the stadents would

share their experiences and discuss their problems.

In this way,

the students would become aware ot many different situations so
that their experiences would be Widened considerably during the
training period.

This approach was regarded aa vital tOI' prepaI'-

ation to teach in a large metropolitan area like Chicago where

54In 1950" Principles of' Education f4:ethod (MU I)
to

""'laS

added
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the differences from one district to another are so consp1cuous~5
This program for student teaching was worked out in its
practical aspects by Dr. Wallbank, who became the first director
of student teaching at Loyola.

His plans were well formulated

and the basic outline is still being used.

In an evaluation

report 56 of the program after the first three years th~ major
pl!oblems were delineated and recommendations were made in relation to the University in general and the Education Department
in particular. 57

Some of thesQ sugg&nt1ons have become a reality

such as team1er placement serv1ce through the University Place,

ment Off1ce.

At present the supervision of student teaching is

divided between two members of the department, one of whom is
director of the student qualifications toward teaching certificates.

A continuing problem 1n maintaining the student teaahing

program has been the hardship of distances that must be
by the supervising professors.

t~aveled

No immediate solut10n seems pos-

sible 1n view of the fact that students participating come from
allover the city and the policy has been to try to place students
as near to the1r homes as·possible. 58 Another problere practically
an outgrowth of this situation 1s that of providing an earl1er
55Interv1ew

\'ii th

Dr. Conley

0

6u
5 An Analysis and Evaluation of the Student Teach1ng Program

of 1950-52 .. "
University.

Copy in files of Depa.rtment of Education, LOYOla

57~•• Pp. 9-10.
5Bprom discuss10ns on this subject 1n unpublished TtMinutes
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introduction to "laboratory experiences" before the senior year.
Without a laboratory school and with the distanoe obstacles in thE
student teacher program already mentioned, the Department has
gone little beyond the stage of mental wrestling with the scheduling problems involved in such an act1vity in spite of its desirability.59
The responsibility for the oontinuanoe and development of
the undergraduate currioulum in teacher education fell upon the
able shoulders of Dr. John M. Nosniak in the fall of 1951 when,
as acting chairman, he suoceeded Dr. Conley.

Under his personable

,

and wise direotion the Baohelor of Soienoe in Eduoation has been
extended to inolude a two ...fold ourrioulum, one to prepare
teachers for certification in the kindergarten-primary grades
of the elementary schools, and the other to provide preparation
of certified teachers for the intermediate and upper grades. 60
of the Meeting of the Department ot Education" (November 12 .. 1952),
pp. 1-2.
59sulletln, Col. of Arts and Sciences XXXII (1956. 29-32).
High Sonoo1 teachers have been consistently advised not to follow
the program for the B.S. Eduoation, but have rather been enoouraged to pursue the currioulum for the A.B. or the B.S. degrees
with a major in the teaching field and a minor in education. However, the student teaching and the fulfillment of certifioation
requirements for secondary teaching have fallen within the
speoial Jurisdiction of the Department of Education. Ibid., p. 31
and also Ibid,., XXVIII (1952) P.. 73.
60~., XXVIII, (1952) p. 73.

59
The requirements for the State of Illinois and for the Chicago
Public School System have had considerable influence in curr1culum changes_ occasion1ng such add1t1ons as Art Educat1on_ particular methods courses in the teaching of reading and arithmet1c_
special courses in tests and measurements. as well as additional
requ1rements in the subject matter fields, for example_ the
natural sciences.

Besides providing the professional training

cons1dered necessary by certif1cat1ng boards_ the offerings of
the department have also been evaluated in the light of recommendations of such groups as the National Commission on Teacher
,

Educat10n and Professional Standards and the National Commiss1on
on the Accreditation of Teacher Education. 61
The most unusual add1tion to the curriculum in education has
been the program for the training of teachers for the hard of
hear1ng_ and the deaf.

Begun in 1951 in conjunction w1th the

Archdiocesan School Board and the Catholic Charities of Ch1cago,
the undergraduate program combined the basic requ1rements of the
Department of Educat10n with the fields of spec1a11zation.

The

specia11zed curriculum begun in the Junior year was designed to
train qualified teachers for rehabilitating the hard of hear1ng
children or instructing those who were deaf.

The person re-

sponsible for the planning of the speCial courses necessary
was Miss Marion Quinn, the Consultant to the Archdiocesan program
61Ibid .,XXXII (1956)_ Pp. 29-32. Also 1n lIAnnual Departmental Report," (1956-57)_ p. 2; (1957-58), po 2; (1958-59), p.2.

a
Miss Qu1nn, herself an eduoator in the field of hearing, not only
direoted the setting up of the program and curriculum for the
training of the teachers of the deaf and hard of hearing, within
the regular Bachelor of Education programJ but also assisted in
the responsibilities of teaching some of the courses. 62 At the
time when the program began, there were no other facilities for
training such teachers in the area.

Because of the great need

for teachers both in parochial and in the public schools the
program had immediate response.

It had expanded by the second

semester to noteworthy proportions and preparations were being
made for the graduate program. 63
Turning now to the development of the graduate curriculum,
one recalls that Father Austin Schmidt, S.J., first head of the
Department of Education, was also Dean of the Graduage School.
He saw the Department of Education as one of the chief advocates
of the standards of graduate work.. and from the beginning, there ...
fore, the accent was on research in both the masters. and
doctoral programs.
scribed

ro~

A course in eduoational research was pre-

all candidates for advanced degrees.

The instructor

for the course in thesis preparation.. at least in the early

62Informat1on concerning development of the program 1s 1n

the flles of Department of Educat1on .. Loyola University.

63"M1nutes of the Meeting of the Department of Education"
( April 2, 1952).
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years, was usually Father Schm1dt himself.

In the f1rst catalog

published after the organizat10n of the Graduate School, over
fifty courses were outlined which could be offered for graduate
credit.

Certain courses, designated as core subjeots, were in-

dicated and arranged in sequences to be given during successive
sessions beginning w1th the summer session of 1927. 64 These
sequences included such courses as Junior High School Educatio~65
Elementary and Advanced Statistios, Philosophy of Education, the
Curriculum, and the Use of Tests in Improving Instruct10n, Advanced Experimental Education, Researoh Methods, Comparative
,

Educat10n and Educational Psychology. 'Bes1des these courses
which were repeated .regularly66 there were numerous others given
in response to existing need or demand.

The oourse offerings

refleot not only special strengths of the faculty, but the prominenoe of courses in psychology and sociology of eduoation
indioate the olose relationship with these proximate departments
of the Graduate School trom whose faoulty instructors could often
be drawn.

In fact this practice of cooperation with the Depart-

ments ot Psychology and Sociology have been a noteworthy asset
64sulletin, Graduate Sohool, III (1927), pp 29-35.

6~his was the era of the junior-high school in Chicago. The
inclusion of the subJeot referred to is an indication of a response to the current demands ot the local sohool system.
66A perusal of the schedules for the first five years indicates that the above-mentioned courses were maintained as core
subjects.
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to the Department of Education. even to this day.
In 1934 upon the recommendation of the faculty of the Department of Education. Loyola University instituted the professional degree of Master of Education.

There had been a fast

growing need for a professional degree beyond the baohelor's
degree to provide additional training. particularly in eduoational administration and supervision. 67 It was felt that the
Master of Arts in Education degree .. which demanded the writing
of a theSiS, placed requirements whioh were non-essential to the
profeflsional training of an administrator.. a supervisor, Or a
teacher at the elementary or high schobl level. 68
At first, fOllowing the lead of the Master of Arts degree.
twenty semester hours of undergraduate work in education were
required and only eight graduate majors.

Of the eight. three

were permitted in another field except education, but three of
the eight majors were to be courses on a strictly graduate level.
A comprehensive examination in at least four fields, three of
which were prescribed, was to be sustained in addition to the
course work.. but summer session work was acceptable for all
eight majors. 69
67Arthur P. O'Mara, "An Analysis and Appraisal of the Master
of Education Degree Program at Loyola University .. Chicago, IllkDB ..
1934 ... l95l,"Unpubllshed Doctoral Dissertation. Loyola. University.
Chicago, (1952) pp. 11-12.
68 Ib1d ., Also by a regulation of August 1, 1931 the Master
of Arts~ree was not perndtted for work done exclusively in summer sess1ons. Bullet1n, The Graduate School. VII (1931). 15.
69
..
Ibid ... XI (1934) .. 19. Later five strictly graduate

-

The course requirements were ra1sed in 1936 to n1ne maJors. 70
There were no ?trictly required courses from the beg1nning

b~t

1n view of the examinat10ns certa1n basic courses such as Advanced Educational Psychology or Psychology of Learning, Introduct10n to Tests

Measurements and Introduction to School
Administration were highly recommended. 71 Dur1ng the 1940's
and

Rational Psychology

and

Advanced Elucational Stat1stics were

added to this list, but it was not until 1952 w1th Education
410, Introduction to the Graduate Study of Education, that there
was a strictly required course. 12 It was at this time also that
\

the course requ1rements were raised to'ten and the comprehensive
examination was changed to require the Foundat1ons of Education
(history, philosophy, psychology, and socio-economic aspects of
education) as the section specif1ed for all oandidates.

Philos-

ophy of Education was added to the recommended list of subjects;
courses were demanded. Ibid., XVIII (1942). 18-19. In the same
year the prerequisites were increased to twenty-one semester houm;
the following year the number was changed to twenty-four. Ibid.
XIX (1943), 38.
70~., XIII (1936), 21.

11Ibld.
12!b1d •• XXVIII (1952), 24.
73~.
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and although three courses were still allowed outside the
department of education. six or the seven requIred In education
were to be on the strictly graduate level.

The prerequisite re-

quirement was lowered from twenty-four semester hours to
elghteen. 73
The alteration in the comprehensive examination was in response not only to a trend of the broad foundation programs in
college curriculums. but was due also to the conviction that
such a change offered more flex1bility.
soc1al

founda~1ons

PhIlosophy and the

would seem to give more breadth. and admin-

istration could still be elected as a field or oonoentrat1on by
those preparing or qualifying for the princiPalshiP.74 The
lowering of the prerequis1te 1n semester hours of educat10n was
due 1n large measure to the study ot Arthur P. O'Hara, whose
d1ssertation, already cited, contained a survey of the Masters'
programs 1n other univers1ties throughout the country.75

It was

felt that more emphas1s should be placed on the quality ot under~~~duatc

work rather than upon the quant1ty, and that it would be

better to ascertain whether the applicant had surticient background in the major areas of educat10n rather than make specif1c
course requlrements. 76

-

73:tbid.
74Interv1ew with Dr. John M. Wozniak.
750'Mara. pp. 95-111.
761f.M1nutes ot the Meet1ng ot the Department of Education II
(November 14, 1951), p. 2.
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After the inaugurat10n ot the Master of Educat10n program,
there was a considerable inorease 1n the number of cand1dates for
the master's degree. 77 The Master of Arts degree has been ma1ntained for those who prefer the researoh of the thes1s to the
added oourse work.

An 1nfluencing factor in increas1ng enroll-

ments and even in sustain1ng the program during the years of
World War II, was the North Central Ausociat1on'3 requirement in

1939 of a Master's degree together with appropriate graduate
courses 1n education for all prlnc1pals. 78

In 1941 the regulation~

of the Chicago Pub11c Schools prescr1bed a Master's degree 1n
Education with two courses in Public SChool Adm1n1stration and
two in Pub11c School Supervis1on. 79 Later requirements of the
North Central, the State of Illinois. 80 and the recent salary
schedules of the Chicago Public Schools based upon graduate
degrees and graduate hours beyond the degree have created added
impetus.
Another phase of the Master of Educat10n degree was a result
771n the sixteen year span covered by O'Hara's study, six
hundred two students had successfully aompleted the program,p.32o
78Robert C. Woellner and M. Aurilla Wood, Rsguirements for
Certification of Teachers.. Counselors.. Librarians, 'ana AaIDInIi:'
trat,ors, !§3§ ea1£!on, no paglng.
-

7%oard of Exam1ners .. Ciraulaz: 2f. Information, (January,194l)
8Op011a1es and Criter1a for the A2Rroval of Secondarl
Schools .. '!'he No::EnCentra:r Assoa1atron or fOlIages ana ~econdary
Scnool:i (April" .1959), Pp. 13...14.
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of the expansion of the teacher-training program in the field of
hearing disability and deaf education.

Students with a Bachelor's

degree in Education or in Special Educat10n ocher than Education
of Deaf) were accepted for the Degree of Master of Education which
could be earned with the regular number of ten courses.

Educa-

tional Psychology and Philosophy of Education were the two required courses in the professional field. while specialized education absorbed all the others.

Those who would earn state oer-

t1ficates must complete from three to six add1tional semester
due to speoif1ed courses. 81

hourIS:

Scholarship programs admin1s,

tered through the auspices of the ArchDiocesan Catholic Charities
were an incentive to induce superiors 01' the religious congregations to provide Sister candidates for this program.

These

Sisters upon completion of theil" education would be utilized in
the special schools for the deaf in the Archdiocese as well as
in cateahetical instructions for deaf children attending public
schOOls. 82
,

....

810Ulde to SU~rvislon, Evaluation, and Reco~tion of Illixl
arIes I, No. 119. (Sept.; l~87P. ~2:- The
sYate requires a Master's degree including twenty semester hours 0
graduatecred1t in professional education tor secondary school
prinCipals, and district superintendents (effective in 1961). The
proposed criteria of the North Central Association as adopted,
have requirements similar to these of IllinoiS.
S~ool;s;-cIrcurar

82Mar1on C. Quinn, ftInaugurating and AdUlinistrat1ng of
Hearing and Visicn Programs for Catholic Children in the Archdiocese of Chicago.,il Paper presented at N.CoE.A. Convention,
April 9, 1958, Pp. 4-5.
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The development of the doctoral curricula in education has
followed patterns similar to the masters' program.
th~re

At first

,

was strict adherence to the ideals of research with the

foreign language and dissertation requirements.

The Doctor of

Philosophy degree was offered only in the field of education for
the first six years.

The standards for admission to candidacy as

well as the standards of scholarship and research were of the
calibre to set an example for the doctoral work to be undertaken

by other departments (History, 1932$ Classical

Language~

English,

and P'"l11osophy" 1934 )83 as these were added to the roster.

After

,

the Master of Education degree was added it was considered necessary to remind students that if they intended to work for the
Doctor of Philosophy degree they must wr1te a Master of Arts
theSis and take out a Master of Arts degree.

The aggregate of

the courses taken for these two degrees, however, would be
counted toward the Ph.D. 84
In an effort to qualify stUdents who wished to prepare for
profess1onal careers as administrators and supervisors in the
public school system.. the requirements for the Doctor of Education
degree were formulated during the year 1941-42.85 This program,

83su!1~~1~~ Graduage School. XI (1935), 10.
84 Ib~., XVI (1939). 21.
85 Ib1~., XVIII (1942), 9.

administered for the first time during the autumn quarter of
1942~

differed from that of the Doctor of Philosophy in the

omission of the foreign language requirement.

The dissertation

\,las still. required" and in addition a seminar in Advanced Educational StatistiGs.

If the student elected to take any courses

outside the Department of Education (one-third of the total were
allowed), the

subor~inate

sequence was redistricted to the

fields of e1ther philosophy or psychology.

Needless to say,

this program retained all the features of respectability of the
Ph. D., and by substituting the seminar in stat1stical measurements for the language examination, was assured of nothing but
the most serious-minded candidates. 86

With the subsequent loss

of faculty during World War I I and the necessary reorganization
of the Department of Education after the war, all doctoral
degrees were suspended in 1946. 87
The actual development of the Doctor of Education program
in its permanent form was accomplished during the cha1rmanshj.p
of Doctor

Conley~

Shortly after Doctor Conleyts arrival at

Loyola 1n the fall ot 1949.t steps were taken to re-introduce
the program.
,

There were meetings with representatives of the

....

86 Ib1d ., 24-25. There was an option of a foreign language
examinatIon if the student should find that because of the
character of his research~ a knowledge of French or German
would be more useful.

87

~• .t

nI (1946). 41.
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Principals' Club of tbe Cbicago Public ScbOOls 88 and other interested persons.

All indications were present that such a proposed

curriculum would be feasible.

The president of the University

gave his consent to the inauguratIon of the program on a limited
scale since additional faculty members were necessary.

Dr.

Conley submitted h1s proposed plans tor the degree requ1rements
to the Graduate Board at 1ts regular meeting 1n October.

After

lengthy d1scuss10n some minor changes were made#89 but the description of the degree Wh1ch appeared in the Bullet1n
in 1950
,
Iw. '"
was fundamentally the one presented by Dr. Conley.

The a1ms of

,

the curriculum were to n.18et tile needs of those who l1'isl1ed a
thorough profess10nal understand1ng of and competency to Bolve
the educat10nal problems met by administrators, supervlsors J and
spec1allats~

and to develop the professional abi11ties of those

who w1shed to become master teachers in some f1eld.
It requIred that the student take two thirds of the course
requIrements 1n the f1eld of educatIon.

Bes1des a special area

of concentrat1on each student would be examined in the

-_.---" .....

_-_

thre~

..

88The year beforeJ a letter had been reoeived

by

the Gradua.te

School fl.'om the President of the Club requesting 1m'orma.tion

about the possibility of Loyola offe~i~~ a program tm~ard the
Doctor of Edu.cation degree. 1IM1rJ.utes of the Meeting of the
Graduage Board .. If (April 27, 1948)~ PP. 2-30

89~~., (October 21, 1949). p. 1.
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foundation f1elds of history. psychology, and philosophy.

The

courses outside the Department of Education would be in only
one field except for rare exeeptions.
quirement \'las waived entiI'ely.

The foreign language re-

Also a provision \1aS made whereby,

with the approval of the Dean of the Graduate SchoOl, the full
yeaI' of residence could be satisfied foI' students engaged activel
in teaching or ad minist rat 1ve work by completing t\'lO courses 1n
each of four consecutive semesters. 90 The dissertation was described as a project in which the cruldldate "must give evidence
of the mastery of' his field, the a.bility to set f'ol."th a profes ..
sional problem, to

colle,~t

appropriate information" to

organi~e

and present the material effectively" am the capcc:tty tc do independent V'1Ork. 91 Comt'Jent1ng upon this phase of the progzv.a.m
Dr. Conley remarked that the d:tssertat1on., as he conceived it.,

wa.s not Uleant to lessen the value of research, but to emphasize

research as a practical advantage to the field in which the person wO\.lld be working.

Rather than a concentration on a unique

contribution to the extant

~~nd

of knowledge, the

rese~rch ~as

to aJ.m more at the evaluation of existing resear,:;h and an ap,l:1 ...
cation of the same to a specific field of interest. 92
;cp1ouo

...9

....

~

............. _ _

9~1.let1nl The Graduate School .. XXVI (1950), 27.
91ll?_~~ .• J P. 28.

92personal interv1ew with Dr. William Conley.

------------------------------------~,
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To keep pace with the proposed development the graduate program had to be enlarged.

The plan called tor the addit10n of two

new graduate courses each semester for a certain length ot time.

A course which Dr. Conley considered especially valuable at that
time was a seminar in Current Educational Literature aimed at
helping those who had been engaged actively in the work
cation to broaden their reading in
est, or in anothe.r allled field..

thei~

or

edu-

field ot speCial inter-

People on differing levels of

the educational system were encourae;ed to take courses that would
give them 1010wledge and appreciat1on, of the elementary, the sec-

ondat"y, or the l1igher leVel"

~':h1chever

they needed to bring about

better coordination and cooperation. 93

The requirements and emphases in the program have remained
the same with the exception of the stress on a field of

C0nC0n-

tra'!0n and the desirabil1ty ot a research problem utl1lzinz.;
practical applications of exIsting research.

Commenting upon

the rloetoral program in ita present :form Dr. Wozn1ak remzrked
that there is lIttle noticeable dlfferent1ation bett~r~en the F,o.•

D. and the Ph. D.. program~ outside of the foretgr. lan,f,uGl,ge requ1rement f'or the latter..

It has been the rna,1or1ty opinion of

72
the faculty that it the standards for the Education Doctorate
are to be kept hlgh# the dissertation itself is crucial.

There-

tore# although practical experimentation and research 1s not
frowned upon# the candidate must prove that his research has real
value beyond showing his ability to collect# categorize. or enumerate certain data.

The student is encouraged to conduct educa-

tional research in accordance with his field of 1nterest and for
the most part the dissertations submitted by cand1dates tor the
Doctor of Education degree have ranked comparable with those at
the candidates tor the degree of Doctor of Ph1losophy in
Education. 94
In describ1ng the curx*1cula ot the Department of Education

at Loyola mention has been made trom tIme to tIme ot features
that may be considered distinotive.

It is well# however, to re-

capitulate so that a more unified picture may be presented.
Perhaps these could best be summarized under the headings ot
researah, curriculum emphases, and response to the needs of the
community.
With regard to researoh as already recounted, the foundations
which were laid by Father Schmidt and his staft contributed much
to the tradItIon of hIgh quality scholarship in the master's
thesiS and doctoral dissertations.

BesIdes the influence wielded

in class and IndIvIdual dIrectIon of theses, Father Schmidt and
colleagues worked on a number of projects in practical research

94 personal Interview w1th Doctor John M. Wozniak.
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which were shared with their students.

Chief among these were

a series of studies in child development in which efforts were
made to discover the various concepts that children have at different age levels.

Studies rru1g1ng from the concepts of obediencE

in young children to the concepts of self-sacrifice in older teen
agers preparing tor marriage are examples of the research in the
field of childhood ideas and values. 95
An interesting sidelight concerning the contributions to
research from Loyola's Department ot Education was the Lolola
Education

~e~,

the first index of educational literature.

This

,

was published for only one year, 1928: Then the Wilson CompanY6
publishers of the

Reader~'

gu1de

~o PeriOd1~al L1teratur~,

cided that this was a profitable venture.

de-

Competition by Loyola

was out of the question, but Father Schmidt did succeed in getting
recognition from Mr. Wilson for pioneering the project.
bound volumes ot Lazola

~ex

All the

which were still on hand were pur-

chased by Wilson and distributed free to the first subscribers of
the new Education Index. 96
Another important contribution to research was the development of a standardized high school religion test. 97 This test
was not prepared tor machine scoring and had certain limitations.
95Personal interview with Father Schmidt.
96~.

97Re11fii;on Essent;als T~s.t# copyrighted in 1939.
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Therefore, Father Schmidt, in collaboration with Doctor Oscar
Anderhalter, a spec1alist in statist1cs from St. Lou1s Un1vers1ty,
developed the Religion Test for
98
its class.

High

Schools, one of the best in

Probably the most outstanding piece of research to emanate
from Loyola University and its Department ot Eduoation was the
Lolol~

Education D1iest.

It was begun by Father Sehm1dt in 1923

while the latter was teaching in Cincinnati.

Published by Loyola

Press it was continued by Father with the help ot his statf when
he came to Chicago.

The Diiest was a cumulative card index pub,

liahed ten times a year from 1923 until 1943.

Each card (5 by 8)

was printed on st1ft cardboard and classified aocording to the
Dewey Decimal System.

The information included current periodi-

cals and published materials in books on any subject pertaining
to education.

There were also book reviews and digests.

At one

time, the Diiest was covering over a hundred magazines a month.
When war shortage made paper and steel suoh soarce commodities,
publication was suspended.

The Digest had provided an excellent

way for educators to keep abreast of what was current in Educatio
as well as a prodigiOUS example ot educational research for the
faculty and students of Loyola.

In the various emphases ot the curriculum over the years
there are also distinctive features o

98Copyrighted 1953.

The presence ot a Department
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of SociolOgy (later of Social Work) and the growth of a recognizee
Department of Psychology within the same precincts of the University have been factors to be utilized to advantage.

Whether it

be in connection with educational guidance, testing, child development, or the role of the school in society, a cooperative spirit
with the other departments of the university has been a
feature.

noteworth~

Courses 1n the domain of the auJd.l1ary diaciplines were

gradually turned over to these departmenta.

By cross referenCing

courses the departments could make use of the specialized training of other faculty members who, in

t~.

,

could exerc1se their

talents in the sphere of teacher education.
Most metropolitan colleges can point with pride to their
services in response to the needs of the community.

Loyolats

distinction here is not in the fact that it has responded to
these needs, but the way in which it has responded.

Even before

the founding of the Department of Education when Father Siedenbur€
was conducting courses for the teachers of Chicago, there was a
recogn1zed spirit of cooperation with the Ch1cago Public School
System.

The concord has continued through the years and is re-

flected many times in the ourr1culum.
In response to the needs of the rel1gious teach1ng communities both of men and of women and in providing special

profess10na~

tra1ning for members of the diocesan clergy. Loyola has always
been alert in provid1ng fac1l1ties and assistance.

In the cur-

riculum for the training of teachers for the deaf and the hard
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of hearing. a distinctive service has been rendered to the
Archdiocese of Chicago as well as to the other school systems
111 this section of the COWltry.

This program, one of the fet'l

under Catholic auspices, has gained recognition throughout the
cOWltry.
The story of

~le

development of the Department of Education

at Loyola, therefore. has been a record of v1sion, of energy,
and of service.

There has been v1sion in its aima and its

principles of educational philosophy, energy in the formulat1on 01
its programs, and serv1ce in its dedication to the needs of the
teaahers of Ch1cago.

CHAPTER IV

THE DEPARTMENl' OF EDUCATION
AT DEPAUL UNIVERSITY
The University of DePaul has the unique distinction of
inaugurating the first teacher education program in a Catholic
institution in Chioago.

With the

Su~er

Session of

1911~

DePaul

became the first Catholic coeducational university in the
country and also the first institution of its kind to respond
to the partioular needs of teachers, both secular and religious,
who found Chicago conveniently located for their "study and
advancement."l The initial Summer Session was planned with
consideration for the teachers both in the parochial and in
the public

schools~

who were anxious to secure more detailed

knowledge in their own fields, or to prepare for the pursuit
h

....

...

..

IBulletin ot DePaul Un+yersi~, IV No.5 (May 1911), 2.
The admIssIon or-women to ~e'au! Uiivers1ty was at the request
of Archbishop Quigley ot Chioago. The latter had responded to
the plea of a/Aomm1ttee of Catholic public school teaohers who
wished to be able to take their courses for promotional credit
(referred to in Chapter II) in a Catholio institution of higher
learning. Interview with Reverend Dani.l J. McHugh, C.M., who
was Treasurer of DePaul University at that time.
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of additional suoJects. 2
Concentration on subject matter courses rather than on
professional stud1es is evidently indicated by these aims.

In

1912 we find the f1rst course offered 1n pedagogy, History of
Education.

In 1914 the degree of Bachelor Of Education was

announced for which two courses in the history of educat10n
were requ1red, also one in ph11osophy, 1n Eng11sh, 1n mathemat1cs
or in sc1ence, and 1n oratory respectively, and two in language. 3
In 1915 the requirements were expressed 1n quarter hours and the
term educat10n was used instead ot Pedagogy.4 The aims ot the
,

Summer Sess10n were augmented to 1nclUde the needs of teachers
des1ring promot1onal credits to meet the requirements of the
Board ot Educat10n 1n Chicago. 5

..

,

2Bulletin, III No.5 (May 1911), 2. It 1s an interest1ng
tact tna£ £6e-1911 convention of the National Catholic Educat10ml
Association was held on the DePaul Campus in June Just prior to
the opening of the first Summer Session. Golden Ann1versa~,
DePau~ Un1vera1~l. the official program marKing tne openIng day
ceremonIes commemorat1ng the founding of DePaul University in
Ch1cago, September 25, 1948, p. 6.
~ullet1n1 XVII, No.7 (Mar. 1914), 14.

4Ib~d., XVIII, No. 7 (Mar. 1915), 15.
5;t~d., XVIII, No.5 (Jan. 1915) .. 4. In a letter dated
August . , 1911, Mrs. Ella Flagg Young.. SUperintendent of Schools
1n Ch1cago.. had not1fied the Reverend F. X. McCabe, Pres1dent of
DePaul Univers1ty that "the Teachers College Extension Department
of the public schools It would "accept for credit \'lork done by
teachers in classes at DePaul Univers1ty, providing the work was
certified by DePaul nUniversity as having been accredited towards
Or1ginal letter in archives ot DePaul
an academic degree.
University.
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In the summer of 1917 Father James M.

r~rray

taught a

course in the Philosophy and Psychology of Education, the aim
of which was to set forth "clearly the great principles underlying rational" human development in the educative process."
and to demonstrate "the psychologic laws governing that true

development. 1I6

In scope the course would include a study of

the highest and most logical means in theory and practice of
bringing forth the best results from the true mental development. 7 In the V~noentian Weekll for July 15. 1917 there was a
notation to the effect that the enrollment for the DePaul Summer
,

School was about one hundred and that over forty students had
registered for Psychology of Education.

Work of this kind, it

added. could be applied toward high school certificates issued
by the state and county.8
Until 1918 the speoial courses for teachers and the degree
of Bachelor of Education already mentioned were listed in the
Bulletin under the auspices of what was termed the College of

~ullet.in, XX, No.5 (Jan. 1917), 7.
7Ibid.

-

8Quoted in the archival materials, DePaul University. Also
included in a reference to Circular No. 108 of the Department of
Public Instruction of the State of IllinOis which lists DePaul
at this time as a Itrecognized institution of higher learning.tl
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EducatIon. 9 This was not a college in the sense ot separate
organizatIonal structure, but merely a convenient designat10n
for that cons1derable port10n of the student body made up of
teachers who did their college work on a part-t1me basis in
summer sessions, late afternoon and Saturday classes. 10 In the
College ot Education as well as in all the others (L1beral Arts
and

SCiences, Engineer1ng, Law, Commerce, and Mus1c) a two year

study of philosophy, a good command ot English and a reading
knowledge or at least one foreign language were prerequisItes
for the bache1or's degree. 11
After 1918 all special nomenclature for teacher students was
d1scont1nued and the degree of Baohelor ot Educat10n was suspended.

Thereafter, courses in education were taught and were

recognized as minors in the bachelor of arts, bachelor of science,
bachelor of literature, or bachelor of phIlosophy programs.

These

courses were recommended as necessary preparation for those who
9There seems to have been some unpleasantness with the Board
of Examiners of the Chicago Board of Educat10n 1n regard to the
recognition of degrees from DePaul for admission to the teachers·
examinations, but th1s was finally settled in June, 1918 with an
official written notification of accreditation. Information contaIned in an exchange of personal correspondence between the
officials of the university and the Chicago Public Schools in the
archives of DePaul University. The last mentioned document 1s a
letter trom John D. Shoop, Superintendent of SchoolS, to Rev. F.X.
McCabe, President of DePaul dated June 4, 1918.
lOpersonal Interview with Mr. John C. McHugh, Registrar ot
DePaul University during this period.

IlBullet~n, XIX No.7 (Mar. 1916), 8.
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would apply for state and county teaching certificates. 12
In 1923 there was a reinstatement of the Bachelor of Education degree13 and education was formally recognized in the catalog as a department of The COllege of Liberal Arts and Sciences!4
This was merely a recognition of education as a subject matter
field in the same classification with the other college discipl1nes of the liberal arts.

Even in these older and

n~re

re-

spected branches of knowledge there was hardly the administrative organization present to warrant the name of department in
our modem interpretation of the term.

Following much the same

pattern as has already been noted at loyola, the organization
of the CQllege of Liberal Arts and Sciences on formal departmental basis came as an attermath of the
School

foun~ing

of the Graduate

The first mention of the term in the faculty listing
was made in 193015 after the inauguration of the Graduate School.
0

After 1920 there was an increase 1n the number of courses
in education offered at DePaul.

For the most part these

12Special notice of this purpose was indicated in the
Announcement for the S2riBS9uarter of 1~20, and Bulletin, XXIV,
Ro. ; (J'an. l~);-S-IO
• •
l~UlletiIf XXVI No. 7 (Mar. 1923), 16. This degree was
cons1deraEiy a ferent from the earlier Bachelor of Education
and re1(Uired nine courses in education.

14Ibi~ .•.• p. 7.
15~1~., XXXIII No.

7 (Mar. 1930), 8-9.
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add1t1ons were courses 1n educat10nal method \,lhich were taught
1n the late afternoons and on saturdays.

These olasses were

attended by many Chicago school teachers, graduates of a two-year
normal course, who w1shed to obtain promot10nal credits and also
to work toward a degree.
aSSuming an impoSing role.

Th1s was the era in which method was
Therefore one may find the so-called

pract1cal courses which dealt with teaching teabniqu8s in the
various subject matter fields or which considered such fascinating subjects as the "problem proJect", the Itsocialized recitation ", and "supervised stud y II • 16
,

Besides courses in method for the elementary sehool teacher,
there Were similar courses both general and specific. 11 This
taot indicates that there were prospective high school teachers
pursuing the regular liberal arts degrees.

No doubt there were

also elementary school teachers continuing their educational
preparation in the various fields to f1t them for h1gh schOOl
teaching.

These matr1culated a.s part time students, and .. most

11kely, followed the course of study for the Bachelor of Eduoatio

16aullet1n" XXVII No. 7 (March.. 1924), 25 J _Ibid.,

XXVIII, •. "17 •

17Ibid.
.. ..

·1
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degree. 18
During the 1920's there was an increase in the number of
sisters who were enrolled in the Saturday and late afternoon
classes and the summer sessions.

It was in answer to the needs

of the Sisters in the metropol1tan area, as well as to the needs
of the public school teachers, that the oourse of study for these
schedules was arranged.

A

number ot religious oommunit1es sup-

plying teachers tor the parochial schools in Chicago had no
colleges tor the higher education of the1r Sisters 1n either
the general or professional tields. 19 Also, s1nce these were
t1mes when widespread travel was still a luxury, many Sisters
remained in Chicago in the summer rather than return to more
d1stant colleges at their motherhouses.
After 1915 there was an addit10nal downtown campus ot the
University which was especially accessible for teacher students
in the late afternoon classes.

The facilities were enlarged in

l~his required 30 semester hours in education, a sequence
in a subject matter f1eld (optional to the student) ot 20 semester hours, 20 semester hours of philosophy, 20 semester hours ot
Eng11sh (including English composition) and electives totaling
30 semester hours. This was the only degree in the College ot
Liberal Arts and Sciences Wh10h d1d not require the study of a
foreign language. Ibid." p. 13.

-

19Therefore, extension oourses were also conducted under the
auspices ot the Univers1ty in various convents throughout the
city.
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1920 and again 1928. 20
During the later part ot the 1920's special courses in
I

education appeared on the schedules.

These were a series of

distinct courses in Junior High School Methods taught by visiting
professors from the Ch1cago Pub11c Sehoo1 System and courses in
Tests and Measurements, the Supervision of Study Hab1ts, and the
Curriculum taught by Charles A. Stone who was connected at that
time with the Un1versity of Chic~o.21 The former courses were
given as a service to the public school system which had invested
heavily in the Junior high school adm1rt1strative arrangement popular during this era. 22 The latter w~re probably the beginnings
of what could be termed the science of education at DePaUl.
During the 1930's Mr. Stone became a full-time professor in the
Department of Education and one of its most dynamic and highly
respected teachers for many years.
The year 1930 marks the formal inauguration of what may be
termed the Department ot Education at DePaul.

Dr. William M.

Murphy became the first

that year.

chai~

in the

fa11~

Under

2~ulletin~ XXXV No. 3 (July, 1932). 4. DePaul has in
recent years acquired its own downtown center. Ibid ... LXI
No.2 (58-59), 7.
----

2lDePaul universit~ Colle&e of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Spring ~uarter; !~~8. ~r. ~tone Desan teaChIng at'15ePau1 iii 1927.

2~he Junior High Schools were short l1ved in Chicago and
were discontinued during the thirties as a depression economy
measure.
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his direction for the next dozen years, the department developed
not only in scope and importance in the university itself, but
its reputation for significant contributions to teacher education
became recognized throughout the area.
The aims of the department distinct from those of the Colleg
of Liberal Arts or of the Graduate School have not become articulate until recent years.

Had Doctor Murphy decided to formulate

them for the Bulletin
of 1930 they could have sounded very
...
'" ..
similar to those of 1950; namely. that "while the selection,
guidance, and academic education of tf.lacners is the concern of
the entire university which places emphasis on the supernatural
philosophy and scholastic psychology of education. the purpose
of the Department of Education is the professional preparation
a~1d

in-service enrichment and

~idance

ot personnel in the

kindergarten-primary. elementary, secQndary, -higher and

alli~

fields of education in whIch the resources of the department
can make a contribution. ,,23
The differentiation of the various levels of teaching
personnel would hardly have been as specific during the 1930's.
Pre-service preparation of teachers except for the Sisters on the
primary and elementary level was practically non-existent.

Even

the preparation of secondary sChool teachers was not extensive.
However. the in.service enr1ehment and guidance provided by the
2~U11et1n~ College
(195Q-5i'}, 2i7:J£ •

or

Liberal Arts and Sciences. LIII
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department to the teachers of Chicago on both an undergraduate
and graduate level could well have been stated in terms of
specific aims for teacher education at DePaulo 24 Since the
1930's were depression years when college enrollments of fulltime students were at a minimum and teaching positions open to
beginning teachers were subject to the vicissitudes mentioned
in Chapter II. the in-service nature of the program is highly
understandable.

The evidence of the extent to which DePaul

cooperated with the teachers of Chicago in their efforts for
advancement and enrichment is shown by the fact that the en,

rollment ot the Downtown College of the Liberal Arts and
Sciences was made up for the most part of teachers.

The aims

ot this diVision of the University were almost exclusively bound
up with "the educational needs ot public and parochial school
teach.ers in-service in Ch1cago and its immediate vicinity. 1125
Beginning in 1938 at the request of the supervisors of a

number of religious communities in the City Of Chicago and 1ts
environs. DePaul University cooperated 1n a plan to aid in the
24personal interviews with Reverend Emmett L. Gaffney who
was Dean of the College ot L1beralArts and Sclences, 1928-l934 f
and Sister Dolores Schorsch, O.S.B •• who was an active member of
the Department of Educat10n during this early period and who has
been connected with DePaul untj.l the present day.
25Letter from Mr. John C. McHugh" Registrar of DePaul" to
Mr. D. A. Crossman" University Examiner of the University of
Illinois. March 6, 1937. Archives of DePaul University.
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prepal'ation of their Novices and young professed Sisters for
teaching.

Conducted under the auspices of the Department of'

Education with the assistance of representative members of the
religious

communities~

the plan aimea at giving these young

Sisters not only the advantage of a normal school training but
a chance to cover a substantial pOI'tlon of the work required for
a college degl'ee. 26

The inclusion 01' pre-::»6l"'vice training for

the re11gious teach1ng Sisters remained one of the aims of the
department i'or the next two year's.

Then the communities them-

selves were forced to abandon the progl"'am as the dearth of voca\

tions, and other reasons# in the uncertain years Just prior to
America's entrance into world war II made the continuance of a
separate curriculum for the Sisters llardly feasible. 27
The decade of the 1940's saw the end of the depression years
but a further modification of a1m3 during a war and post-war eI'a,
With the changes in Chicabo and Il11n01s state requirements.. less
in-service education on the undergraduate level was needed at
DePaul,28 so that more attention was given to the graduate
26prospectus :for Teachers' Tra1~ C,'urr1culum, College of
the Liberal Arts, trel"aul Un!versIty#- 9 .
27personal interview with Sister M. L111iosa Melerska,
C.S.P.I. of the Sisters of the HOly Family of Nazareth. Sister
was one of the supervisors who worked with Miss Mae T. Kilcullen
in the drawing up of the curriculum.
28The state began to requ1re the bachelor's degree for
elementary scnool certificates and Ch1cago Normal School extended its train1ng to four years. See Chapter II.
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programs W1.til after the close of World War II.

Then with the.

return of the servioeman to oivilian life, with the assistance
of the government to oollegiate eduoation through the G. I. Bill.
with the growing demand for teachers beginning to be felt, the
department found itself on the brink of the 1950's 1n a position
where aims must be definitely stated as well as expanded or revised.

As early as 1948 the objectives ot the department were

under study.2 9 These were not formalized until the following
year

were finally discussed and modified at the departmental
meeting in January 195030 prior to their first appearanoe in the
and

.
\

oatalog as quoted earlier 1n this chapter.

Already curriculum

changes had been effected to provide a prosram for the preparation ot elementary school teachers. 31
At a departmental
Pius Barth, O.F

.1'1...

rr~et1ng

in

the fall of 1952 the Reverend

Cha1rman of the Department of Education.. re-

viewed the purposes of the department for the new members of the
faculty, espeoially in relation to the meaning of a supernatural
29 "Minutes of the Meeting of the Education Department,,"
(October 25, 1948), p. 1.
3Orb1d., (January 31, 1950)" pp. 1-2. Volume numbers are
not always given for later issues of the Bulletin •
• j

31~., (January 31, 1949), p. 6. Bulletin, Downtown Colleg
of the Liberal Arts and Sciences (lg48-4g1, ~~; Ibid., COllege of
Arts and SCiences, LII (1949-50) .. 48.
----
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ph1losophy and a soholastic psychology of eduoat1on.

Father

Barth pointed out that many courses in the department could not
be taught in the same way at DePaul University, as. for example,
at the Univers1ty of Chicago. the University of Il11nois. or
Northwestern University, beoause at DePaul it is the Christian
approaoh to eduoat1on in the analysis of the nature ot the child
that is accepted.

Thus it would be important to emphasize the

soUl of the child, the immortality of the soul, the responsibility to God of both the child and the teacher, the development of oonscience, the education of the will, emphasis upon
the Ten Commandments and the Eight Beatitudes as educational
objectives, the development ot spiritual and religiOUS values,
and the train1ng of moral oharaoter in building the oomplete
Christian personality.

Thus. members of the department would

be expected to take issue with the behavioristic v1ewpoint
as also with instrumentalism and materialistic monism in
general.

In the disoussions that followed these remarks, it

was determined that this did not mean that the instructor was

I I

limited in the choioe of what he considered the best textbooks
in the field; but that he should take issue with any meohanistio
and materialistic ooncepts presented therein. and seek to supplement the text with referenoe material that would give the
I,

student a true picture of the nature of man, beoause in the last
analysis it is the truth that makes one treeo 32

I

Ii

32 "M1nutes of the Meeting of the Department of Eduoation,"
(Ootober 31, 1952), pp. 1-2.
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The recognItIon of the responsibilIty of the other departments for the guidance and academic preparation of teachers was
acknowledged by the department.

After an evaluation of the re-

sults of the Elementary Teachers Examination for the Public
Schools of Chioago.. one of the motions in a positive program
to be initiated by the department was a policy of alerting other
departments to the identity of

pro~pective

teaohers that these

might have the special assistance of that department.

or

par-

ticular significance to teachers would be the aid of the departments of Speech .. English .. History. Mathematica,
and the SCience~33
,
At the same meeting as the above discussion. there was a
proposal to further expand the alms of the department and seek
the approval of the Graduate Council of the University for a
program beyond the master's degree to be known as the Specialist
in F.ducatlon. 34
Formally inaugurated in the fall of 1954, the Specialist
Degree in Education was endorsed by an examining sub-comndttee
for the Committee on Admiss10ns and Degrees and finally approved
by the University Council in the following sprlng. 35 In the
~~3 ~.I

(January 20, 1954), p. 1.

'ii'

.!bid •• p. 3.
35"Committee on Admissions and Degrees Minutes of the Fourth

Meeting of the School Year 1954-55 .. 1J (March 10. 1955). p. 1. The
sub-cornm1ttee's report was appended. Its authors were the Reverend John T. Richaroson. Dean ot the Graduate SchOOl and Mr.
~ward M. Stout, Registrar of the University.
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specialist program the department aimed at offering "the student
an opportunity for a critical evaluation of basic issues in
education and a greater depth of professional train1ng for a
particular school position or classroom competence. rr36
There has been a continual consideration by the department
especially in recent years for the initiation of the doctorate
in education at DePaul.

There has been a regular committee in

the department engaged with the study of and planning for a
doctoral program aince 1956. 37 At the suggestion of the dean
of the Graduate School in 1957. the

.

co.mw~ttee

agreed to concen-

trate upon building a strong program in the special1st degree
while keepIng the doctorate in mind. 38 Tbe following year there
was further discussion by members of the department on the importance or developing a doctoral program and there was still reluctance upon the part of the university administration to permit
such a step.

The problems were stated briefly by Father

Richardson, Dean of the Graduate School, but he urged that a
committee study these problems.

36aull!tin, Graduate School, (1955-56). p. 40.
(May

31"M1.nutes of the Meeting of the Department 01' EducatIon, If
36. 1956). p. 2.

38Ibid., (April 10, 1957), p. 1. This would mean the first
joatoral prog~am of any kind at DePaul» therefore the changes
pecessary under the regulations of accrediting agencies were well
~orth the seriousness 01' the consideration.
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the

Thereupon~

~ame

committee that had begun the study in

1956 (with one change in membersh1p) was authorized to spearhead
the inquiry in this area.

All members of the Department were

invited to take part in the work of the committee since all should
have a personal interest at stake there1n. 39 The committee has
been working stead1ly and has compiled significant statistics to
warrant the offering of such a program. 40 However, as yet the
other problems outlined by Father Riohardson have not been resolved suff1ciently to warrant the inauguration ot the doctorate
in educat10n at DePaul.
In concluding the explanation of departmental airos l 1t might

be well to remark that though the broad outlL,es of purpose as
stated in the catalog may not seem to change to any appreciable
degree, the interpretation ot their meaning and scope does modify
considerably.

This can best be brought out in the description of

the curriculum which will follow atter an account 01' the developing organization 01' the department.

At the time

01'

the organization 01' the Department in 1930,

the deans of the various schools served

by

the departmentr

made the1r arrangements 1n informal meetings with the department
chairmen.

Each

chairman was responsible for conducting the

atfairs of his own department within the bounds ot these general
agreements.

The deans took a particular interest in the launching

..
39~•• (May 23, 1958), pp. 2-3.

4~ •• (February 17# 1959). p. 2.

,I!I,'I
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of the formal1zed departments and certa1nly no one person contr1buted more to the 1nit1ation ot the Department of Education
than the Reverend Alexander P. Schorsch who had a speoial regard
for the teachers who appl1ed for admission at DePaul, and it was
on his particular guidance and inspiration that Dr. Murphy could
depend. 4l

":1'

r
,I
"I

Dr. Murphy, then, carried on the work of general organization in the Department of Education.

iI',l

Under his direction the

curr1culums on both the graduate and undergraduate level were
developed.

Not only was

Do~tor

Murphy respected for his thorough

.

,

and scholarly approach to education, but his qUiet, genial lead ...
ership was 1nstrumental 1n maintain1ng a staff of capabJ.e a.ssistants over a decade of years.

Chief among these were Charles A.

Stone and William J. Sanders, both of whom became full-time
faculty members in the early thirties and remained to draw additional students to DePaUl through the influence of their fine
teaching, their willingness to extend their services as resource

L

persons to both public and parochial schools, and their participa-

I

tion in regional and national meetings of the professional associations in education. 42

-

-

41personal interviews with Reverend Emmett Gaffney, C.M."
Dean ot the COllege of Liberal Arts and Sciences" and \,i1 th rJlr.
John MaHugh, Registrar of DePaUl at that time.
42personal interv1ew with Dr. Walter A.
the department from 1939-1951. Dr. Stone in
DePaul's greatest publ1c relations men. Dr.
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the

Eggert" a member of
particular was one of
Sanders is now the
State of Connecticut.

I'

I,

,

,

'
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Dr. Murphy held statf meetings periodioally.

These were

very informal and it is not likely that regular minutes were
kept.

Later. University regulations required that formal meet-

ings be held at least three times a year and that the minutes b e ,
kept and tiled. 43

I

Atter Dr. Murphy's death in 1942, the chairmanship ot the
Department ot EducatIon was assumed by Father Joseph Phoenix.
C.M.

By thIs time, the Selective Servioes ot World War II had

made their inroads upon the faculty as well as upon the student
body of' the deptu·tmel1t.

or

those who I'emained
some, like Dro
.,

Stone were able to participate in the Navy's wartime program whlc
had been established at DePaul.

Additional stafr members '\flere

recruited from the Public School Systems. Such men as Dr".
Thaddeus Lubera44 were able to take valuable teaching aSSignments,
reintoreed by administrative experience in the school
~hen

systerr~.

Father Phoenix became dean of the Downtown College in

1948 he was sucoeeded as

chai~nan

Reverend Pius Barth .. O.F .M.

of the department by the

Commenc.1ng his chairmanship at a

time when DePaul was entering upon a perIod of post war expansion,
it was Father Ba.rth who set in motion the study
mental objectives.
.. ".11

n

He also proposed a division

or
or

the departthe Department

. . . . '11 . . .

43Interview with Revevend John To Richardson,
the Graduate School.

C.M.~ Dean of

44nr. Lubera later became one of the assistant superintendena
in the Chicago Public School System.

I

I
I
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into var10us areas of 1nstruction such as:

(1) Research. Phil-

osophy and History; (2)

Curriculum and Instruct1on; (3) Pure

and Applied Psychology;

(4)

(5)

Guidance and Personnel Services;

Admin1strat1on and Supervision.

These areas would be help-

ful in the orientat1on of students. the distributj.on of course
offer1ngs among faculty members. and for the specializat10n
relative to offer1ng the doctoral program. 45
As the scope and membersh1p of the department was expanded
certain problems that arose were delegated to committees appointed
by the chairman for research and recommendation. 46 These comm1ttees have become standard procedure 1n the development of the
department and 1ts various programs.
When Father Barth was elected provincial of his community
in the summer of 1954, he was eucceeded after an interim of
several months 47 by F:lther Walter Fait, Co, of .S. who directed
the department for the short span of two years.

Under Father

Pax's leadership the review and strengthening of the graduate
45"Minutes of the Meeting of the Department of Education,"
(October 25, 1948), p. 1.

46

~. (October 31. 1959), p. 2; (January 31, 1950), p. 2.
47Dur1ng this t1me the Reverend Wi111am T. Powers, C.M.
was Act1ng
Cha1rman ot the Department.

,I
I

.

I

.
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program, already in progress upon his arrival, was carried
forward.

A tireless worker, Father Pax was concerned not only

with schedules, courses, and programming, but is remembered particularly for his interest in student and faculty welfare within
the department. 48
,,,

In the autumn ot 1957 Doctor Urban Fleege assumed the
chairmanship of the Department of Education at DePaul.

Under

his energetic and capable leadership encouragement has been
given for continuing faculty participation 1n departmental
pOlicy mak1ng.49

Members of the department have been asked
\

to be responsible for keep1ng abreast'each in his or her
specific field and reporting regularly to the other members
of the staff.

The resources of the department have been pub-

licized and utilized in the promotion of various workshops and
conferences organized to conduct practical studies of pertinent
problems in education and in the furthering of a truly professional spirit of motivation, guidance, and resourcefulness.
Another development in organization which haa taken f18ce
48personal 1nterview ~ith Dr. John C. Lynch, a member of the
Department of Education at DePaUl since 1951.
49aesldes inaugurating more frequent departmental meetings
Dr. F1eege has encouraged faculty
part1cipation in drawing up the agendas for the meetings. Each
of the ten full-time members of the staff has one particular area
ot: Administration, Curriculum, Guidance, Psychology, History and
Philosophy of Education, Secondary Education, Elementary Education, Higher EducatIon, Testa and Measurements, or Supervision.
All are responsible for developments in Teacher Education.
"Minutes of the Meeting of the Department of Education,!! (October
21, 1959), p. 2.
and enlarging committee work,

,

1
i
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outside of the department itself but which is pertinent to this
study is the university's structure for the administration of
teacher education. '!'his arrangement gl'ew out of a report 50 submitted by a committee of deans appointed by the University
Council in December, 1956 to study the application of DePaul
for membership in the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education. 51 In accepting this report the University
Council recognized the absence of a unified organization within
the university that could formulate pOlic1es and administer a
teacher education program.
The plan adopted would represent the deans as administra-

tors ot the d1visions concerned. the faculties whose functions
include teacher education*. and would be under the JurIsdiction

ot one man who would be respons1ble for making the program
effective. 52 Spec1fically, the organization included: f1rst,
50 "Recommendations of the Committee Appointed to Study the
Application of DePaul Un1versity for Membership in the National
Council for AccredItation of Teacher Education,·t (February 19,
1957). Copy attached to the "Minutes of the Meetins; of the
Univers1ty Council" (March 13, 1957).

5~he Department of Education had gone on record as respectfully requesting the oentral administration to proceed with
this accreditation in May, 1954. See the "Minutes of the Meeting
of ,the Department of :Education" (May 19, 1954), p. 2.

,I

IIIII
I
,

52"Recommendations of the Committee Appointed to Study the
Application of DePaul University tor Membership in the
N.e.A.T.E.," p. 1.

II'
I
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a Councilor Deans who Would serve as a board to 1ntegrate the
teacher education program wlth the other obJectlves of their
dlvisions; second, a Committee of Coordinators (composed of a
representative of each of the dlvisions who train teachers) whlch
committee would develop the objectives

and

policies for the

general program and for the specialized parts of It; and th1rd.
a Dlrector of Teacher Educat10n who would serve as the general
admin1strator of the unlfled teacher education program, d1rect
pract1ce teaching and allied laboratory exper1ences,
respons1b1e for the fl1e of student records. 53

and be

,

In effect th1s new arrangement meant that the Department
of Education was one of the contr1buting faculties to the total
plcture of teaCher educatlon at DePaul.

Still. the Department

of Education was one of the largest in the univers1ty with its
faculty serving the Graduate School.. the College of Liberal Arts
and Sclences,

and

the University College; therefore, the obJec-

tives of teacher education at DePaul were to be the general
obJectlves of the University and "should incorporate the ObJectives listed by the Department of Education in the
Bu1let1n. ,,54

Un1~erslt~

_ _ _ _ _ _
l"'~

53Ib1d
-"
4Ibid
.
5
• p. 1. The Downtown College of Liberal Arts and
Sclences~ame known as University College in 1951.
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The Director of Teacher Education. Dr. John C. Lynch,
appointed by the president ot the university to begin his work

I

in September" 1957.. was a member of the Department of Education.
It was his duty to bring about the unified program of teacher
eduoation as outlined by the report without drastically altering
the organization and administration of the various divisions
responsible for training teachers at DePaul. 55 Through a series
of bUlletins56 Dr. Lynch has issued directives which have provided valuable information about vital academic and professional
requirements for the different teaching, administrat1ve, and
,

specialist personnel in schools ot the local and national area.
The bulletins have also provided the recommendations of
accrediting agencies to serve as further guides in the reorgan1zation or projecting of the various ourriculums.
to these written aids, Dr.

Lynch

In addition

has personally, through general

meetings and private consultations, been of assistance to the
deans and faculties in the planning and coordinat1on of their
teacher training programs.

While there are still many details

left to be desired in the working out of this over-all unity of

not
The
the
has
not

55personal interview with Dr. John C. Lynch. The divisions
yet mentioned which were affected by this appointment were:
College of Commerce.. the College of Physical Education, and
School of MuSic. Strictly speaking each of the last mentioned
its own department of education which 1s autonomous and does
fall within the scope of this study.

56A series of seventeen bulletins have been issued between
September 15, 1957 and May 3. 1960.

II
I
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purpose, through the pat1ent and cooperative leadership

or

Dr.

Lynch there has come about the closest realization ot the obJectives first stated by the Department of Education in 1950. 57
I

Thus it may be said that the selection, the guidance, and the
aoademic and professional education of teachers has more foroibly
become the concern of the entire university.
The story of the development of the curriculums has already
been alluded to in the foregoing pages, but the details add
interest and color to the evolution ot the department.

From

the beginning there were programs on ,both the graduate and undergraduate levels.

.

For clarity ot discussion they will necessar-

ily be separated here.
The actual requirements for the Bachelor ot Education degree
were already established before the formal inaUb~ation ot the
department. 58 However, there appeared tor the first time in
1930 a suggested program of studies for students following the
course in education.

In this optional program electives were

suggested in history, foreign language, and sociOlogy II and a
distribution of these subjects was planned tor each semester to
to give more continuity and meaning to the courses. 59 The

57see above p. 76 for text of the objectives.

Footnote 23.

S8The requirements for the Bachelor of Science in Education
remained the same as those required since 1925. Compare with
~l~~ .. XXXIII No.7 (March 1930), 19.

59 Ib1d., p. 23.

-
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number of courses in education which appeared in the catalog was
expanded and more significance and sequence was noticeable in the
numbering

0

In 1931 the requirements were modified somewhat as the
uptown campus required 128 semester hours for graduation.

For

Catholics these eight additional hours were specified in religion}
non-Catholics could substitute electives.

There was a lessening
of the philosophy requirement and biology was added. 60 In 1933

a foreign language was required which reduced the number of
electives to ten semester hours. 61 This tightening of the
,

program on the regular day school campus came as a prelude to
the discont1nuing of the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Education in 1934.62 The prospects for obtaining a teaching
position in the early 1930's were not numerous o

Those students

on the uptown campus who would desire them could still get professional education courses but would have to follow the programs
for the regular arts. science, or ph1losophy degrees.

I
I

In the Downtown College the story was altogether d1fferent.
Here the degree of Bachelor of Science in Educat10n had fewer requirements in Engl1sh and Ph110SoPhy.63 Biology was required at

-

60Ibid •• Pl> 23.
6l Ib1d ., pp. 34-36.

-

62 Ibid ., XXXVI, p. 23.
63Announcements of the COllete of Arts and Sciences, Late
Afternoon~ EVenIng ana-Saturaay ~visrOn;-r19S2-19~j}, p. 10.
The first name of the Downtown College.
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first under education in a course called Educational Biology but
it was later dropped and only educational psychology was reqUired. 64 The courses outl1ned and actually scheduled were extensive (about ten in each of the three quarters on the undergraduate level) and the variety indicates that there were student
interested in all levels of the educational ladder.65 The studen
personnel, as already mentioned. was composed chiefly of teachers
engaged 1n the field who were continuing their undergraduate work
beyond their normal school training in order to obtain a regular
degree.

Until 1938 the Bachelor of Science in Education re.
,

quired thirty-six majors (a major was 'equal to three and onethird semester hours).66 This included a major sequence in
educat10n of nine majors. a combined minor sequence of nine
majors. f1ve majors in philosophy, three majors in English
(especially English compos1tion), two majors in mathematics or
science. and electives to fill out the rema1nder. 67 In 1938, the

II
!

English requirement was raised to four maJors,and Principles of
64Ib1d •• (1933-34), p. 12.
65Ib1d., (1932-33). Pp. 18-23.
66The degree, therefore, required 120 semester hours. This
perSisted until 1942 when the quantitative requirements were
changed to forty courses ot three semester hours each. This
meant that students had to take more courses for the same number
of semester hours, hence ten courses were specified for the major
and minor sequences. Bulletin, Downt~1n College, (1943-44), pp.

13-14.
.
67~., (1934-35), p. 11.
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Education in addition to Educational Psychology was required in
the major sequence.

StUdents planning to enter the field of

secondary education were advised to select their prospective
teaching field as the subject of their minor sequence. 68
The summer sessions for several years preced1ng and during
1935 included demonstration and practice teaching oourses.
Opportunity was given for observation and pract1ce teaching in
grades one to s1x.

The classes were composed of the types of

children regularly enrolled during the school year.

The cur...

r1culum of the regular school year was also fo11Owed and care was
,

taken as far as possible to reproduce the every-day classroom
situations.

The schedule was so arranged that a student could

take part ot the work in the Demonstrat10n Sahool and part in the
regular summer session.

St. Vincent's Parochial School .. which

adjoined the uptown campus was the scene of these classes.
Special features of the summer of 1935 were lectures, demonstrations, and opportunit1es for pract1ce teaching in re11gion under
the direct10n of S1ster M. Dolores, O.S.B. who was co-author of
the course of study in re11gion adopted in the schools of the
Archd10cese ot Ch1Cago. 69
The summer demonstration schools were discontinued after 1935
Later years saw the inauguration of summer workshops some ot
which made use of classes ot children for part of the day.

There

tn

68~•• (1938-39), p. 20.
69DePaul Universit~, Colle&e ~ Liberal ~ ~ Sciences

I

·11
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was, however, nothing resembling the wide scale of the earlier
ventures nor was the hope ot DePaults acquiring a regular demonstration and practioe achool ever to be realized. 70
During the spring and summer of 1938 there was formulated a
ourrioulum to proVide a two year pre-service train1ng for
religious teaohers of the Catholic elementary and kinderga.rten
schools.

This curriculum was

dra\fll

up by a committee at normal

school teaohers a..l"ld prinoipals of elementary and h1gh. schools.
It was deSigned to give as much practical work as possible.

However, theoretical courses .. which would provide the student
,

with a solid foundation in general psychology" the natural
sciences, English, and profess1onal educat10n, were also included.
The emphas1s was plaoed upon the practical since most of the
students would begin teaching immediately upon completion of the
course ot study.7l
The foundation studies 1n the academic subJects were to be
taken in the first two semesters.

During the third semester,

courses in child psychology, and testa and measurements were
supplemented by the practioal courses 1n the methods of teaching
reading, religion, science and recreational activities.

The

Demonstration and Practice School, Announcement ot the Summer
SessIon, !~35,:p:p. 1-4.
, 70
Father Schorsch had entertained fond hopes of using St.
Vincent's School tor this purpose but the arrangements was not
possible. Personal interview with Sister M. Dolores Sohorsch,O.
7lprOs2ectus of Teachers' Train1n5 Curriculum. College of
Liberal Arts ana Safenoes. (1939).
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The fourth semester included two more methods courses in arithmetic and social studies in addition to a course in d1rected
observation and superv1sed student teaching.

In connection

with the latter was a non-credit forum on teaching problems.
This enabled the students to meet with their faculty advisor
and their other classmates and d1scuss the real problems of
classroom procedure or curr1culum. 72
At no time was the course intended to become a terminal
training. but it was felt that such pre-service
instruction
,

.

under the direct10n and guidance of the university would be
of immense advantages to the young religiouso

Also~

it

would help to shorten tae time in summer sessions and Saturday,
classes during which the Sisters worked toward their degrees. 73
Under the general supervision of Miss Mae T. Kilcullen of
the DePaul education department staff, the classes were held on
the uptown campus.

While the instructors were regular members

or

the university departments,the classes were conducted separately

72 Ibid •
73Ibid.; also personal interviews with Mr. John McHugh,
registrar at DePaul during this period and with Sister M.
Liliosa Melerska. C.S.F.N •• one of the community supervisors
who directed the plan.

,I
1'1

I',
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from any ot those for other students of the university.

The

opportunities tor practioe teaching were prov1ded by var10us
parochial elementary schools operated by the part1cular re11gious
commun1t1es whose student S1sters were involved in the programo
Respons1b1l1ty tor the student teachers was under the d1reot1on
of Miss K1loullen and the speolfio Commun1ty School Supervisors
of the young Sisters.

During the three year span of this curriculum five religious commun1ties74 whose Provincial Houses
are 1L the Chicago area sent young Sisters to DePaul as participants in this speo1al normal school
curr1oulum.
,

.

Approxi-

mately forty S1sters fin1shed the full two years ot train1ng
acoord1ng to this pract1cal and well-planned program.

Regret-

fully, the re11gious superiors were toroed to abandon this benefioial arrangement ot studies as war in Europe beoame a reality
and the troubled and unoerta1n times resulted 1n a talling otf
ot rellglous vocatlons.

Classes at best were never large, but

when some ot the S1sters were wlthdrawn the unlvers1ty could no
longer carry on the classes separately for the Slsters who
remalned. 75
//

74rhese communlties were: the Ladles or Loretto, the
Sisters ot st. Joseph, the Fe11cian Sisters, the Sisters ot St.
Benedlct, and the S1sters ot the Holy Family ot Nazareth.
75Personal interview with Slster M. Lillosa, C.S.F.H.
The Sisters ot the Holy Family of Nazareth were among the last
to be w1thdrawn.
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It was during the same per10d that another project was
undertaken under the sponsorship of the education department
at DePaul and the special direction of Miss Kilcullen.

The

advent ot the war years had brought a reconsiderat1on of the
value of the kindergarten in Catholic education as more women
sought employment in industry.
orably on a downward extension

Pastors were lOOking more fav-

or

their parochial schools in

an attempt to meet the problems brought about by working
mothers 76
n

In the spr1ng of 1940 it seemed feasible that

special classes in kindergarten for the train1ng of Catholic
,

kindergarten teachers should be inaugurated. at DePaUl.

These

courses brought together a large group of Sisters and teachers
who began working on a kindergarten curriculum for Catholic
schools.
the

Upon its completion the curriculum was presented to

superintendent who adopted it for use in the
kindergartens of the Archdiocese of Chicago. 77
arc~iocesan

In order to continue these most profitable associations
that had accompanied the work on the curriculum, in the autumn
of 1941 a series of kindergarten conferenoes were organized by

76S1ster Marie Imelda W11son .. O.P •• "Growth and Development
of the Catholic K1ndergarten in the Archdiooese of Chicago. 18901944,n Unpublished Master's Thesis. Depaul University .. 1945 .. p.l3
77Sister'Marie Imelda Wilson. O.P. "Looking Back the Better
to Look Ahead,
Nat10nal Catholio Kindersarten Review. VIII
(June 1959), p. 32.
.
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Mias Kilcullen.

These meetings dealing with every phase of the

kindergarten curriculum were held under the auspices ot DePaul
on Saturday afternoons.

The immediate response to the conter-

ences and the interest shown by the Sisters even from neighboring states convinced Miss Kilcullen that the time had come to
establish an organizat1on which would provide opportunities for
kindergarten teachers o

This was the genesis of what was to

become the National Catholic Kindergarten Association.

This

organization not only became a guiding force in the estab11sh.
ment of many Catholic k1ndergartens across the country, but
,

through 1ts aff111ation with the National Catholic Educat10nal
Assoc1ation, it has become the strong right arm in representing
that professional group in the field of early childhood educati
in both national and international conterences. 78
The enthusiasm and support ot the newly formed kindergarten
organizat1on helped to involve DePaul in a precedent-setting
interest in the education of Catholic k1ndergarten teachers.
Regular courses in the kindergarten curriculum were scheduled
during the school year quarters and beginning in 1945 there was
a serie.s of summer workshops which attracted nationw1de
attentlon. 79

-

78Ibid., pp. 32, 35-36.
7~hese lasted through 1947.

There was another series in

1958 and 1959 which drew great response with participants hail-

ing even from Canada and South America.
S1ster Marie Imelda, O.P.

Personal 1nterview with
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kindergarten education program was chiefly one of

in-service tra1n1ng for the teaching Sisters during the 1940's.
However l when the tremendous teacher shortage forced the public
schools to tap the resources of the private colleges l DePaUl
had no great diffioulty in reorganizing its undergraduate curr1culum to include a pre-service teacher-training program.

This

included a major in elementary education in either the Bachelor
of Arts or Baohelor of Philosophy degree program. 80 The
ass1stance of Miss Kilcullen was an invaluable aid in the
1nauguration ot this curriculum and it
was she who directed
,

.

the student teaching activities which are such a vital part

of the pre-service exper1ences. 8l
The year 1949. as has already been ment1oned, ushered in
significant changes in the undergraduate curriaulum o

A major

sequence in elementary education was introduced which required
courses in:

general psychology, the American educat10nal system,

philosophical principles of education, the use of tests in 1mproving instruction, methods courses in the teaching of English,
8<Arhe Bachelor of' Science in Education which had 'been retained 1n the downtown school was discontinued b~Sinn1ng in
September ... 1948. ~uJ.letilh Downtown College (1948-49). PP. 2223. Description of tne program. ~., (1949-50). p. 42.
81M1ss Kilcullen gave unsparingly of her time with a tremendous enthusiasm which she communicated to her students.
Personal interviews S1ster Marie Imelda. O.P. and Dr. John C.
Lynch.
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science. social stud1es and arithmetic, courses in child psycho1
ogy, educa.tional psychology, and in practice teaohing.

These

courses were arranged to prepare prospective elementary teachers
for both the state and the local area.
Those who wished to prepare tor the

secondar~

school were

still adv1sed to major in a subject matter field and to minor
in eduoation.

or

the f1ve courses required for a minor, general
I

psychology, educational psychology, and philosophical principles
of educat10n were spec1tied. 82
At first it was not necessary tq. major according to the
elementary education program,,83 but those who were interested
1n qualifying for a teacher's certificate were advised to seek
counsel from the chairman of the Department of Education.

In

most instanoes, with the proper guidance in the choice and order
of studies, such stUdents could meet the requirement for a degre
in t,he college and those of the teacher's certificate at the
same time. 84
The courses required in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and in UniverSity College were comparatively the same.
The courses in kindergarten-primary training were given only in
the

do~t.ntown

p. 48

school but students in the regular day sessions

82Bullet~college of Liberal Arts and Sciences (1949-50),
Ilirct.,
town College (195<>-59), p. 49.

83Ibid. This was in the Downtown College only; later no
alternaErVi w~~ given and a major in education meant elementary
education.
Ib1d., po 29.

-
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were free to enroll in these classes.
in

195385 to fit

in

There \,lere minor changes

wi.th alterations in the state

and

local re-

quirements, and mod1fications in 1954 to correspond with the
change in the course numbering system throughout the uni verai ty •

In the past decade. then, the undergraduate curriculum has not
undergone substantial change.

At present, however. the entire

staff of the Department of Education is in the process ot a
thorough re-examination of this phase of its contribution to
the preparat10n ot tea.chers.

This process ot: re-thinklng the
undergraduate curriculum has been in progress s1nce 1958. 86 In
,

the present scholastic year (1959-1960) the chairman of the
department has asked each starf member to study three d1fferent
selected college or university teacher tra1ning programs in the
United States.

These were not to be looked upon as ideal but

as provocations of the crit1cal thinking that will assist tho
members in evaluating DePaul's present program.

The staff was

encouraged to disregard certification requirements

and

to con-

sider the best possible preparation at the undergraduate level
that could be designed for elementary and high school teachers. 87
85rhese provided for courses in the teaching of art, health,
and physical education and an examination on the constitutions
of the United States and the State of Illino1s.
86 See "Minutes of the Meeting of the Department of Educationf', (May 23. 1958), pp. 2-3; (May 22, 1959), pp. 2... 3; (July

28, 1959), p. 3.

-

87Ibid., (Oct. 21, 1959) p. 3.
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The position of student teaching in the undergraduate curriculum has had varying degrees of importance over the years
depending upon the type of students \1ho \,l(;~re taainly to 'be served.
Since the majority of the students 88 who majored in education weI'
part time students in the early days, the courses deSignated as
Practice Teaching seem to have been given chiefly for the benefit
of those who wished to qualify for state certification.

Until

the late 1940's the numbers were comparatively few sinoe teaaher
supply was in excess of the demand.
numbers enrolling for

pra~tice

By 1949, however" the

teaching
were overtlhelming and
,

.

a need tor a more defin1te! policy in regard to this phase Of

the curriculum was recognized.

It was the subject of consider-

able discussion at a departmental meeting in which the chief
problem seemed to be the lack of professional baokground of the
students who t-;erc

rag1stell'~ng

for the oourse.

It

\'la8

f1nally

deoided that courses in eduoational psychology, philosophy,

and

general methods be oonsidered as prerequiSites for the course
1n practice teach1ng. 89 It 1s a fact worth noting that the

."

8~hiS excludes the religious Sisters who participated 1n
the normal school program from 1938 until 1942 and for whom a
well-regulated student teaching program was carried through.
89"Minutes ot the Meetins of the Department of Education",
January 31, 1949), pp. 2-3. This requ1rement d1d not appear in
the Bullet1n until 1950-51. However, the course was given each
semes~er-bei1nn1ng the next year as recommended at the above
meeting. Bulletin. L1beral Arts, (1949-50), p. 49.

largest percentage of the qualified students who finished
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the teacher preparation programs in the years from 1946 to
1951 found the practice teaching course their most valuable
subject by way of professional preparation. 90
In 1950 the course was divided into two divisions, one for
elementary teachers and one for secondary.

Miss Kilcullen con-

tinued to direct the former while another member of the department assumed the direction of the secondary practice teaching.91
In 1951 when Dr. John C. Lynch came to DePaul, the secondary

practice teaching came under his guidance.
of further structuring the student
to Dr. Lynch.

t~acher

Gradually the duties
program were delegated

In 1954 he reported to the faculty on the new

student teaching manual issued by the State Department of Public
Instruction.

He asked for a combination of the courses in

student teaching with a course in classroom management which
would better serve the needs of the students and would more than
satisfy any state requirements in this area. 92
9 0Jack Cooper, "A Study of the Professional Status of People
Who Completed Student Teaching at DePaUl University, September,
1946 to June, 1951," Unpublished Master's ThesiS, DePaul University, 1958.
91Mlss Kilcullen remained at DePaul until the summer of 1953
92"M1nutes of the Department of Education", (Jan. 20, 1954),
p. 4 and personal interview with Dr. Lynch. This procedure was
begun the following year but course descriptions did not appear
in the Bulletins until 1956. Dr. Lynch was aided on the elementary scnooi level by Mr. Edmund Cavanagh.
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The student teaching courses as they were gradually develop
provided not only an internship with observation and classroom
teaching under supervision in a regularly specified time. but a
two hour seminar class session each week.
pertaini~

In this claaa matters

to classroom management, and a review of methods and

teanniques were discussed with the director acting as chairman.
The senior year of college or graduate status was spec1fied and
the professional courses requ1red for the elementary major or
secondary minor were to have been sat1sfactor11y completed or
currently engaged 1n at the time of the
1ntership.
,

.

All 1ntern-

ships would have to be formally app11ed for in the preceding
semester and could be pursued only as full time students through
the College of L1beral Arts and Sclences. 93
The refinements of the student teaching program begun in
1954 have undergone further strengthening since 1957 especially
in regard to the procedures for admission and enrollment.

Under

the guidance of the Director of Teacher Education and the board

ot deans and representatives of the various divisions ooncerned
with future teachers. del'alte policies and standard3 for admission to and sattsfactory completion of all teacher education
curricula have been developed.

The present regulations seek to

identify the students who desire to teach by the completion of
their sophomore year of studies.

Upon acceptance to admission

9~ullet1n, College of the Liberal Arts (1956-57), p.

58.
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then, each student

~st

arrange for a conference with the

Director of Teacher Education for approval of his program of
studies for his junior and senior years. 94
In the program of studies outlined for both the elementary
and secondary candidates, the student is reminded that these

courses have been set up "within the structure of the courses
required for degrees in both the COllege of Liberal Arts and
Sciences and the University College." However, each student
must understand that "these courses do not necessarily substitute for the regular requirement

in these colleges" and that

the requirements for certification must necessarily be integrated with the program of studies ;'-n his own COllege. 95
In the past ten years, therefore, oonsiderable progreG6

has been made in the development at DePaul of a pre-service
teacher education program.

There are still many problems whioh

must be worked out both in curriculum and in student intemshiP1

6

...

94 "Procedures for Admission to Teacher Education and Program
for Certification," DePaul University Department of Teacher Education, Bulletin 17, (May, 1960), pp. 1-2.
95uElementarf Teaching - Program of Studies," Bulletin 15
.
(October 29, 1959).
96Not the least among these problems is the difficulty of
providing adequate student teaching experiences within a reasonable distance for both the student and supervising professor.
See also Chapter III, p. 46-47 for similar difficulties at Loyola
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but there are manifold ev1dences that DePaul University 1s
accept1ng seriously 1ts respons1bi11ty as a preparing 1nstitution for the teach1ng profession.
Turning now to the format10n of a curr1culum on the graduate
level, we find that the program for the master's degree underwent a gradual development.

In the beginning. it would seem that

the master's degree was looked upon merely as an extension of
t~

bachelor's work which evidenced a more serious and scholarly

attitude.

No specific courses were requ1red and but half their

number had to be in one major field; the others, in no more than

.

,

two tields closely allied to the field of specialization.

The

courses had to be approved by the head ot the department or the
dean, however, so that the advanced nature of a student fS work
would be assessed here.

There was also a foreign language

reading requirement and lastly, a most deciSive criterion, the
master's thesis. 97 As the first Graduate Bulletin said:
The Judgment ot the Department with regard to the propriety of conferring the Master's degree 1s vary largely
determined by the candidate's initiative and ability as
exhib1ted in preparing a thesis ••• <.Tae master's theSiS,
though a minor piece of researcb, should be a serious
document, an actual contribution to the literature of
the subject. It must not be a mere comp1lation. It
shou~ man1fest power ot organ1zation and independence
of thought, for the thes1s d1rferent1ateD in a special
manner graduate trom undergraduate work.98
97Bullet1n, The Graduate Bchool, XXXII (1929-30), 4.
98 Ib1d •• p. 5.

-
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It 1s interest1ng to note that samples given as models in
proper format for the thesis tlere dra\ffi from the f1eld of eduoation,99 1ndicat1ng that there was a preponderance of eduoat1on
majors seeking the master's degree.

The f1nal requirement

was

a oomprehensive exami.nat1on "designed to test the candidate1s
tra1ning and eQ.uipment." IOO
The conoept of the master's program as one primarily of
training in research and of developing a critical Judgment for
evaluating the works in a given field was maintained at DePaul.
area had altered this
Only after the other universities in the
,

.

ideal somewhat was a plan submitted for a master's degree without
a thesis.

The report to the University Council was not given

specif1cally for the Department of

Education~

but it seems that

this department was the only one in which

the master's degree
without a thesis was found acceptable at that early date. 10l
The next Bulletin
, of the Graduate School described the
degrees of Master of Arts and Master ot Education in the
'II

Is

99Ib1d ., pp. 9-10. See also "Instructions for the Preparation or-'n'ieses in Candidacy. for Advanced Degrees" II DePaul
University Graduate School (1933), pp. 17-21. Copy in the
archives of DePaul University.
lO~his was most likely an oral examination. See "Plan for
Study for the Master's Degree without a Thesis," (no date" probably 1955), p. 3. Copy in archives.

lOlIb1d.,

pp. 1-5. There is a note appended by Father Danie
that the retention of the thesis was favored by the
Pres1dent, Reverend F. V. Corcoran, C.M.

MeHugh,~.
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Department of Education. 102 The same ~ullet1n re1terated the
research ideal by stat1ng that the objective of graduate study
was'the development of the scholar. capable of or1ginal thinking
and of 1ndependent invest1gation in the advancement and extension of knowledge."

It also

made

1t a po1nt to say that "every

candidate for the Master's degree 1s expected to acquire enlarged knowledge,understand1ng and sk111s other than that
ar1sing from attendanoe upon formal leoture and laboratory
courses."

A

research problem was defined as any matter upon

which "the students should find the ev1denoe
before them in ...
,

.

adequate, other ev1dence being poss1ble of attainment. II This
I

discovery followed by intensive study. resourcefulness, mature
Judgment. and perseverence might well lead to an important contribution to existing knOWledge. 103
W1th the 1936

regula~10ns

there was the inaugurat10n of

what may be termed a graduate curriculum in educat1on.
t1me a

d~rin1te

By th1s

program of prerequis1tes s required courses, and

acceptable courses had been outlined.

Five undergraduate courses

1ncluding ph1losophy, h1story, psychology of eduoation and a
general methods course were termed as prerequisites for both
master's degrees. 104
102(1936·37)~ p. 25-26

l03(Ib&?)., p. 13.

-

l04Ibid .,

PPo 25-26.
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The required courses for the Master of Educat10n degree
were Educat10nal Research, Advanced Educational Psychology, and
Modern Educational Tendenc1es.

The Master of Arts degree added
Educational Statist1cs to this list. 1OS
The Master of Arts degree acoepted six of its eight major
courses only from the field 01' education at the 200 (strictly

graduate) level.

~he

Master of Eduoation speoified that only

tive of its ten courses be in eduoation and that Just the three
required oourses need be at the 200 level.

A minor 01' three

major courses in another field was mandatory.

The

two additional

courses might be 1n eduoation, the minor fields, or a field
106
olosely related to the minor.
The Master 01' Arts required a thesis but no longer a foreign language examination.

There was an oral examinat10n in the

fields of graduate study and on the thesis.

The Master of Edu-

cation oandidate had to write a research paper on a topic aSSigned
by the Department of Education and take oomprehensive written examinations on the f1eld of education. lor Needless to say Dr.
Murphy and his oolleagues were not aim1ng to make the Master
of Educat10n Degree a second olass add1t1on to the master's level
lOSIb1d.
l06Ibid., P. 10-12.

-

107Ib1d.
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There were s11ght changes 1n 1938.

The required courses of

the five undergraduate prerequ1sites were cut to two, Philosophy
or Principles of Education and Eduaationa1 Psychology.

The com-

prehens1ve examination would test only the five requ1red courses
in educat10n and the three required courses in the minor field. loB
In 1942 the five required oourses in education tor the Master of

Education degree were specified as graduate courses l 109 and in
1945 these were classified as courses at the 200 level. 110

On the whole the modif1cat1ons in the master's program
between 1945 and 1953 were slight and , reflected speclal emphases
of departmental personnel. lll Bei1~ng in 1953 there have been
continuous re ...evaluat1ona of both the master's degree curriculums.
The first change in the Master of Arts program added a written
comprehensive examination on the six required courses to precede
an oral examination in defense of the thesis and in evaluation of
the candidate's acquaintance with the general field of education
112
and resea~oh techniques.
It was in 1953 also that the concept of areas of coneentration

was~troduced

althou~l

such a specialized area was not

108 Ib1d ., (1938-39), p. 27.
l09~bid. (1942-43), p. 10.
110
~. (1945-46), P. 27.
Illtrhese alterations were espeaia11y in prerequisite
required courses.
112Bullet1n, Graduate School (1953-54), p. 27.

or
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requ1red unt11 19550

The or1g1nal areas of concentrat1on wh10h

were arranged 1n oonjunct1on w1th the Department of Psychology 1ncluded reading, gu1dance and oounse11ng, and spec1al eduoat1on. 113
W1th the 1ntroduct1on of the Spec1a11st Degree in 1954 the area in
speoial education was om1tted l14 only to be reinstated the following year w1th an area 1n admin1stration and superv1s1on.

Areas in

school psychology and 1n diagnosis and treatment of reading diffioulties were added in 1958 and 1959 respeot1vely.115
In a report made in 1955 on the program plann1ng for the
master's and speoialist's levels, Dr. Harry Sohliohting noted
that many students in the past d1d not seem to have seleoted
.
116
oourses on the baSis of oontinu1ty and inter-relationshipo

In

oonsequence the paper or thesis was usually not a oulminating experienoe.

After muoh disoussion the department deoided to speo1fy

that-eaoh student take the three oommon oore requ1red subjeots,
three or four oourses in an area of concentration, and two or
three in a minor subjeot.

If the student d1d not care to minor

then he would be required to take his rema1n1ng courses in the
field of eduoation. 117

l14~.,

l13Ibid., pp. 39-40

0

(1954-55), pp. 40-41.

l l 5Ib1do, (1955-56), p. 41; (1958-59), p.37; (1959- 6ohP.36.

-

l16Dr • Schlichting based his judgment upon the lists of
courses submitted by students at the time of the oral exami~tlon.
"Problems of)the Department of Eduoation, Master's Level", lJanuary 15, 1955 , p. 21.
117"M1nutes of the Meetin~ of the De~artment 0 Educa~1on,,,

1
~t~~:r~9g1't~~5~1~d~da~k ~~~l~ftin~~~:~u~fe~~~~~tonl~~~;~e
~~s~l.

have a minor in an academic field.

I
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The examinations for both degrees were also modified.

The

written comprehensives would include an objective examination
on the general field of education and the core curriculum and
an essay examination on the f1eld of concentration.

The oral

examination for the Master ot Educat10n degree was eliminated
while that for the Master of Arts was confined to a defense of
the thesis. l18
The core curriculum courses were to includ.e those formerly
listed as required, namely, Advanced Educational Psychology and
Educational Research in addition to a new course ent1tled
,

,

Orientation to Graduate Study in Education.
was specified as

th~

This latter course

first course to be taken by the potential

M. A. or M. Ed. candidates.

Besides surveying the different

areas of concentration oftered at DePaul, students would be
given a series of tests the results

or

which would be tiled in

the department for future reference when the students petitioned
for acceptance as candidates for degrees. ll9
In its five year history the course in orientation has not
only provided the beginning graduate student with valuable
knowledge in relation to the field of education but has provided
the staff members with a better picture of the inCOming student
so that more effective educational guidance may be given.

118~... (1955-56), p. 41.
l19 tt Minutes", (January 15, 1955), p. 4.
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The testing program has been experimental in design and its
content and make-up have been gradually refined. 120 By 1959
the testing program was officially labeled a Professional Placement Test.

The value of the tests as screening devices had

already been established by this

tin~

and it was the selection

&t the actual tests to be used which had needed further study.121
By 1959 also the Graduate Record Examination had been chosen in
addition to the Catholic Philosophy of Education Placement
Test. l22 At present these instruments are being evaluated
tor their best possible contribution toward the objectives of
the graduate program.
The degree ot Specialist in Education has already been mentioned in a discussion of the departmental objectives.

From

the outset the p~ogram was to be studied caretully123 and the
curriculum was to be tailored to the individual student. 124 The

l2Opersonal interview with Dr. Urban Fleege.
"Minutes
(February 17, 1959), p. 2.

tI.

See also

121Ibid • Some ot the original tests devised by Father Pax
have been retained.
122Ibid • (Obtober 21, 1959), P. 3.
123See "Minutes,n (May 19. 1954), p. 10 and Dro Schlichting'S
report already referred to earlier, pp. 3-4.
124nM1nutes," (January 20, 1954), p. 3; Bulletin. Graduate
School (1954-55), p. 40.
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The prerequ1sites inoluded a masterts degree in any

field~

and

five years professional experienoe as a teacher or adm1nistrator.
Those oandidates whose master's degree had been earned 1n eduoation would be required to take eight oourses in the eduoat1on
field in an area of oonoentration.

In addition they must com-

plete four courses in a oognate field.

Those with a

n~ster's

degree in another field exoept eduoation were required to oomplete the four oourses speoif1ed for the graduate study of eduoation and then add eight courses in a major area of oonoentratio
1n the f1eld of eduoation. 125

.

,

In the wake of administrat1ve changes in the summer of
1954126 the speoialist's degree program was inaugurated by the
Department of Eduoat1on w1thout the formal approval of the
Univers1ty Couno11.

It was its aoceptanoe by the Committee

on Admiss10ns and Degrees that oocas1oned the report referred
to ear11er. 127
Th1s evaluat10n of the program atter the f1rst seven months
of its existenoe 1s very thorough 1n 1ts relat10nsh1ps to the
resources, the growth, and the improvement of the un1vers1ty.

.

.

l2S"Minutes of the Meeting of the Department of Eduoat1on lt
(January lS, 1955), p. 4; Bu1let1n, (1955~56 p. 41.
.
126r t' was at this time that Father Barth had to reSign as
ohairman of the Department 6f Eduoation ml0 Father Phoenix was
succeeded by Father Riohardson.
1278ee p. 81 above.
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The Department of Educat10n was to be commended for 1ts init1ative in developing a program equal to similar programs offered
elsewhere. and super10r to many of them.

The advantages of the

specialist curr1cu1um were already obvious in the granting of
scholarships in advanced study at !)ePau1 to teachers who had
already earned master's degrees. 128
As already ment10ned the progress and status of the
specialist program has had considerable attention.

It was

partly due to DePaul's conoern over the North Central Association'S attitude toward the. Specialist , Degree in Education that
a study was made by that body regardi~g It.129

In presenting

a summary report of a meeting he attended of the Commission on
Colleges and Universities of the North Central Association on
April 2, 1957" Father Richardson pOinted out to the members of th
Department of Education that since DePaul was one of the first
instItutions to offer such a degree, they had an excellent
opportunity to shape its development.

He asked them after

reading the report to give mature consideration to the speoialist
program and make an honest evaluation of its objectives"strengths,
128''Report on Specialist in Education and MathematIcs"
(March 10, 1954), pp. 1-4.
129personal interview Rev. John T. RIchardson.

126
weaknesses. and future development. 130
It was in the departmental meeting which followed this
report that Father Richardson asked the committee then engaged
in the study of a proposed doctoral program to work on the
specialist degree turther. 13l The committee accepted the
responsibility and presented

first report for the consideration ot the department in January ot the follOWing year. 132
it~

After some moditications the new pattern tor the degree of
Specialist in Education appeared in the fall ot 1958.

The

aims and prerequisites for the degree were unchanged except for
,

a lessening to three years ot the professional background experience.

The program was divided into a pattern of:

(a)

basis course3; (b) advanced courses in an area of concentration
or a cognate areai (c) a seminar in the area of specialization;
and Cd) a practicum or thesis on the recommendation of the
faculty adv1ser. 133 Thus# the department is well on the way
to the development of a firm foundation for a strong dootoral
program.

It may well be that the dootorate will be introduced

l3C1tev. John T. Richardson, "Inter-ottice Memo-Speoialist
Degree," (April 4, 1957), pp. 1-3. The specialist degree was
recognized by the North Central Assooiation shortly thereatter.
131See above p. 81.
13211 Comm1ttee on the Speoialist Degree, n report for oonsideration at departmental meeting (Jan.15, 1958).
l3~ulle~1n, Graduate School (1958-59), pp. 37-38
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within a short time but from observation of developments in the
past several years, this decision will be made only after careful
consideration and thoughtful planning on a university-wide basis.
In summarizing the distinctive aspects of teacher education

at DePaUl after this study of the development of 1ts Department

ot Education, one feature especially seems to stand out above
all.

Yet, it may be said 10 truth that this characteristic is

equally to be noticed in the university as a whole.

This is the

tradition of service which DePaul has rendered to its community
and in particular to the teachers and , administrative personnel
of the school systems around Chicago.

.

Even before there was any formal organization of a departmental system at DePaul there was a recognition of th.e nee<1s of
teachers in its considerations.

From the time of the first

summer session of 1911 through the days ot the so-called College
of Education and the late

afternoon and Saturday classes in the

first downtown center ot the universitYI the professional and
academic requirements of the public and parochial school teachers
were major factors in shaping the policies

or

the university.

After the founding of the Department of Education through
the efforts ot Father Schorsch. and the assistance of the
geniel and reputable faculty under Dr. MurphY's direction$
systematic and constructive programs were built up on both the
graduate and undergraduate levels.

The teaching Sisters who had

128

shared DePaul's facilities in

~le

early years were still being

eonsidered during the 1930 l s in the summer demonstration schools
and later in the normal school undertaken tor the young religious
The parochial schools of Chicago \'lere the beneficiaries of
DePaul in the formulation oftb.e first Catholic kindergarten curriculum under its auspices.

The~the

Catholic Kindergarten

Association. which was engendered as an outcome of the relationships formed in these kindergarten curriculum classes at DePaul.
has become a national organization. but it has not forgotten
its original sponsor nor has the university turned deaf ears
to its needs for workshops and courses over the years.
The development of the laster of Education program with its
emphasis on a minor in a teaching field was an aid to many preparing for secondary school or administrative positions in the
public schools of Chicago.

In recent years the specialist

degree has provided further training or knowledge for the school
personnel in particular areas.
In the initiat1on. expansion. and progressive evolution of

a pre-service educational program for elementary and secondary
school teachers, DePaul has rendered. a creditable contribution
to help relieve the teacher shortages in Chicago and its bursting
suburbs.

The recent evaluations of its student teaching exper-

iences and its university-wide reorganization for unity in
teacher education augur well for the professional initiative of
its faculty and the future accreditation of its complete program.

129

Lastly, to the 1nstances given above may be added the
generous and able assistance that the education department
faculty has given consistently over the years to both the public
and parochial schools e

Whether it has been in speaking engage-

ments, curriculum consultation, guidance program direction, or
in the sponsoring of special institutes for technical training
in the post-war eleotronic age, DePaul University through its
Department of Education has been in the forefront of professional
assistance to the schools of the Chicago area.

CHAPTER V

THE DEPARt'MENT OF EDUCATION

AT
ROSARY COLLEGE

For the origin of courses in professional education and
the evolution of the Department of Education at Rosary College,
it is necessary to antedate its

est~blishment

Chicago's spacious suburban areas.

in one of

Rosary College had its

genesis in 1901 as St. Clara College in Sinsinawa, Wisconsin.
It was at the invitation of Archbishop George W. Mundelein or
Chicago that the college was transferred to River Forest,
Illinois and incorporated by this state as Rosary College in
1918.

Classes were cont1nued in Sinsinawa until the tall of

1922,1 and when the college became a reality upon the periphery
of metropolitan Chicago, it was an institution tully organized
with respect to aims, policies, curriculums, and even to departmental struoturing. 2
lROS~ COlle~e Catalo~. (1959-60), p. 21. Hereafter referredw"to a mp!y aa Cstato".
2c..at alOii (1922-23) pp. 10-11, alao see a copy of the report
of Mr. George Tuttle of the University of Illinois quoted by
Sister Mary Eva McCarty, O.P., in The Sinsinawa Dominicans, Outl1nea ot Twentieth Centu£l DeveloRments, 1901.1949 {nuEuque,--195~) .. P. ~~§.
.
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The preparatIon of teachers for the schools of W1sconsin
and its ne1ghboring states was already in

progress long before

St. Clara College assumed 1ts new t1tle and locat1on 1n R1ver
Forest. Many Domin1can S1sters of S1ns1nawa3 had rece1ved
the1r 1n1tial teacher preparat10n and much cont1nued enr1chment through St. Clara College.

Bes1des 1ts magnanimous con-

tr1but1on to the Catholic school systems which the Sisters
serYeQ, St. Clara had also been offering teacher training
courses tor future secondary teachers of the state of Wisconsin.
The first professional course in pedagogy appeared 1n the
catalog as early as 1906. It was History of Education. 4 By
1910 th1s course was requIred of those prepar1ng to teach and a
course in School Supervis10n and one in Mental Development had
been added as electives.?

In the following year what was de-

scribed as the Course in Pedagog1ca1 Instruction was outlined
as follows:

"Course B under tPh110sophy·,6

one Departmental

Teachers' Course, and seven credits in Education •• are

.n
3In his funeral orat1on for Mother Emily Power in 1909
Archb1shop John Ireland of st. Paul praised the congregation
astrone of the great teaching Sisterhoods of the Catholic Church
in America, a Sisterhood that no educat10nal agency of the
country dares pass by w1thout deference and honor." Quoted by
Mary Synon in Mother Em11l Power of Sinsinawa (Milwaukee, 1954).
p. 268.
·
-- .
4yearbook ~~. Clara Col1e~e ~ Academl, (1906-1907),p.3~
5Ibid., (1910-11). p. 36.
to eduCiEfon by this t1me.

The name pedagogy had given way

6course B was General Psychology.

~. (1911-12), p. 35.
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requ1red of all . . . . . ,,7

The courses from wh1ch the seven

cred1ts 1n educat10n could be drawn were the three already ment10ned and Principles of Education and Educational PSYChOlOGY.8
The departmental teachers' courses were what could be cons1dered
the spec1fic methods courses in the subject

n~tter

areas of the

studentts field of academic concentration.

The practice was be-

gun at this early date of holding the subject matter departments
responsible for equipping the student teachers with the techn1ques for 1mpart1ng the content matter of the1r respect1ve
areas.

This procedure was ma1ntained at Rosary and is still

carried out today in the preparation of secondary teachers.
In 1914 notice was given that the Wiscons1n State Board of
Examiners of the Department of Education recogn1zed the bachelor's
de~ree

of st. Clara College in addition to the COurse require-

ments of the state in app11cation for a State Teachers' L1cense
good for one year. The catalog also stated that "s1milar recognition of the d1ploma of the college" had been granted by the Department of Education of other states.

The courses specified

~

'~ucation" as mentioned above would secure the certification. 9

-

7Ibid ... p. 37.
8 Ibid • All of these courses gave e1ther two or three
credits apiece depend1ng on whether the class met for either two
or three hours a week.

9Ibid • (1914-15) .. pp. 23-24. These cert1ficates could be re
newed ror-another year and then upon presentation of testimonials
of good moral character and two years' successful teaching in the
pub11c schools of Wiscons1n.. the appl1cant would be granted the
unlimited Life State Certificate.
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In 1918 first mention is made of the Department of Education lO although certainly it is recognized a3 a distinct subject
matt#~r

area muah before this time..

It 1s likely that the return

of Sister Mary Ruth Devlin to the St. Clara staff brought about
the recognition of a formal education department within the
college.

It was Sister Mary Ruth, one of the first sister-

students to earn the Doctor of Philosophy degree under the revered Doctors Edward Ao Pace and. Thomas E. Shields ot the
Catholic University of America, who became the first faculty
as well as the first chairman of the ~epartment of Education. ll
Although education was recognized as a distinct department
of the college, it was not accorded status with the subject
matter fields.

Students could only elect courses in education

as auxil1aries to their majors and minors in the academic areas
or in home economics for the degrees of Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Science in Home Economics.

This was a commonly

held attitude, in that the preparation for the secondary school
teacher consisted of the course of study for the baccalaureate
degree into which a minimum amount of required professional
lOIbip., (1918-19), P. 11.
IlDr. Tuttle in his report of 1923 mentioned that a department to be considered distinct would have to have "at least one
professor g1 ving full time to the work." Quoted in McCarty.
p. 229. Naturally the departments in the colleges would be much
smaller in organizational structure.
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tra1n1ng had been fitted.
When the f1rst RossEl College

c~ta~o~

appeared, 1t stated

that the a1m of the department was "to furn1sh profess1onal
tra1n1ng for those who are prepar1ng to become teachersll who
would be qua11f1ed to teach 1n h1gh schools accredited by the
North Central Associat1on of Colleges and Secondary Schools as
well as in the State of Il11no1s. 12 Th1s a1m has rema1ned
foremost even to th1s day.
Wh11e it 1s well to keep in mind the fact that the
Department of Eduoation at Rosary has been mainly conceuned

.

,

w1th the preparat10n of secondary school teachers, this does
not mean that before the present decade there has been no
concern tor the teachers ot the elementary level.

Since 1912

the planning for the eduoational preparat10n and development

ot the young Sisters has been arranged by a special Comm1ttee
on Stud1es appointed by the Mother General; however, the
faculty members, the courses ot study, and the fac111ties of
12catalof' (1922-23), p. 10. Rosary had been accredited by
the Noren een ral Assoc1ation in 1919 and was recognized by the
University ot Illinois and the Department of Public Instruction
ot the State of Illin01s 1n the spr1ng of 1923. McCarty, pp.
228-230. A letter ot approval tor the granting of Teachers'
Cert1f1cates to Rosary graduates was received trom the state
certifying agency of Mich1gan 1n a letter from T. E. Johnson
to Sister Thomas Aquinas 0'Ne1l1, O.P. dated May 16, 1924.
Original in RegistrarOs Office, Rosary College.
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St. Clara and later ot Rosary College were utilized tor this
most excellent ot teacher training endeavors.

Tbe tirst summer

sessions wh1ch were begun at St. Clara in 1912 were carried on
at Rosary trom 1923 and supplemented during the school years by
extension classes in the late atternoons and on Saturdays.

These

extension courses were carried on both at Rosary and at various
miss10n centers of the congregat10n. 13
During the early 1930's some ot the young women attending
Rosary earnestly requested that certa1n courses be added to the
curriculum to enable them to prepare for teaching in the elementary schools of the suburban and chuntyareas. 14 Secular
students were allowed to attend the summer sessions beg1nning
in 1932. and a number of public school teachers welcomed the
opportun1ty of attend1ng these extension classes (with the
Sisters) 1n order to obtain promot10nal cred1ts. 15
In 1936 a degree ot Bachelor ot Science in Education was
inaugurated which permitted for the f1rst time a major in education tor those preparing to teach.. ~n the elementary schools. 16
13McCarty. pp. 247-48. 251, 471.
14personal interview with Sister Mary Josephine, O.P.
a member ot the Department or Education since 1926, See CataloS'
pp. 41 ..42.
'
..
15MoCarty, pp. 469, 471. As early as 1925 classes such as
methods in the Elementary School, the Jun10r High School and 1n
1926 Child Psychology indicate in-service professional assistance

-

16Ib1d • (1936-37), P. 28.
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The period of the next five years was to be the only era in the
history of the oollege when education was accepted as a major
field.

This was done as a service to many of the public sohool

teachers who were graduates of a two or three year normal training and who wished to work for their degrees.

Also many of the

Sisters were preparing to teach or were already teaching in the
elementary field where state oertifioation requirements had been
on the increase. 17
With the extension ot Edgewood Junior College into a
four-year teacher-training college in 194018 and the Chioago

.,

Teachers' College assumption of full stature shortly thereafter"
there was no longer need of the degree program in education.
There 1s no mention of suoh a degree in 1941 although those
Sisters and teaohers who had begun their oourses of study for
it were allowed to finish.19
17Personal interview Sister Mary Liam O'Shaughnessy, O.P.,
Registrar at Rosary College. Also MoCarty" p. 427. The Sisters
were teaching in several states which required certification ot
private sohool teachers. A number of Sisters had already atte~
the state normal schools in Milwaukee, Bloomington, and Oshkosh,
Ibid. p. 252. Supplementary to their professional training,
nowever, the candidates for the Bachelor ot Science in Education
were required to take additional courses in the liberal arts in
order to give the strong cultural background and reinforcement of
a subject matter field. Often they had credits far in advance of
the 128 needed for graduation in a regular arts program.
18Ibid • PP. 427-428. Edgewood College ot the Sacred Heart
in Madison;-wisconsin is now a regular liberal arts &ollege.
19qatalo~, (1941-42), p.

33.
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When 1n 1949 the Super1ntendent of Public Instruct10n called
upon Rosary College to help allev1ate the tremendous teacher
shortage tn the State of Il11n01s 1 the college accepted on17
after st1pulat1ng that there could be no major sequenoe 1n educat10n and that the students would have to fulf111 all the
academ1c requ1rements tor the regular bachelor of arts degree. 20
The program which was developed on the elementary sahool level
and planned to sat1sfy the or1ginal concern of the academic
faculty has attracted at t1mes almost as large an enrollment
as that on the secondary school level.

This 1s 1n spite of the

\

extra summer sess10n or semester during which the cand1dates
must necessarily work to fulfill cert1f1cation requ1rements for
the elementary school cert1ficates. 2l
By the m1d 1950 l s when the paroch1al schools were find1ng
1t essential to employ an 1ncreas1ngly large number ot lay
teachers to augment the1r religious statfs l Rosary comp11ed with
requests to help post-graduate students 1n preparing for teach1ng positions.

The plan as it was evolved aimed at recru1ting

well-qua11fied. capable women who already held college degrees
by ofter1ng them a one-year teaaher education program to meet
20

~.

(1950-51)1 p. 54.

21persona1 interview w1th Sister Mariste11a Goebell O.F. who
has directed the program 1n elementary education since 1949.
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Illinois certification requirements for teachers in elementary
schools.

22

This offer has been enthusiastically received and

has been the means of bringing a sizeable number of college
educated women into the field of teaching.23
In summary then_ it may be said that the aims of the Department of Education at Rosary College have widened in scope in
the last thirty years but the principles upon wh1ch those aims
are based have remained unchansed.
states:

'~he

As the

Catalo~

so aptly

general requirements for a degree prov1de the

prospective teacher with broad general culture and knowledge
,

of the society in which the school

fUnctions.'~

Bu1lding upon

this foundation the department offers courses designed to provide the added profess1onal preparation that 1s needed for a
successful teach1ng career in either the elementary or secondary
SchOOls. 24
The organization and structure Of a college department
would necessarily be on a aimpler scale than one in the university.

Under the direction of Sister Mary Ruth Devlin, O.P.# its

f1rst chairman, the education department at Rosary reflected her
scholarly and learned attitude toward professional stud1es;
22Rosa~ COlle~e Pro~ram for Teacher Educat10n for Post

Graduate S£

o.P.

ants, an announcement pub1!shea In 1954:-- ----

23personal interview with Sister Mary Josephine McDermott,

24catalo~ (1959-60), pp. 54-55.
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especially noticeable was the emphasis on a strong foundation
in the Catholic philosophy ot education.

Sister Ruth heree1f

was vitally 1nterested in all that was happening in the field

ot education and be1leved keenly in attending and participating
in educational meetings.25
Sister Mary Charles Sch1enk. O.P. succeeded Sister Ruth
in 1936 and remained at Rosary until 1944.

It was during th1s

period that student teaching became the core of the profe.siona1
education curriculum. 26 During this time also a general reorganization within the college curriculum
was taking place.
,

.

This occasioned a grouping of all the departments into four
fields and was designed to aid in program planning.

It placed

the Department of Education within the Division of the Social
Bciences. 27 This change had little effect on internal curriculum or departmental organization as such.
In 1944 Slster Mary Josephine McDermott. O.P. assumed the

cha1rmanshlp of the department.

Her discern1ng wisdom and k1ndl

leadersh1p has guided the postwar expansion of the teacher education program at Rosary.

She has seen the departmental faculty

grow to four full time and two part time members and the elementary teacher enrollment become large enough to warrant the full
at nt10n of one of these as director. 28
25personal interview with Sister Mary Josephine MoDermott.O
26Cata1oi (1936-37), P. 48.
27McCartY, p. 468.

0
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Meetings for the purpose of planning new policies, arrangi
schedules. designing courses, or inaugurating procedures were
always held.

These were naturally of a most infonmal nature

while the department consisted of two or three members.

In

recent years, the meetings are more formal especially during
the first semester when the faculty consists of six members.
A typical meeting would inolude announcements of cOming educational meetings in Chicago or elsewhere, communications from
the State Department of Public Instruction, considerations of
recently added reference material or eQuipment. 29
,

The ourriculum of the Department of Education has been
developed within the framework of the liberal arts trad1tion.
While state and regional accrediting agencies may have influenced the number and type of courses Which appear in the
catalogs, the approach and content have been purposely designed
to provide a liberalizing experience.
was Sister Mary

~th

As already mentioned it

herself, a scholarly, vitally interested

and devoted woman in the field of education, who set the tone

28when Sister Joseph1ne McDermott, o.P. came to Rosary in
1926 she became the second member of the department.
29Interview with Sister M. Josephine, O.P. Since it is a
regular policy at Rosary College for every faculty member to file
a report to the president of any meeting attended, no lengthy
reports are given of such meetings as are given of a departmental meeting.
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of the Department ot Education.

Her spirit has been caught

and preserved by her successors.

The cooperative aharacter

of sharing responsibility of teacher preparation as well as
constant communication with the academic faculty has prevented
the development ot a wide gap between the professional and the
liberal in teacher education at Rosary.
The curriculum tor the preparation ot secondary school
teachers as it appeared in 1922 required twelve credits in
education within the regular degree program. 30 General psychology was a prerequisite to all courses in education and education

.

,

al psychology. prinCiples or history ot education and a departmental teachers' course were required of all teacher candidates.
These courses accounted for eight of the twelve credits in education required but electives l'lel"e offered in othel'" fields such
as general method, educational measurement and administrative

problems~31 In 1924 the quantitative requirement rOBe to
fifteen credits and courses in both prinoiples and history of
eduoation were reQUirect. 32
Beginning in 1925 there were courses offered in elementary
school methods, the Junior hIgh

sahool~

administrative manage-

ment ot pup:!.ls and principles and methods ot teaching.

The

addition of the f1rst three indicate the inclusion of some
in-serviae training for teaohers of the vioinity while the last

-

30lb1d. (1924-25)# pp. 31-32.
31~., PP. 29-30. In the following year Methods of
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mentioned was labeled as a required course for all prospective
teachers ot extra-academic subjects as art. music. home economiCS, or busineas education. 33

In 1931 there was a considerable expansion in course
offerings.

Not only were there new electives added in philos-

ophy of education and in guidance for the secondary School, but
it was possible for regular

Rosa~J

teaching in the elementary school.

students to prepare for
Spec1al courses were avail-

able in techniques . at the pr1mary or intermediate level. and in
the content, the teaching procedures, and the organization ot
subject matte~ for arith~~tic. readl~g and the social studles~4
In 1936 the curriculum changed considerably and. the net'J

emphasis on student teaching appeared.

The former requ1red

CQursss were comb1ned into two courses entitled Education
Problems, I and II.

The first cons1sted of the fundamentals

including history and prinCiples of education with an observation ot various types ot secondary schools and their curricular
Teaching in High School was also required.

~.

(1923-24 ),p.29.

32Ibid. (1924-25)# PP. 31-32.

-

33Ib1d. (1925-26). po 37. Child Psychology was added the
followilii'Year. ~. (1926-27), p. 37.
34Ibid • (1931-32), PP. 41-42. It was in the summer school
of 1932~t secular students were per~itted for the first time
in this session of the college.
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offerings.

The second was a course in child psychology.

This

study was closely related to the specific problems of the teacher
in her function of meeting the particular characterizations,
needs, and queries of the

hi~l

school pupil.

The class was like-

wise linked with a program of observation.

These two courses wer
to be taken in the Junior year, one each semester. 35
In the senior year, there was a course in directed teaching

which extended for a whole year, five periods a week.

The

student's work was to be carefully planned and individually adapted.

It began with observation and partiCipation in an
,

assigned class of the demonstration hi8h school.

~

When the

student had been adequately prepared through a practical use
and applicat10n of teaching procedures, a program of supervised

teaching was arranged in increasingly longer un1tso 37

In con-'

Junction with the directed teaching was a seminar which in the
first semester was designed to help the student master such
techniques of instruction as planning, selection of materials,
evaluation of pup11 progress, and the keeping of records.

The

second course continued the work on techniques but added a basic
35~. (1936-37), Po 48.

36Trinity High School conducted by the Dominican Sisters of
Sinsinawa was close enough to be used for this purpose.
37Catalog, (1936-37), p. 48.
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study of philosophy of educat1on. 38
Th1s accent upon the actual teaching s1tuat1on in the professional program was preceded by an explanat10n that in order
to enroll 1n teacher-education. a student should be recommended
by her major department as a cand1date of high ability and
ach1evement.

Only those should be recommended who gave evidence

of a good teach1ng persona11ty. general phys1cal and moral fitness, and satisfactory social adjustment.

The prospective

teacher was advised to begin early in her college career to
plan a program 1n the l1beral arts departments
wh1ch would give
,

.

her a comprehens1ve general education. a broad specia11zation in
a field or fields to be taught. and a supplementary liberal
education. 39
Bes1des this prescribed curriculum Just delin1ated there
also were three courses deSignated in the bulletin as not
str1ctly profess1onal which could be elected by those who wanted
additional credits in educat1on.

These were Orientation in

Educationj Educational Measurements. and Elementary Statist1cs. 40
Then there was another grouping of courses designed for
teachers in service wh1ch carried promotional credit and which
could be applied toward the degree of Bachelor of Science 1n
Education.

These included courses in child study, in guidance,
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in general methods and in the specific method and content of the
41
subject matter areas in the elementary school.
In 1941 the educational problems courses were changed back
into separate areas of principles of secondary education and
educational psychology.

The directed teaching with its accompa.nying seminar was ma1ntained 42 and the departmental course in
specif1c methods was prescribed as formerly w1th an addit10nal
seminar 1n tests and measurements. 43
In 1944 the required courses were modif1ed slightly sub-

st1tuting a study ot the Amer1can educational system for the
principles of secondary education. 44 W1th the end ot World War
II some elementary courses began to appear aga1n as the demands
for elementary teachers were being felt; but by 1949 the situation in Illin01s had reached the crucial state and the State
Department ot Pulbic Instruct10n was calling upon Rosary College
to come to 1ts assistance in the preparat10n

or

elementary

school teachers.
41Ibid ., pp. 49-50. These last ment10ned courses were
carried on tor the first three years only and do not appear in
1939. Ibid., p. 48. Philosophy of Education was required from
1938 to~l.
42pive credits were given for this course but these credits
were not appl1cable to a degree.

43catalo~, (1941-42)~ pp. 51-52. The course 1n princ1ples
was st1!! gIven and h1ghly recommended but th1s change indicated
a shift in state requ1rements.
44catalos (1944-45), PP. 49.
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When the administration of the college had decided to
accede to the wishes of the state, the Department of Education
and the Dean of Studies prepared a ourriculum to satisfy the
Il11nois requirements for certificat10n at this level.

The

immed1ate direction of the elementary program was assigned to
Sister Maristella Goebel, O.P.

Besides her educational qualifi-

cations" Sister brought wide exper1ence in teaching and curriculum planning at the elementary school level 1n var10us parts of
the country.

Realizing the inevitable fears of the academic

faculty with regard to the compromising
of college standards"
,

.

Sisters Mar1stella. Joseph1ne and the Dean of Studies set about
building a program that has blended well with the liberal arts
ideal.

The profess1onal requirements did not go beyond those of
the state for cert1f1cat10n. 45 The program was purposely kept
flexible to enable the student to complete her major field of
concentration and her chosen minor without r1gid prescript10ns
of professional studies..

Students are advised" however" that the

required course in the Amer1can Sehool System will mean more if
it is postponed until after student teaehing. 46
45See Catalog, (1950-51). pp. 54-56! (1952-53) pP. 56-60;
(1957-58),
56-53; (1959-60) pp. 55-5ti.

PP.

46personal interview with Slster Marlstella, Goebel. O.P.
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One of the problems wh1ch the elementary program faced in
1ts beginning stages was the procurin6 ot pub11c schools for
practice teaching.

At first only three systems would agree to

accept Rosary students.. but as time went on the fine calibre of
the initial students established a reputation and mapy neighboring systems have offe:>.'ed their facilities. 47
The student teaching had long been the heart of the secondary teacher educat10n program and for the elementary teacher
th1s was cons1dered equally imperat1ve.

Gu1ded exper1ences w1th

children were most important .. and this was encouraged early 1f
possible.

Freshmen and sophomore students who had expressed a

desire to become teachers were urged to g1ve time to the nursery
school which is conducted by the Home EconOmics Department. 48

In accept1ng students into the teacher education program at
Rosary the following procedures are used.

First there are con-

ferences between the d1rectors of student teaching and the
chairmen of the candidates' major and minor fields of study.
In the case of those students desiring

cert1ficatio~

at the

secondary level.. each must have earned a minimum average of
1.5 grade pOints in her major field. 49

-

47Ibid.

o.p.

49personal 1nterview with S1ster Mary Josephine McDermott ..
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The observation ot teaching takes place during the Junior
year in one or more public schools.

The amount of time spent

in observation depends upon the indiv1dual student's program
on campus o

In the elementary teacher preparation program the

observation takes place in connection with the courses in
method. 50
The preliminary data for student teaching must be filed in
the office of the Department of Education by Decenber.

When

these torms have been checked a tormal request tor admission
to the program 113 sent to each app11cant.
,

.

This must be returned

bearlng the approval of the student's major department as indicated by the Signature of the chairman.

After an interview

with the director ot student teaching each candidate 1s assigned
to a designated school and directed to visit this school before
the end of her Junior year or betore the opening ot this school
in the fall. 51
Participating schools are well-screened.

All teachers

must be degreed, must be recommended by their prinoipals, and
must be volunteers.
Three or tour observations by the college supervisor are
made for

earu~

cadet during the latter's student teaching
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experience.

Conferences are held after the observation

by

the

supervisor with each cadet, and between the supervisor and the
cooperatlng teachers involved, or with the principal when this
seems advisable. 52

In the elementary program special arrangements are made
whereby some of the cooperating teachers may be present for a
coordinating seminar held at the college while the students are
teaching their respective classes.

In these seminars the master-

teachers may have a chance to meet other young prospective
teachers and to exchange ideas and make suggestions which may
be of added benefit to them. 53
The faculty member in each

colleg~

department giving the

special methods course in that department is encouraged to observe the teaching of each member of her course at least once.
Conferences between the chairman of the education department and
the college supervisor of oadets 1n the seoondary school are
frequent and valuable.

Durlng the semester, arrangements tor

one or two group meetings of this college supervisor and the
faculty members teaching speoial methods courses

~re

scheduled.

These are informal but valuab Ie as they tend to high11ght
strengthS and weaknesses in the program for secondary

53Personal interview with Sister Marlstella, Goebel, O.P.
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certification. 54
The modifications in the curriculum for the preparation of
secondary school teachers in the last decade have tended to increase the flexibility of the program.

The required courses

have been kept to a minimum,55 but a number of other courses
which are of special value in planning procedures, and in testing
or guiding pupils have been encouragingly offered to prospective
high school teachers.

At least one summer session is recom-

mended for all futUre teachers, in order that some of the advantageous professional courses may be taken
without crowding their
,
regular degree programs. 56
.
In the last six years the directed teaching has been greatly
extended with regard to the off campus program in the public and
private high schools of the surrounding area. 57

In the last five

years through a cooperative plan with the academic departments

o.P.

54personal interview with Sister Mary Josephine McDermott,

55Since 1952 only educational psychology, a cour&e in the
American School System, special methods in the teaching field,
student teaching and its accompanying seminar in prinCiples and
practices of secondary education have been required.
56See Catalo~ (1952 and thereafter).

57Catalo~ (1954-55), p. 55. Prior to this time Trinity
High Sc6001 nad been used as a laboratory school for the majority
of cadets who did directed teaching. Observation of teaching had
always taken place in other public and private schools.
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the cadets may begin their student teaching program immediately
upon the opening of the fall term in their respective secondary
schools.

The cadets spend the whole day in the school of their

assignment and take no more than one .academic course in a late
afternoon class on campus until the student teaching requirement
is fulfilled about the first of November.

They then return to

the campus for the full time and take accelerated courses in
academic subjects until the end of the semester.

t~

This system

has proved most beneficial to the students who have thus been
able to devote better attention to their student teaching and
\

also to their other subjects on their return to regular school
activities.

The secondary school administrators like the plan

in particular because it orients the student teacher into the
complete life of the school both curricular and extra-curricular.
Excellent professional relations and cordial cooperation between
the Department of Education and the administrative and instructional staffs of the p'lhlic and Catholic schools have been a
rewarding result.

For the past two years the program of sec-

Dndary directed teaching has absorbed the complete attention of
one member of the staff during the first semester of each year.
The supervision of all of the elementary school cadets is carried
on by Sister Maristella Goebe1 6 O.P.
extends for an entire semester. 58

The program on this level

58personal interviews w1th S1ster Mary Josephine McDermott

O.P. and with Sister Maristella Goebe1 6 o.P.
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OpportunIty has been made In recent years for the preparatIon of young SInsInawa Domin1can S1sters for teach1ng by
ass1gning them to Rosary College for the complet1on of the1r
work for a degree, and for the teacher-educat1on program dur1ng
their senior year.

The same opportun1ties are open to young

Sisters of other communlt1es.

Student teach1ng for these young
re11g1ous 1s carr1ed on at Tr1n1ty H1gh SChOOl. 59
MentIon has already been made of the program for post-

graduate students undertaken 1n the last s1x years to help
prepare women w1th baccalaureate degrees for teachIng In the
,

elementary and secondary schools.

The one year course has been

qu1te flex1ble depend1ng upon the app11cant's needs.

Those who

apply are asked to send a copy of the1r cred1ts 1n a recent
transcr1pt to Spr1ngf1eld for an evaluat10n by the Il11no1s
State Teachers' Cert1f1cat1on Board.

Th1s evaluat10n has deter-

mined the specif1c courses that have been necessary.60
In conclud1ng the story of the development of the Department of Educat10n at Rosary College there are two character1st1c features that seem pr64m1nent.

The first 1s the ded1cat1on

to the pr1nc1ples of the l1beral arts education as the most
lmport~ant

preparatIon :for a teacher.

Not that the faculty of

the department has ever conceded that the area of professional
59Ib1d.

-

6DRosar!COlle~e ProSF~m for Teacher EducatIon for Post-

Graduate S£u en£s,

rocliure"., 19'5lf.·

.-

-
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studies is unimportant but the department has always recognized
the fact that a teacher must have a basic cultural equipment of
her own if she is to 1mpart it to others.

For this reason the

education department has been content to see itself as an aux11iary to the academic departments work1ng with them in prepar1ng students for the teaching profession.

Much of the recent

experimentation that has been carried on within the limits of
the four year curriculum for combining the liberal with the
professional could find interesting counterparts in the Rosary
College plan for teacher educationo

,

There is no reason why

professional education cannot contrioute to a student's liberal
education.

As Woodring says, if such courses as child psycholo

history of education, the school as a social institution and
philosophy of education do not do th1s for a student lIit is
only because the professor lacks the necessary vision. ,,61
Another distinctive feature of the depar'cment f s development and activity 1s its stu.ent teaching program.

Student

teaching at Rosary became the heart of the professional program
even before there were regulations for such by the state and
regional accredit1ng agencies.

For a considerable length of

time Trinity High School conducted by the Sinsinawa Dominican
Sisters in close proximity to Rosary College acted as a laboratory high school for moat of the directed teaching although the
observations of teaching took place in many other schools.

When

6l paul Woodring, ~ Directions in Teacher Education,p.60.
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the elementary teaching program was added, it was thought imperative to use the public schools for student teaohing as well as
the parochial sohools.

Gradually the seoondary practice teach-

ing was also extended to include many publio and other private
Catholic high sohools.
In the admission of students to practice teaching there has
always been a selective process.

The profession of teaching has

been held in high repute and only those who are considered
strong enough academically and physically and IIwho give evidence
of a good teaching personality,,62 have been encouraged by their
,

faculty advisors to enter the teaching field.

The attitude of

personal interest manifested by the various aoademic departments
in adviSing and aSSisting the students who have chosen the
teaching profess1on has been a great asset to the Department
of Education.

In addition the program planning, the encourage-

ment to sound scholastic preparat1on, and the sincere concern
of the entire college faculty has won profound respect from the
numerous school systems that the Rosary student teachers utilize
every year.
This account of the development of a department of education in conjunction with the liberal arts has been a story of the
progress of a conviction that has held fast.

In resolving the

conflice between the liberal and the professional into

t~'H!

harmony of its plan for teacher education, Rosary College tlu"ough
62Catalog (1936-37), p. 48.
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its Department of Educat10n has given and will cont1nue to
contr1bute a unique and profound service to the schools in the
region of

Chicago~

CHAPTER VI
PRELUDE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTER FOR
LIBERAL STUDIES IN EDUCATION

AT

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
As the title of this chapter suggests, the organizational
structure which embodies the responsibi11ty for teacher education
at Sa1nt xavier College is a modern adaptation of the convent10nal department of education

0

It is one of the outcomes of

an exper1mental program 1n the integrat10n and implementat10n
of the liberal arts which was init1ated 1n 1945.

The experiment

has developed into a well-formulated design for the education
of the Chr1stian person.

Although teacher educat10n was not

the primary obJect1ve, early 1n the progress of th1s research
1t was recognized as a necessary subsid1ary armo

If widespread

curricular changes were to be accomp11shed, the preparation and
enr1chment of the teachers involved was an important considerat1on.
While the Center for Liberal Studies in Educat10n 1s a
reality of only the past seven years, 1ts history is not entirely
of such recent origin.

Engaged in its direction and activities

have been the Sisters of Mercy whose tradition 1ncludes the
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foundation of the CathOlic parochial school system 1n Chicago.
over a hundred years of provid1ng teaching Sisters for the
schools of this area. and an interest in the collegiate preparat10n of teachers for almost fifty years.

So while its name

is still new and its purpose and approach are fresh, the Center
partakes of the wisdom born of the experience of past generations.

It is the attempt to construct the story of this exper-

ience'that forms the pattern for much of the rema1nder of this
chapter.
The history of Saint Xavier College is most intimately
,

related with that of Saint xavier Academy.

Founded in 1846 at

the request of Chicago's first bishop, the Right Reverend Willia
Quarter, D.D., the academy was given a charter from the state of
Illinois dated February 27. 1847, wh1ch granted the privilege
'fto confer on such persons as may be considered worthy such
aoademic or honorary degrees as are usually conferred by sindlar
1nstitut1ons. lt1 This was the first Catholic school for girls
in Chicago. and as it developed into one of the most respected
academ1es of 1ts day, there were students who rema1ned to take
post-graduate courses.

There was no attempt at formal organ1-

zation of suoh post-graduate oourses into a un1fied program of
stud1es until 1912.

The Saint Prancis xavier College tor Women

was incorporated in March ot that year, but the first c1rcular
lSaint Xavier College Announcements, (1923.24), p. 7, hareafter referreo to as ~a£a~. X copy of the original charter is
in the archives of saInt
iar College.

of information was not issued until 1915 so that the initial
classes convened in September, 1915. 2
The liberal education of teachers at Saint Xavier was
nothing new. 3 The first professional courses. however, do not
appear in the catalog until 1918. 4 These included such subjects
as history, philosophy, and psychology of education, and general
and specific methods. 5 In 1918 these amounted to nine courses of
which seven were given.

The following year's catalog gave the

description of ten courses of which six were given.

Ph11osophy

and psychology courses were offered in alternate years with
courses 1n h1story of education.

The~presence

of two courses in

2Caya1~~ (1923-24), p. 7.
3Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, Super1ntendent of Schools in
Chicago, had accredited the programs in music and art at Saint
xavier Academy for pub11c school teachers earning promotional
credit. See letters from Ella Flagg Young to Sister Mary
deSales, (Jan. 25, 1916); Peter A. Martinson to Sister Mary
deSales (Feb. 5, 1919). Original letters in the archives of
Saint xavier College.
4There is evidence from students' permanent records in
the Oftice ot the Registrar that some professional work was
given a year earlier. One student was dOing practice teach1ng
in French under supervision in a public h1gh schOOl.
5cat~10~. (1918-1919), pp. 9-10. The methods in teach1ng
French were given by the French instructor. Thus was inaugurated the custom ot cooperation of subject matter departments
in the preparation of secondary teachers. A course in methods
in the teaching ot h1story was added in 1919. ...........
Ibid., p. 11 •
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the psychology and three 1n the history of education indicates
the consideration of the liberal contributions of these professional studies.

At this time and until 1923

edu~at10n

was

considered as subject matter offering of the Department of Arts,
Literature and Science.
While it was possible to pursue a course of study in education as a prlncipal sequence for the Bachelor of Philosophy
degree,6 it is not likely that this was done since all sequences
had to have the approval of the dean of the College.

Almost all

teacher candidates for a degree at that
time were prepar1ng for
,
the secondary schools,

80

that an academic subject would be the

most highly recommended for the major sequence.

By 1921 Saint

Xavier had been accredited by the State Department of Public
Instruction as a "recognized college ft for the training ot teachers and was reflecting the certification requirements for high
school teachers in Ill1n01s. 7
There was also 1n 1921 the 1nitiation of a normal diploma
6see Catalo~ (1920-21), po 10 where requirements for Ph.B.
and A.B. are Interchanged b~ m1stake; this is corrected in (192122), p. 12; and in (1922-23). p. 9.
7A ser1es of letters between Sister Mary Irma O'Brien,R.S.M.
Dean of the COllege, and the officials of the atfice of Pub11c
Instruction from 1918-1921 may be found in the archives of Saint
Xavier College. The delay was blamed on World War IJ official
recogn:ttion dates trom July 1, 1921. The Catal0i 01' 1921 also
gave tne North Central Associat1on t s requ1rements# an aggregate
of eleven semester hours, p. 10.

~o

course which was designed for those students who wished to meet
the requirements of the Illinois Teachers' Certificating Law for
second or first grade county certificates or state elementary
certificates. 8 While it is not likely that the number who
availed themselves of this opportunity was ever very large, the
normal course was continued with the necessary modifications
brought about by Illinois law until the middle of the 1930.s. 9
There is no indication that any teaching certificates were issued
by the college itself.

This meant merely that a one or two year

sequence of courses was offered, which was accepted by the State

.,

of Illino1s for the appropriate state certificate.
First mention ot education in a departmental title was in
1923 when the Department ot Philosophy and Education was given
separate status under the chairmanship of Sister Mary Angele
Brooks, R.S.M. IO Although departmental aims were not made articulate until 1934, these could very well have appeared a decade
earlier.

The courses were des1gned, so the catalog stated, lito

meet the needs of the students who wished to fulfill the professional requirements of state departments of education or other
8cataloi (1921-22), p. 10; Ibid. (1923-24) PP. 11-13. A
second graae certificate requir~e year's training, a first
grade required two. It was possible to teach in as high as tenth
grade on the latter certificate.

9Cata~oi (1934-35), p. 14. This is the last mention of the

course.

lOcatalo~ (1923-24), P. 6.

certificat1ng agenc1es. ll

In the follow1ng year's obJect1ves

were 1ncluded the needs of teachers

ln~serv1ce

who desired to

1mprove their teaching techniques. and also the needs of student
1n the soc1al sclences. 12
From the beginning. then. the department guided the professional preparat10n of teachers for the secondary schoola. 13
To this task was added the provision of courses which would
prepare elementary teachers or give those already in service
additional tra1n1ns. 14 The normal courses in preparation for
the elementary certificates were offered mainly for lay women
\

who wished to qualify for teaching 1n the schools outside of
the City of ChicagO,1 5 but there was no degree program for
the train1ng of elementary school teachers until the end of
the 1940.s .. 16
ll~. (1934-35). po 36

l2Ibid • (1935-36), p. 38
13ane of the general purposes for the founding of St.xav1er
College was "to prepare teachers for the secondary schools ot th
S1sters of Mercy 1n Chicago." ill!t. (1934"'35) .. p. 10.
14
.
In-serv1ce education was given as early as 1917 in late
afternoon and Saturday classes. and 1n summer sess10ns from 1919
on. These classes were attended by the Sisters and by many
public school teachers of the Chicago area.
l5These did nat continue after 1934 when the all oert1ficat
courses as such were discontinued in the reorganization begun in
that year.
16A systematio curriculum was introduced in 1941 whereby th
young Sisters would rece1ve profess10nal tra1ning for the1r elementary school teaching as a regular part of the1r degree preparat10n but this was a special program tor the Sisters only.

In 1949 the need for well-trained elementary school

teachers for the public schools had become so urgent that the
college decided to deal systematically with the problem.

lni-

tlated that year were two curricula, one in elementary education
and

one with a field of concentration in kindergarten-primary

education.

The department was stlll princlpally interested in

secondary school teachers but these were advised as always to
work for a degree in an academic field of concentration.

All

curricula for prospective teachers were planned to secure the
development of each person's capabi11tles

80

that she would be

able not only to flnd personal satlsfactlon in intellectual pursuits but would be able to

bene~lt

aoelety by utillzlng her

work in professional education. 17
In 1953, the aims of the department were inundated in the
floodtide of the research proJect then in progress.
of the thorough Self Study which had culminated in

As a result
1952~

the

convictions of the faculty were strengthened 1n regard to the
need for further research on the entire range of the educative
ladder.

At a moat auspic10us tlme, the Fund for the Advancement
of, ~ucat1on of the Ford Foundat1on18 provided the aid of a
17cajalOg. (1949-50), Pp. 42-43.

18Ibid • (1957-59), p. 9. The Fund for the Advancement of
Education nad been establlshed -in 1951. It has regarded teaaber
~t~..;.at1on a3 one of its most iI1lPortatlt areas of concern and has
supported particularly those proJects in teacher education which
"have raised questions about the generally accepted practices.
Paul Woodring. lli!!! Directions ~ Teacher Education. p. vil.
1f
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generous grant which enabled the college to free the necessaI"J
professors to car17 out a further Self Study.

One of the first

results or the work of the various committees organized to carry

on the Self Study, was the formation of the Center for Liberal
Studies in Education to replace the Department of Education.
Pormalized in :L9S4, the Center was the embodiment of a Simple but
fundamental proposition.. that the preparation of teachers is a
function of the entire faculty.

It included in its aims the

preparat10n of prospective teaohers .. the development of teaohers
already in serVice, research in the theory
and praat1ce ot libera
,

.

eduoation, the communication and publication of significant developments in liberal education. and adult education. 19 In 1959
these aims were further expanded as a curriculum leading to the
degree of Master or Arts in Eduoation was initiated. 20
Something of the development of departmental organizat1on
is here salutary before prooeed1ng to a d1soussion or curriCUlum.

The first cha1rman of a department usually leaves a lasting
impression and S1ster Mary Angele Brooks. R.B.M. was no exception
to this noteworthy fact.

It was quite noticeable and may be con-

sidered most fortunate that Sister Mary Angela's f1rnt love was
19~atalo6 (1955-56), p. 64

20Ib id , (1959-60). p. 64.
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ph110sophy.

If later generations of Sisters of Mercy could agree

so readily that in curriculum planning there is nothing so
practical as a sound philosophy, they were ech01ng the principles
upon which professional education was studied from the beginning
at Sa1nt Xav1er. 21 For a wh1le the departments of educat10n
and ph110sophy tlere J01ned under S1ster Mary Angele Brooks.
In 1934 during a reorganization of the ent1re structural pattern
of the departments of the college, Sister Mary Angela moved to
the chairmansh1p of the Department of Philosophy and Psychology
and was succeeded by Doctor Bernice

E. Leary, a graduate of the

University of Ch1eago. 22
A program of general and divisional education was launahed
1n 1934 on two levels.

The lower level program covering the

first two years included Freshman English and four general
courses in the areas of the biolOgical,
sciences, and in the humanit1es.

phys1cal~

and social

Two sequences of three courses

each and two electives were a part of this lower level program.
Courses on the upper level ·lIere grouped into four di~/1s1ons23
21L1ke Sister Mary Ruth Devlin, O.P. at Rosary College,
Sister Mary Angela Brooks, R.S.M. had been a student of Dr. Pace
ot the Catho11c Un1vers1ty of Amer1ca.
22Cataho~ (1934-35), PP. 9-10.

23rhe other three d1visions were: The D1vision of the Exact
and Experin~ntal Scionces, the Division of General Culture, and
the D1vis1on of Ph1losophy and Relig1on. K. Lua111e McCluskey,
Slster Marie Theresa Martin. R.S.Mo, and the Conwittee Stafr,
"Growth in General Education at Saint Xavier Collete, II North
gentral Assoc1ati,gu Q,uart~r.f.l1 XXVI No. 4 (ApI'il 1952). -P064.

and the Department of E:ducation became a contributing faculty
to tIle Division of the Social Scienoes. 24 Dr. Leary was succeeded in 1937 by Beatrice Callahan, A.M., who had been Supervisor in Elementary Education for the State Department of Educat10n in Minnesota.

Miss Callahan directed the professional

studies in teacher education until 1954.
In 1949 a fifth division ot specialized studies was added
to the college organization, the Division of Community Service.
The Department of Education and Mercy School of Nursing were
included in this new division.

It was telt in this bustling
,

post-war period that the urgent needs of the community should
be formally recognized

by

the college.

Although both progI'ams

in this diviSion were professional in character, like all other
work in the college, they were to rest upon the foundations of
liberal education.

The graduate from this d1vision had to meet

the same general requiremente of the college and was to be urged
throughout her course of study to avail herself of as many
opportunities in cultural studies as P08sible. 25
In the organization of the division the Chairman of the
Department of Education and the Director of the School of Nursing
were under the supervision and coordinating direction of the Dean
of the College.

Here it may well be noted that the direction

of teacher education at Saint Xavier has always been of deep

24catalo~ (1935-36)~ p. 12.
25catalo~ (1949-50), p. 42.
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conoern to the central administration.

The formulation of

policies and the curricular des1gns were always the result of
the Joint consultation of the professional education faculty
and the central adm1nistration. 26 In this sense then the
structural organization of the Center for Liberal Studies in
Education was not a drastic change in the pattern which had
always existed..

It may be said rather than th,. emphas1s ot

education was heightened, its scope broadened, and its unifying
principles..·-were defined and applied.
The Center for Liberal Studies, since its inception in 1954,
has been responsLble for the adm1nistration of all programs in
teacher preparation.

Its faculty includes professors ot educa-

tion and representatives from the liberal arts faculty as a
whole. 27 Until 1960 its director and coordinaDor has been Sister
Mary Josetta Butler, R.SoM. 28 who had been Dean of the College
for many years and an energetic participant in the curriculum
research in which the COllege faculty had been engaged.

Besides

this administrative experience Sister Josetta brought to the
26personal interview with Sister Mary Josetta Butler, R.S.M.,
Dean of the COllege trom 1941-1956.

27catalo~ (1957-59), p. 64.
28Sister Mary Alice Kenny, R.S.M. succeeded Sister Mary
Josetta.)Butler, R.S.M. when the latter became president of Saint
Xavier College in the summer of 1960.
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Center a realistic enthus1asm for the well-rounded education
of teachers.
Because the Center cuts across the various Divisions of the
College 1t 1s J1rectly responsible to the Counc11 on Academic
Affa1rs.

The Coord1nat1ng Faculty Committee ot this center is \

made up of three members whose f1eld of concentrat10n 1s educat10n, two respectively trom the areas of philosophy, natural
science, and soc1al science, and one each from the fields of
English and mathematics.

The permanent staff ot the center

which at present numbers five members is entrusted with such

.,

matters as academic guidance and counseling, and the day to day
administrative functions in add1tion to the teaching role. 29
The Center has already achieved a nat10nal reputation for it
annual summer institutes for teachers and

ad~\n1strators.

These

institutes, subsidized partially by the Fund for the Advancement
of Education of the Ford Foundation and by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, have attracted educators from all parts of
the country and from abroad.

Also the objects of much attent10n

are the var10us experimental and p110t programs now under way in
the Saint Xav1er school system for wh1ch the Center is d1rectly
responsible.

The story of these activit1es

C~

best be traced

as a part of the development of the curriculum.
The courses of study for the different programs 1n profess10nal educat10n were already developed by the time the
29CatalOg (1957-59), p. 64-65, and '~he Master of Arts 1n
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Department of Educat10n had attained a separate name and status
in 1923.

It is easy to see that the course offerings of the

department were geared principally to the preparation of high
school teachers.

By this time the departments of b10logy and

mathematics had joined with modern languages, and soc1al science
in offering special teachers. courses in their subject matter
f1eld.

The liberaliz1ng benefits of education courses were

quite noticeable with three courses in history and two in philosophy of education.

To these were added educational psycholo8Y#

principles and methods of teaching,

m&lagement and
,
30
general methods of teaching 1n the secondary school.
claSS1~om

There were also two so-called normal courses in preparation
for county certificates.

These were not degree courses but were

roughly equivalent to the f1rst or the first two years of the
college since the fundamental courses in English# social science.
and mathematics or natural science were required with only educational psychology and principles and methods of teaching being
demanded in the professional studies. 31 While these students

Education and Theologytl. Announcement of the Program. Saint
Xavier Colleie Ann~ncements (October, 1960), p. 10.
30cataloi (1923-24), pp. 11-18.
3lIbid ., pp. 11-12. Preparation could also be made for
111inoi&;r.rementary School Certificates which required at least
two years of COllege, a written examination, and evidence of
successful teaching experience.
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may have discontinued their education after one or two years at
Saint

Xavier~s

when the coveted certificates were in their pos-

session. it is likely that many of them, as was the custom, continued their studies on an in-service basis and graduated w1th a
regular bachelor of philosophy degree from the college.
In 1924 the course offerings were expanded to include educational measurements and courses in methods in the elementary
school besides courses in pract1ce teaching in both the elementary and secondary schools. 32 Special psycholOgy courses were
added in 1925 and by th1s time practi9ally all of the subject
matter departments Were offering special courses for teachers. 33
In 1928 a course in the Junior High School Movement was
4

added 3

and in 1931 a course in Morrissonian Technique. 35

The normal course of one year was discont1nued after 1929
when the state law extended the requirements for even the lowest

32Ibid. (1924-25). pp. 24-25. The remark under practice
teach1ng--rn the elementary school was that it was open to those
students with a prinCipal or secondary sequence in education, indicating that perhaps there were a few regular degree students wh
wished to teach in the elementary schools.

33~. (1925-26), p. 22-24.
34............
Ibid. (1928-29), p. 26 •
35Ibid. (1931-32), p. 22.
famous Morrisson unit plan.

This was a course in the then
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~ertificate

to a two year course.

However, the requirements

the same in the basic liberal
~ontinuing of this service. 36
~emained

su~jects

until the dis-

After the general reorganization of the curriculum at Saint
~vier

in 1934, there was some modification in the offerings of

he Department of Education.

The aims which were now set forth

!stablished the position of this department as one auxiliary to
~he

other depart.ents providing the. professional training for

hose who would apply for state certification.

Philosophy and

istory of education still could be found
among the offerings
,

.

there were two courses in the latter), the area of the secone

ary school was well represented especially in methods courses,
ut the elementary school area had sufficient course offerings
o indicate that there were students interested in this level of
rofessional training. 37
A new course that was introduced at this time was one in

lesearch Problems in Education,

It was open only to students

<n the upper level who had had teaching experience.
f~rveying
(~d

Besides

the principles and methods of educational research

examining typical research studies, brief problems were

(arried to completion and larger problems outlined to be worked
36 ~., (1929-30), p. 9.

See also Chapter Two.

37catalo~ (1934-35, 1935-36), PP. 36-38, 38-40.

111

out under individual gu1dance. 38

As a real course in research,

this must have coincided admirably with the aims of the upper
division of Advanced Studies.
There was to be very little change in the pattern of
courses offered for the next fifteen years.

However, in 1935

there was a strikingly descriptive explanation of the preparation necessary tor those planning to teach in the secondary
schoOls.

In view of the fact that secondary-school teachers

were usually required to teach more than one field or subject.
preparation in both a primary and secondary
teaching field or
,

.

subject was considered essential 1n meeting professional demands
A teaching field was defined as an area of learning that crossed

current departmental boundaries such as the physical sc1ences.
the social sciences or Romance languages. while the teaching
subject comprised an area ot learning within one department
such as Latin, history, or chemistry.

The student's major or

Single teaching f1eld or subject was to be the one that corresponded to the division or department 1n which she was to take
her degreej the minor teaching tie1d or subject was to be
elected with the approval ot the division or department concernedo 39

38Ibid •

(1934-35), p. 38.

39Catalo~ (1935-36), p. 19.
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The stipulations of the North Central Association40 with
regard to the minimum professional training of a teacher of any
academic subject were then described.

The acceptable courses to

fulfill this association's requirements of fifteen semester
hours in professional education were outlined and the course
numbers given from Sa1nt Xavier's

CataJo~.

The last comments

of this account are particularly interesting from the vantage
pOint of a quarter of a century later.

It was concluded that

from what had been said in the preceding paragraphs, it was
clear that prospect1ve secondary-school
teachers needed l above
,

.

all, a general baokground of 11beral-arts educat1on, and a
specialized knowledge in at least one department or subjecto
"Before long," came the prophetiC statement, !fat least one year
of professional training (courses in education) beyond the four
years of undergraduate study will be required. ,,41
ment sOU,nds more like 1960 than 1935 as

g~neral

This state-

developments in

accreditation and certifioation are reviewed, but these remarks
the education of secondary school teachers contain

regal~i~g

keys to the understanding ot a vast movement in educational
research which had already begun on the Saint Xavier campus.
"I

•

40prefacing these was the reminder that: "The North
Central Association dictates the policies, regulations, standards and recommendations for accrediting most ot the secondary
schools of Chicago." Ibid.
41 Ibid o , pp. 19-20.

-.

-
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The references just made to the influence of the North
Central Association with regard to the educat10n of secondary
sabool teachers are most significant.

Ironically enough it was

to be the same North Central Association, which had until 1934
thwarted the aspirat10ns of the college faculty in realiz1ng
their vision of integrat10n between the secondary and college
curriculum,42 that only four years later would inaugurate a
far-reaab1ng proJect. 43 Th1s Association would eventually
involve the entire Sa1nt Xavier faculty in a highly publicized
phase of their very own curriculum research
wh1ch would evolve
,

.

into the fulfillment of their earlier ideals of integrat10n to
undreamed-of proport1ons.
It was 1n 1938 that the North Central Aseociation organiz

a committee on the Preparation of Secondary School Teachers,
with a sub-committee on the Preparation of Teachers 1n Colleges
of the L1beral Arts.

This aot1on had come as a result of the

report of the Committee on Subject Matter Preparation of Secondary School Teachers, which had revealed serious inadequacies
42See a note to this effect in Ibid. {1934·35}, p. 9.
Sister Mary Camillus; Byrnes, R.S.M •• ~ was to serve as
Director of General Education in the college from 1935 to 1939
had succeeded ear11er in effecting a sizeable integration for
the twelve grades of Saint Xavier Academy. Personal interview
with Sister Mary Josetta Butler. R.S.M.
43r.ne first phase of this project is described by Russel

Mo Cooper and others in Better Colleges • Better Teachers (New

York, 1944).

'
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1n teacher preparat1on.

After some preliminary investigations

the Sub ...Cornmi'ttee mentioned above determined in 1940 to make a
careful survey of twelve representative institutions in order
to discover the precise character of teacher educat10n afforded.
The report of the twelve-college study then became the basis tor
ten intercollegiate conferences held across the entire North
Central Association territory during the spring of 1941.44
As the conferences progressed, it became increasingly
clear that more intensive study and educational experimentation
was needed on indiv1dual campuses.

~erefore,

a second study

was 1naugurated with twenty-e1ght representat1ve colleges in

May, 1941.

Each college was expected to examine its

o~m

special

needs, determine the areas of most fruitful study, and work out
for itself the best method of attack.

The results ot its in-

vest1gations would then be shared with other colleges so that
all institutions would profit i'rom the particular studies made
on each campus.

Th~re

was no attempt to develop general studies

cownon to all solleges, though naturally certain basic problems
were independently chosen by many institutiona. 45

It 1s inter-

esting to note that the executive direction of both studies Just

44cooper, pp. 3-6. 3ister Mary Josetta Butler, R.S.M.
attended the conference held at the Un1versity ot Chicago on
February 7-8, 1941.

-

45 Ibid .# Pp. 7-9.
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recounted was financed by means of grants from the friends of
the General Education Board of the Aseociation. 46
In the meantime on the Saint Xavier campus the faculty and
administration were developing and evaluating their own new
programs in general and divisional education.

After a ten-year

period (1935-1945), certain dissatIsfactions were apparent
especially in the program of general education but also in the
divisional studies in religion.
satisfactions that the Saint

It was because of these dIs-

Y~vier

faculty jOined the Liberal

Arts Education Study, another experimental project in line with

,

its earlier endeavors# sponsored by the North Central Association
In 1945 then# the faculty under the leadership of a committee undertook to revise the program of General Education.
Previous discussion of the general courses had stimulated frequently the question of just how their integration with Chr1stian
Principles could best be accomplished.

Until this question was

definitely clar1fIed, it seemed as if no real unificat10n of the
program was posslbleh

This integration through theology and

philosophy which the faculty had been seeking for many years
was finally attained with the assistance of the DOminican
46These were very small grants and the Colleges themselves
recei ved no money. The second grant expired at the end of 194243 academic year but so many colleges were eager to continue this
program that they agreed to underwrite the cost themselves. Ibid
p.

12.

-

47K• L. McCluskey and others, "Growth in General Education
at Saint xavier College" .. pp. 364-365 .. 368, 370. The name ot the
earlier Committee tor the Preparation of Teachers in the Colleges

7

..L,V

~athers.48 The four-year program in theology and philosophy was
formally incorporated into the curr1culum of the college 1n 1948
after three years of experimentation and has prov1ded an 1mmutable
basis of cr1ter1a for judging the content of the other areas of
learning.

The statement of purpose for the course 1n theology

manifested its integrat1ng function:

'~he

purpose of the course

in theology is to provide the student w1th a mature understand1ng
of the Cathol1c fa1th concern1ng God,

~

2t

~

other

th1~s ~

their
to ...............
Him. ,,49
--...
.........-..relat10n .......
In the midst of this North Central Study in general eduoation

there arose an urgenoy to respond to

~he

needs of the oommun1ty

for the educat10n of elementary school teachers.

It seemed a

propit10us time to separate the Department of Eduoat10n from the
Division of the Sooial Sciences and

jo~n

1t with the School of

Nursing 1nto a new Div1sion of Community Serv1ce.
Under th1s new divisional arrangement the department was able
to offer fields of concentration in kindergarten-pr1mary
of the Liberal Arts had been changed to the Committee on Liberal
Arts Education. This was deemed more f1tting since the researoh
on teacher education had resulted in many plans for curr1culum
changes on an institution-wide soale. Such changes were already
well under way at Saint xav1er before the1r partioipation in this
projeot. Personal interview with Sister Mary Josetta.

4~e Reverend William Barron, O.p. joined the faculty at
Saint xaVier in September, 1945 and assisted in preparation of thE
first Freshman oourse in theology developed under the study. He
and subsequent DOminican fathers whose help has been enlisted haVE
been members of the Albertus Magnus Lyceum of the Dominican House
of Studies 1n River Forest, Illinois. Ibid., p. 365 and Catalog
(1959-61), p. 8.
---49McCluskey, p. 366. The words underlined are italioized.
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or in elementary education culminating in a Bachelor of Science
degree. 50 Those intending to work 1n secondary educat10n were
still advised to choose a major concentration in a subject
matter field with1n the regular Bachelor of Arts program.

To

assist the student in deciding which of these programs she
would pursue, early contacts with children were planned through
the auspices of Saint Xavier Academy which included grades one
through twelve and served as a laboratory school. 51
In both elementary curricula the students were required

to complete the same program of general education as the other
students of the college.

On

.,

the kindergarten-primary level

this had to include art and music.

Due to the great number of

state requirements for kindergarten teachers, those specified
for a major concentration were quite numerous (a total of eleve
courses).

Electives in children's literature, principles of

geography, history, and mathematics were recommended.

Those

students with a major concentration in elementary education
had a smaller number of requ1red courseSj but in addition to
similar suggestions for electives they were advised to choose
an area of teaching specialIzation.
The requirements for students who wished to teach in the
hIgh school were really not changed, only made more specific.
50catalos (1949-50), pp. 42-43.
51 Ibid., p. 43 •

..........
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These 1ncluded thirty semester hours in a field of concentration.
fifteen semester hours in an allied field, and flfteen in professional studles which courses were aligned to those required
for secondary oertif1cation. 52 The general pattern of the
curricula remained comparat1vely the same until modified by
the impact of the next developments which will now be described.
The evolution of the self-study was far from complete by
the end of 1951 when the North Central Assoc1ation urged that a
report be published.

The faculty and espec1ally S1ster Mary

Josetta Butler, R.S.M., who as dean had been most totally in-

.
\

volved in the research, oonsented reluctantly.

Th1s was 1n

vlew of the fact that 1n spite of a report of efforts and progress, there were conclus1ons drawn 1n the document which would
be adm1ttedly tentative. 53

After examin1ng the college ourriou-

lum, espeo1ally disturbing had been the reoogn1t1on that the
lower schools were not adequately preparing students to enter
college.

It became apparent that a full scale overhauling of

the ent1re continuum would be necessary to correct deficienc1es?4
Just about six months after the publicat10n of the repo»t
1n the quarterly Journal of the North Central Association55 there

5 2 Ib1d.

53 Ib1d .,

--

and personal 1nterview with Slster Mary Joeetta.

54C!taloi (1957-59), pp. 9-10.
55personal lnterv1ew with Sister Mary Joeetta. The report
was publlshed in Aprl1, 1952 and the offer from the Fund was made
that fall.
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came an invitation from the Fund for the Advancement of Education which encouraged colleges to apply for grants up to

$25,000 for the initiation or furtherance of worthy research
in the field of formal education.

The tlming was providentlal

and Sister Mary Josetta proposed at the next faculty meet1ng
that the college apply tor a grant not only to carryon the
work of the earlier study but to inaugurate research on the
whole gamut of the curr1culum. 55
Certa1nly at that early date 1t was impossible for the
faculty to reallze that the type of ,study whlch they were pro-

.

posing was the very kind of proJect that the Fund was seek1ng one whlch would "contribute to further development of sound
liberal educat10n for all and to the preparat10n of teaohers
who will make such education possible. "56 The implicat10ns for
teacher education were not as yet clear but an or1g1nal grant was
awarded wh1ch enabled the college to free the necessary faculty
members57 to begin the first phase of the research, a comprehens1ve Self-Study that came to be known as "The Liberal
Education of the Christian Person. 1t58
55 Personal interview with Sister Mary Josetta. The report
was published 1n April, 1952 and the offer from the Fund was made
that fall.
56Woodr1ng, p. 8.
56aes1des S1ster Mary Josetta and several of the other
Slsters of Mercy on the staff, the committee also 1ncluded the
Reverend Bened1ct Ashley, O.P., ar~ Mr. Oscar W. Perlmutter.
581~e Saint xaVier College Self-Study: The Liberal
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The committee worked from January to June of 1953 in sett1ng
up its methodology and its philosoph1cal groundwork.

That summer

numerous other members of the colJ.ege faculty and of the teach1ng
Sisters of the Mercy community were drawn 1nto the thought and
planning of the Self-Study

by

means of a spec1al workshop.

When

the report was finally completed 1t represented a descr1ptive
analys1s of the Saint Xavier theory of educatlon.

Any conclusions

that the committee was able to draw were "st11l somewhere between
abstract generalizat10ns and deta11ed proposals.,,59
The methodOlOgy of the Self-Study was grounded in the v1ew
,

of St. Thoma& Aquinas that educat1on'1s a cooperat1ve art rather
than a sc1ence.

More concretely th1s means:

(1) that the educa-

t10nal process aims at mak1ng a product in the fash10n of a
physic1an who works w1th a dynamic human being to produ,;'e a result.
and (2)

that the educator. as an artist .. applies knowledge drawn

from many fields to changing circumstances.

Although the purpose

of the Self-Study was to clearly formulate a theory of educatlon#
its task was not merely to expound this philosophy "but to apply
it consciously and exp11citly to the pract1cal task of

educat10n~

Education of the Christ1an Person,," A Progress Report subm1 tted
to the Fund for the Advancement of Educat10n# Ford Foundation#
1953.

-

59Ibid .# p. 1v.
60Ib1dol pp. lv-vi.
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In considering the practical tasks of education the
members of the group became involved in a detailed analysis
of the liberal arts, those acquired instruments of the mind
which make possible all advanced learning.

The outcome of

this ana)ysis was a general conclusion among all the participants
of the Self Study that there was a great need for a more systematic preparation of teachers.

The members Qf the Workshop, made

up of experienced teachers, all of whom had been subjected to
the then-current types of teacher training, agreed that the
courses in methods and techniques Which had constituted such a
\

large part of this training were of very limited value.

Because"

of inadequate training in the liberal arts, many a teacher was
not able to communicate with her stUdents.

Neither did she

know how to help them deal with various types of materials and
approaches.

The problem of "motivation" Which was so much

stressed in educational literature of the day was deemed by the
Study to be only remotely a psychological problem.

Immediately

it was considered to be a rhetorical problem requiring the
ability to analyze an audience and to find an approach to the
subject which meets the students' interests and needs without

sac~1fice of the essential structure of the 8cience. 61
A number of specific recommendations were made on this

sub'Ject for the pre-service and in-service education of teachers 6

6l~., pp. 71-72.

-

62 Ib id., p. 72.
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as well as the requirements for a good teacher.

The Self-Study

went on record as favoring recent proposals which would place
professional training in education after the bachelor's

degree~3

The results of the Self-Study were far-reaching, but particularly significant was the reaction of the Fund for the
Advancement of Education which continued to finance this noteworthy project with two more grants. In December 1959 the
64
final report
was given to the Ford Foundation as a summary
of six busy years.
Although the timing of the Self-Study had been propitiOUS,

.
\

the subsequent implementation was rather arduous for the personnel involved Since it came at a time when the physical plant
was being rebuilt and relocated on a new campus.
these

di~ficulties,

In

spi~of

however, the faculty and administration of

the college have succeeded in:

(1) completing the full develop-

ment of their philosophic and theological theories, (2)

bring-

ing about and continuing the growth of an integrated school
system which has the college for its center, (3)

replacIng

the department of education and establishing in its stead the
Center for Liberal Studies in Education which has responsibility

63 Ibid., p. 12-122.

-

64 "The Integrated School System n
as "Final Report."

hereafter referred to
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for teacher preparation and related activities# (4) developing
and formalizing a workable plan of teacher-aides in conjunction
with a program of parent participation# (5) formulating

syllabi~

publishing texts and revising curricula at all levels of instruction, (6) revising the curriculum in teacher preparation
to reflect the above changes and (7) instituting formal graduate
studies leading to the master's degreeo 65
Although all of these activities mentioned above are under
the direction of the Center for LiBeral Studies in Education#
it hardly seems feasible to inolude this broad array within the
scope of this paper.

In line with its responsibilities in re-

placing the conventional department, the story will be confined
to its functions of teacher preparation and teacher utilization.
A striking conclusion that must be made from the outset is
that "teacher preparation has become the most important activity
in the Saint xavier Plan. ,,66

It was under the heading of

"Institutes in Teacher and CUrriculum Development:> that the
curriculum revisions were undertaken in the annual summer sessions for administrators, teachers, and professors of all levels
and fields.

It has been the new approach to the content of

studies brought about through general curriculum revision that

-

65 Ibid ., p. 1.
66 Ibid ., p. 17.

-
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has provided spec1fic directives for the teacher preparation
program as well as the in-service programs.
In addit10n to the idea that teacher preparation is the
funct10n of the entire

faculty~

four other pr1noiples underlie

the teacher education curr1culum:
1 ) Every teacher should be educated and developed first
as a Christian person. This means a thorough ground1ng
1n the l1beral arts~ an adequate general educat1on~ and
study 1n depth 1n some special1zed field and the opportunity to form and develop a clear and consistent
philosophy and theology of educationo
2) Every teacher should be well grounded in the fields
of "professional education
0 "

3) Every teacher should be trained adequately in those
disciplines which analyze and describe modern life such
as history~ soc1ology, anthropology~ and politics in
order that she will recognize the needs~ aspirations,
and problems of her students and of the schools and
make a realistic accommodation of principles and ideals
to existing realities.
4) Every teacher should be tolerant, open-minded~ intellectually honest, syncretic in her approach to truth~
and dispassionately crit1ca1 in her thinkinl. This
entails an intelligent and sympathetic recognition of
America's intellectual and po11tical pluralism. It
obliges the faculty to make an honest presentation of
all reoognized points of view in the field of education,
and the stUdgnt to confront them while developing powers
of Judgment. .(

Since the organization of the Center all students preparing
to be teaohers have worked in a bachelor of arts program.
always~

the program of general education has covered the first

two years.

67

As

One of the advanced and specialized stud1es has

~.,

pp. 19-20.

Compare with Catalos

(1959-61)~

pp. 7.
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occupied the major portion of the last two.

The programs for

advanced and specialized studies have continued as highly individualized.

Since 1955 there has been no mention of specific

required courses for certification,68 but courses have been
offered regularly that fulfill most legal requirements.

Since

the courses required for the elementary school certificate are
still quite numerous, most students in this program have a diminished chance of following their natural desires in one of the
other areas of advanced stud1eso 69 That is why the course of
studies most highly recommended, but still not financially

.•

practicable to the greater number of future teachers for the
elementary schools, is a f1ve year program leading to both the
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Educat10n degrees. 70
There has been a gradual evolution of course offerings
between 1953 and 1960 showing the influence of the on-go1ng
research in this curriculum,

The principal changes, which were

incorporated in the Catalog for the first time in 1955, could be
68In 1959 the requirements for certification were outlined
in semester hours. Each student's program is individually set up
according to the requirements of the area in which she deSires to
teach. Catalos, pp. 68-70.
69 Ibid •
...........
7 0AlthOUgh mentioned in the Catalo~ in 1959, the Master of
Education degree has not yet become a reality. See p. 70. The
possibility of a paid internship on a lower salary scale is still
one of the hopes of the futureo
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noticed particularly in courses Education 207 and Education 208,
called respeotively Organization and Currioulum of the Elementary
School I and II.

These oourses carried five semester hours each

and embodied courses formerly taught separately in curriculum and
methods of reading, the language arts, social seience, geography
health and soienae in addition to general oourses in principles
and method of the elementary SchOOl. 71
With the expansion of the ourrioulum to include a master's
program the pattern of the course offerings in 1959-60 has been
reorganized and amplified.
areas:

The courses are divided into four

.•

Philos9Phy of Eduoation, Curriculum Studies, PsychOlogy,

and the History and Sociology of Educa tion.

Those formerly

offered on the undergraduate level remained oomparatively the
same 72 while, as may be expected, additions carrying strictly
graduate credit swelled une list by eighteen courses. 73
The Master of Arts in Education degree was designed to
provide a truly liberal formation of the teacher as a person
engaged in a creative art.

This program was a natural outgrowth

71Cat!lO"fi (1955-57), pp. 65-67 compar'ed with (1949-50), pp.
44-46.
I
..
72 .
~. (1959-61), pp. 71-76.
73Apprax1matelY three courses were added in each area except
Curriculum Studies in which eight new courses appeared. This is
understandable since five of these were called Curriculum Continuum Courses and had strong undergraduate background pre-requisites in any of the fOllowing: language arts, mathematics,
science, soeial studies, or Christian doctrine. Ibid. pp. 73-74.

-
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of the curriculum research which had strengthened the conviction
of all participants that teachers of the liberal arts must
themselves be liberally educated.

In keeping with its present

aim to prepare teachers chiefly for the elementary school and
secondarily for the high school, the Center for Liberal Studies
in Education has given much thought to the development of its
plan for a master's program.

The purpose has been to give the

teacher something more than "background
trade."

II

or "tricks of the

The faculty hopes to torm teachers who not only "know

their sUbJect," but who have a philosophical insight into its
prinCiples, methods and value,

ar~

.,

who are masters of those

liberal arts by whlch the teacher oommunicates his insights
and power ot thought to lndivldual students, dlffering in
personalities and capacitles. 74
Atter admisslon to candidacy75 for the master's degree
there are tha followlng general requirements:

a minimum of one

year ot resldence, satlsfactory completion ot a mlnlmum of
thirty semester hours of graduate credit, two acceptable

74~aint Xavi~~ College Announcements, XLVI No.8, Chlcago
(October 19'60J, pp. ~-3. See also "l'Inal Report", pp. 17-19 for
a more detailed account.
75Candidacy requires completion of a semester of work$
formal application, and approval of the application by the
Director of the Center. Announcements (October 1960), po 3.
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master's papers or a master's thesis, a oomprehensive exam1nation, and maintenance of a "B" average.

The master's paper is

distinguished from a thesis by its shorter length and less formal
format. 76
The graduate program itself is oomposed of required
oourses, a field of educational concentration, and electives.
The required courses are Educational Research, Philosophy of
Liberal Education, Integration of the Arts and Sciences. and the
Continuum in the Liberal Arbs o

Teachers who w1sh to

d~epen

their knowledge in a given subject may take a limited number of
,
77
content courses.
'~he keynote of the program is its emphasis
on today's need for teachers whose teaching is a flowering of
Christian wisdom.

Such teachers w111 be leaders not only in

private schools but in the public schools, where the problems
of a pluralistic SOCiety especially require people of ordered
and discrim1nating mind. ,,78
Before bringing the story of the development of the
Center to a close, there is another facet of teacher education
at Saint Xavier which should not be Om1ttedD

In a sense its

greatest work has been the preparation, uli11zation, and enrichment of the Sisters of Mercy themselves as students of

_.

76Ibid

77~... p. 4.

78Ibid ., p. 2.

-
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Thomastic philosophy and of the Liberal
planners of an 1ntegrated

program~

Arts~

as curriculum

as sound theoretical con-

sultants and guides for practical school

problems~

and as ad-

ministrators and public liason coordinators of a new plan.
Ment10n was aade in Chapter Two of the tremendous efforts
that have been made in recent years to provide for the spiritual
and intellectual formation of our teaching S1sters.

It is worth

noting that the Sisters of Mercy were among those foremost in
encouraging the movement which finally culminated in the Sister
Formation Conference. 79
The planning for the preparation of the Sisters has never
come within the Jurisdiction of Department of Educat10n nor even
of the COllege itself.

There has always

been~

however. a close

tie between the community officials and the administration of
the college.

Since the administration of the college has in-

vari&bly been keenly interested in the education of teachers.
it would seem natural that this interest should be communicated
to those responsible tor the training of the young religious.
Certainly from the beginning of the 1940's plans were being
formulated fOl' a systematic development of their education.

By

the time that the formal disoussion of the problem of educating
79sister Mary Josetta Butler. R.S.M. was one of the original
members of the Section on Teacher Education of the College and
University Department of the NoC.EoA. and served in a series of
offices in this Section until 1956.
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the teaching Sister had reached the National Catholic Educational
Association l the Sisters of Mercy had much to offer by way of
suggestion. 80 The research in general education has already
reached proportion and the necessity for bringing the young
Sisters within the scope of its benefits had in turn been realized even before the decision to proceed full-scale on the road
to the integrated plan.
Since 19521 of coursel the pre-service and in-service
educational programs have continued to develop at a more rapid
rate 81 Entering fully into the practical implications of their
0

•

curriculum research, the Sisters have neglected no opportunity
of contemplating its spirit and bringing its fruits to bear on
their own lives and on the lives of countless otherso
To summarize the unique contributions to teacher education
made by Saint xavier College through its

Departr~nt

of Educa-

tion and its Center for Liberal Studies in Education is hardly
a simple task.

As has already been intimated before, it is

80Sister Mary Josetta Butler, RoS.M. spoke at length both
in 1950 and again in 1952 of the need for general education in
preparation f~r a prospective religious teaoher. Report of the
Proceedings and Addresses, N.C.E.A. BUlletin, XLVII (August 1950)
pp. 220-224; XLIX (August 1;5~ pp7 261-202.
81The Sisters of Mercy of the Union announced at the 1952
N.C.E.A. meeting that oeginning with the August reception classe
in all their provineial houses (Chicago was one of these), the
young religious would be given two years beyond the postulate a
two year novitiate to complete the undergraduate teaoher education. ~., p. 203 and interview with Sister Mary Josetta.
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difficult to separate either of these

adm~nistrative

from the concept of the college as a whole o

organizations

What is said of

teacher education, therefore. can never be isolated from the
policy of the college and its contributions.

•

In reflecting upon

the significanoe of the story related above, certain characteristics have been evident.

First of all there has been outstanding

evidence of educational planning for the past twenty-five years.
This activity has been pursued with forthrightness, courage and
zeal o

Yet what would planning be without the integrity, 1rnagina-

tion, and diligence necessary to bring it to its logioal fru1t1on.

.
\

Add to this also a str1king honesty, magnanimity, and wis40m in
communicating the learning and sharing the experiences with all
who have been interested in the outoomes of

education~l

research.

The beneficiaries of all this careful deSigning. persevering
effort and effective transmission have been ultimately not just
the integrated school system of whioh St. Xavier College is a
oentral part, but the sohools of the whole Chioago area.

For the

many college students who have participated in an evolving curriculum of teacher education, for the many administrators and
teachers who have shared in its workshops and inatitutes, Saint
Xavier College has provided a sure and enuouraging inspiration
to professional competency and bold vision.

CHAPTER VII

THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
AT BARAT COLLEGE
The most recent departmental organization for the education
of teachers to fall within the scope of this study has been in

.,

Barat College of the Sacred Heart.

Located in Lake Forest,

Illino1s, 1t is about thirty miles from Ch1cago.

Yet 1ts close

connection by rail and expressways, at least in recent years,
has minim1zed this distance so that 1ts proxim1ty to the Chicago
metropolitan area seems almost suburban.
The history of the college as a tour-year inst1tut1on
empowered by the State ot Illinois to confer the regular academic
degrees beg1ns 1n the year 1919.

The fact that for the f1rst

e1ghteen years there was no organizational structure to provide
a curriculum for the profess1onal eduoat10n of teachers may be
attributed for the most part to the nature of the student body.
Composed predominantly of young women from the upper soc10econom1c strata of soc1ety, there was little request for professt10nal stud1es especially in the era immed1ately follow1ng
World War I.
1935.

Also, the college 1tself was very small until after
192
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Although from the earliest bulletins there was one oourse
offered which is generally considered

professional~

a oourse in

eduoational psychology, it was listed under the heading of philosophy.l

Perhaps the coming of the depression had some influence

but in 1931 education was mentioned for the first time as a
subject matter offering and at least four courses were listed. 2
There was, however, no oont1nu1ty of these courses unt1l
and then only the bas1c requ1rements 1n educational
and 1ntroduction to educat10n were otteredo 3

1934~

psychology~

The year 1931 marked a turning, p01nt in the history ot the
COllege as a general organ1zat1onal change was effected 1n the
structure of the departments.

This adopt10n of a new divisional

pattern was an effort to secure closer 1ntegration of the ourriculum.
th~ugh

In the Jun10r oollege the end was ch1efly sought

survey courses in the princ1pal fields of knowledge; in

the senior college mainly through the philosoph1cal principles
enunciated in the required courses in philosophy and underlying
almost all other courses. 4
lBulletin of Barat COllete of the Sacred Heart~ <No date, bu
internal evlaence to snow t6a i~was-prIor to r~2~), p. 15.
2Announcement of course~ (1931-32). These were one each in
h1story, pnllosopny;-arid psy ology of educat10n, and one in
techniques of teaching.
3Announcement ot Courses (1934-35. 1935-36, 1936-37) "Instruct01'8 Reports" In (sfrIce of the Registrar also listed a
course in History of Education 1n 1936-37.
4Bullet1n (1937-38), p. 18.
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The arrangement of subject matter was according to the
d1v1s1ons of:

Re11g1on and Ph11osophy. Humanit1es. Soc1al

Sciences and Natural Sc1ence wh1ch were each made up of the
departments that fell w1th1n these broad f1elds.

For the f1rst

time educat10n was g1ven status 1n the Department of Psychology
and Educat10n of the Div1s10n of the So01al Sc1ences. 5
Although there were no formal a1ms announced for the educat10n program as SUch6 before the present decade. from a perusal

ot the catalogs and 1n particular from an examination of the instructors' reports these a1ms can be deduced.

It would seem

that the profess1onal courses in education triere, for the most
part, geared to the preparation of secondary school teachers
until 1950.

However, 1t 1s ev1dent that

many

of the students

w1th majors 1n psychology took the educat10n courses for the
practical app11cat1on of their subject matter f1eld. as also
did many young women for whom marr1age was the pr1nc1pal career
at the complet1on of the1r college work. 7

5 Ib1d ., p. 28.

6The a1ms of the D1v1s1on of the Soc1al Sciences included

the offer1ng of "specialized tra1ning as a preparat10n tor graduate study 1n h1story. psychology, and educat1on." Also" as 1n
all of the other d1v1s10ns. the preparat10n of teachers" 1n the1r
specif1c f1elds was c1ted as one of the a1ms. Ib1d •• ~. 26.
Spec1al teachers' courses were g1ven 1n most departments.
7personal 1nterv1ew w1th Mother Margaret Burke, a member of
the Department of Psychology and Edu~1on dur1ng many of the
years und~ cons1derat1on. The a1ms of the Sen10r College announced tHat there were f'spec1al opportun1ties for those 1nterested in social work or 1n psycholog1cal work with ch11dren."
Bullet1n (1937-38), p. 7. A lim1ted summer seSSion dating from
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From the year 1937 the Bulletin. mentioned that the college
was recognized by the Illinois State Department of Education for
the granting of both secondary and elementary certificates.

Ex-

cept for the years 1943 to 1945 when courses were given in the
kindergarten

curriculum~

the preparation of teachers at Barat

COllege was confined chiefly to the secondary level.

This was

in ,keeping with what has already been seen of the situation in the
Chicago area with regard to elementary school teachers.

After the

shortage of elementary teachers became acute, the college responded to the needs, so that in the year 1950 a definite curriculum
in Elementary Education was introduce~.8
In 1954 the department changed its name to the Department of
Education and Psychology.

At this time the aim was spelled out

specifically for the teacher-training program which sought "to
prepare selected students to become teachers for the public and
private

kindergarten~

elementary~

and secondary schools who:

(1) understood and appreCiated ethical and professional standards,
(2) realized the social importance of the profession. (3) understood the structure of contemporary school systems, (4) knew
how to collect and organize materials and experiences for instructional units and daily classes, (5) knew how to direct learning
competently~

(6) understood and were able to use effective

1938 unt11 1953 contributed to the in-service needs of teachers.
"Instruction Reports." (1938 to 1953) in the Office of Registrar.
SIbid. (1950-1951, 1951-1952).

First mention d1d not appear
In the~letin {published biennally} until 1952, pp. 43-44. This
~elay will 6! fioticed in future changes also.
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evaluative techniques# (7) had mastered the principles and
techn1ques of good classroom d1scipline# (8) knew how to conduct
home rooms and co-curr1cular act1vit1es# and (9) knew how to
gu1de and counsel normal PUP11S. 9
The preced1ng objectives have rema1ned comparat1vely the
same since 1954 although since 1955 the Departments ot Education
and Psychology have been formally separated.

This last fact is

a part of the story of the development of departmental organizational structure which must be related before passing on to the
development of the curriculum.
The position of education in the tItle of the Department of
Psychology and Education 1s ind1cative of 1ts role.
Margaret ReI11y# the

To Mother

head of the department. the combination of psychOlogy and education seemed quite natura1. 10 At
rI~at

f1rst ahe herself taught courses 1n both psychology and educat1on.
but after 1938 Mother Reilly confined her teachIng to str1ct
psychology as did her successor. Mother Ethel Fox. who re11eved
her of the direct1ng role 1n the department from 1940 to 1944.
The courses in educat10n were taught by another member of the
department.

It must be noted that dur1ng this per1od# Mother
Reilly was also dean of the C011ege ll a pos1tion which 1n the
early years carried with it dut1es comparable to those of an

9~. (1955-57), p. 51.
l~other Reilly had held this posItion since 1933.
11personal interview with Mother Dean E. Traynor Dean of the
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executive vice president today.

She was 1n a posit1on, there-

fore, to survey and guide the complete program of future teachers
This close interest manifested by the central administrat10n 1n
the development and outcomes of the teacher-training curriculum
has remained consistent even to the present day.

12

By 1954 when Mother E11zabeth Boyter assumed the cha1rmansh1p
of the educat10n d1v1sion of the Department of Educat10n and
Psychology it was probably thought that the program in teaener
educat10n had grown to such proportions as to warrant the precedence of education 1n the official
., t1tle.

Th1s was not a sat-

istactory solution, however, since enrollments had grown both 1n
psychology and 1n education.

Programs had developed which were

d1stinct and large enough to Just1fy separate departmental status. This was f1nally accomplished in 1955. 13 The working
relationships between the two departments are still most cooperative, and it is not likely that the Department of Education
will ever forget the strong foundations bequeathed to it by its
former sen10r partner 1n the venture of teaching preparat10n at
Barat College.
12Ib1d • Those who represented the Department of Education
were Doctor Mar1a Haas. Mother Margaret Burke, Mother Mary
Keegan, Miss Mae T. Kilcullinj Dr. Sophie Ao Theilgaard, and
Mother Elizabeth Boyter. Mother Re1l1y by this time was officially deSignated as President of the College.
13rhe divisional ar,rangement was also discontinued 1n 1960.
In the early days when the departments were very small this organ1zational pattern served a definite need which 1s no longer
ex1stento
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In the development of the curriculum for the department the
influence of the psychology faculty is strikingly noticeable.
Except for the required courses for cert1fication. 14 those which
were offered as professional electives, between 1937 and 1950
were courses which were titled psychology such as child psychology
or adolescent psychology, or were closely allied such as tests
and measurements, educational statistics, or diagnostic and remedial reading.

An exception to this practice took place during

1943-44 when a sequence of courses was offered in kindergarten
education.

The kindergarten sequence, was presented again in the

summer of 1945 but there was nothing further offered at this
level until 1952.15
Mention has been made of in-service opportunities which
were offered particularly in the summer sessions.

Such courses

as those in kindergarten education Just referred to above
and others of the conventional nature16 were on an undergraduate level, but the summer of 1950 and 1951 also
featured courses on the Graduate level in Guidance
14rhese were courses 1n educational psychology, principles,
history or methods of education and practice teaching.
15The courses during the schoQl year 1943-44 finished a
complete sequence. Two summer sessions were needed to finish
the second sequence attended by teachers in-serVice, mostly
religious Sisters.
16Announcement of the Summer Session (1950, 1951). In 1950
there was also a speC:rariiorKsnop In remedial reading directed by
Dr. Charles Huelsman of the Catholic Youth Organization Reading
Service in Chicago.
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Procedures in Education given by the Reverend Charles Curran, a
noted authority in the fleld. 17 The summer sessions, which were
never large, were discontinued after 1957.

Since the other

Catholic colleges in the area could serve the in-servioe needs
of teachers, Barat faculty would then be released for further
study or for teaching in other colleges of the SOCiety in which
the summer sessions were more populous. 18
Until 1950 there was no major concentration permitted in
education.

The students who were preparing for teaching obtained

their professional training in elective
courses as a part of their
,
requirements for the bachelor of arts degree.

Because the pro-

fessional oourses for the elementary school certificate were more
specific ir. demands, there were fewer students who decided to
pursue these requirements in addition to those ot their regular
degree program o
The curriculum in Elementary Education which was in1t1ated
in 1950 was based on a broad foundation of general education in
the first two years.

Profess1onal education in the th1rd and

fourth years was built around two integration courses which
synthesized the content of the usually separate courses in theory
and methods o

Each course extended for two semesters, the first

year being devoted principally to the foundations of early childhood education. and the second offering study under guidance and
application o£ the best in modern methods.

-

17 Ibid.. (1953.

In addition to these
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courses which gave an aggregate of twenty semester hours. there
were requirements in practice teaching, and in electives from
among the biological and physical sciences, geography# history
of the United states. chorus, speech, and the fine arts. 19
The above curriculum provided for a major in elementary
education. those who prepared for the secondary schools continued
as before to
in

~~jor

~ducational

in a

~ubJect

matter field.

The regular course

psychology, in prinCiples and methods 1n the

secondary school#

and

1n

Am61....ican

public education were offered

for these students in conjunction with a course in practice
tel.ching. 20
In 1954 bhere was further organization of the curricula on
both elementary and secondary levels. 21

All future teachers were

advised to have a major sequence other than education, but suggested professional sequences were outlined for both the elementa
and secondary school curricula.

These allowed professional

18Interview with Mother Traynor.
19Bulletin, (1952-53) pp. 43-44. This was the first description to ·appear in the catalog even though the program began
in 1950 as evidenced by "Instructors Reports" in the Office of
the Registrar.

21Mother Boyter had done extensive research on teacher

20Ibid . $ ppo 43-46 0

preparation curricula in her doctoral program at Stanford
University
0
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courses to begln ln the sophomore year.

For the students pre-

parlng for the elementary school such courses as Ch11d PsychOlogy,
Art and Educat1on, Muslc Education, and Games and Rhythms were
recommended for the sophomore year,22 wh11e future h1gh school
teachers were adv1sed to take either educational psychology or
adolescent psycholOgy in one of the two semesters of the1r second
year.

The 1ntegrated courses for the elementary tra1nees were

reta1ned for the next two years;23 and a course in United states
history and government appeared as an add1t1onal requirement for
all future teachers. 24
Further development occurred 1n the elementary curr1culum 1n
1956 when a complete program envelop1ng both general and profess10nal stud1es was suggested.

This schedule called for a total

of at least eighteen hours each semester s1nce a major in a
subject matter field was requ1red.

Because this was a very heavy

•

2~1S program was necessary if a student wanted to fulf111
the state requ1rements. However, the courses mentioned above
with the exception of psychology carrled only two semester hours
and were therefore not too taxing to f1t lnto a regular second
year schedule of general education.

23rhese courses were dropped in 1956 in favor of the conventional names mentioned by the certificat10n agenc1es. This
tended to reduce confus1on over titles when students app11ed
for the var10us cert1f1cates. Interview with Mother Traynor.
24Sullet1n (1955-56), p. 52.

load only those students of superior standing were allowed to
carry the full program. 25
others were required to lessen their
oredit loads each semester and make up the required credits in
summer sessions or after graduation. 26
There have been minor changes in this ourriculum in adJustin
for additional certification specifications.

For the most part,

however, the teacher training programs on both the elementary
and seoondary levels have remained constant in the past four
years. 27
There has been a concerted effort
, made in the past six years
especially to emphasize the teaching vocation as distinot trom
merely the security of holding a oomparatively well-salaried
position.

In spite ot the almost desperate need for teachers

that has existed, those responsible for the teacher education
program have been continually aware that teaohing has very
definite qualifications.

The excessive professional requirements
have already been mentioned. 28

25The multiplication of state requirements at this level in
recent years has been a discouraging factor at Barat in attracting elementary teacher education students many of whom want the
strong liberal arts program but do not want to fulfill the additional excessive professional program. Interview with Mother
Traynor.
26Bulletin (1957-59), pp. 52-4)
27~. (1959-61), p. 42.

28strictly speaking, the only professional subject offered
as early as the sophomore year is History of Education. However,
state requirements in the academic areas of science, histo
Thes are ea
mathema ics a
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In keeping with this rea11zation is the requirement of at
least a C plus average for all entering the teaoher tra1ning
program. 29 Since 1955 the Bul~etin has also carried a notioe that
students expecting to become teachers should engage in supervised
experiences with children or adolescents in group situations
such as camp counseling, churoh activities, park work, Girl Soouts
or young people's clubs. 30
Beoause the oollege is comparatively small and mostly
resident there 1s close personal contact between the students
and faoulty directors and the latter pave more opportunity for
individual observation and counseling of the prospeotive
teachers.
Before 1950 practice teaching was given for those students
who requested it in order to fulfill state requirements.
Practice teaching was done for the most part in the nearby
public or parochial school systems and only by exception in
the Academy of the Saored Heart on the oampus. 31 As an organized system of experienoes, however, the student teaching
part of the general education of an elementary school teacher.
29Interview with Mother Traynor and Bulletin (1959-6l). The
college seeks to identify aspirant teachers oy at least bhe end
of the freshman year.
3o.sulletin (1955-57), p. 50.
31The first record of practice teaching was in 1938 for two
students in Lake Forest High School. From then on until 1950,the
oourse was given intermittently, for both secondary and elementary trainees with always a very small enrollment. "Instructors
Reports" and "Students" Personal Records If, Office of Registrar.

program has been in existence only since the initiation of the
elementary currioulum.

After a further refinement in 1954, the

description of the program was given in the Bulletin. Preliminary
to supervised teaching, students were to be given opportunities
to observe the various teaching-learning situations in order to
assist them in seeing the relationship between the theory learned
in various classes and its concrete applioation.

A full semester

ot supervised teaching was oonsidered the most vital experience
in the professional sequenoe.

During this period of participation

and actual teaching, the student was ,to be guided by the supervising teaoher in whose olassroom she was p1aoed. by the principal
ot the sohoo1. and by the oollege supervisor. 32 In oonJunotion
with the supervised teaohing sinoe 1956 there has been a seminar
meeting once a week tor the discussion and attempted solution ot
olassroom problems confronting the student teaohers. 33
Coming now to the cono1usion of the
a department of education at Barat

s~ory

Co11ege~

of development of

its unique contribu-

tions to teacher training may well be summarized.

Probably the

most striking feature of the development of its organization and
curriculum for teacher eduoation has been the close association
which has been maintained between education and psychology.

This

has resulted in a truly scientific basis farthe professional
studies in

education~

and has contributed to a more facile

blendi~

3~ulletin (1955-57). p. 51. Since 1955 one full-time
member of the department has been engaged in the supervision of
student teaching.

of these studies within the general aims of the liberal arts
college.

In conjunction education has provided a natural field

for budd1ng psychOlogists to obtain their practical exper1ences.
The strong insistence upon the liberal arts ideal, although
not in itself unique, has been carried on within the framework of
the tradition of the SOCiety of the Sacred Heart.

The educat10nal

system of th1s society has a marked individua11ty, emphasiZing
the ~mportance of a general culture, predominantly literary, and
based on a strong foundat1on of ph1losoph1cal pr1nciples.

It 1s

this cultural background wh1ch has b~en 1ntegrated w1th the soc1al
and

sc1entific culture and combined 1nto the organized unity of

~eaoher

educat10n at Barat College.

CHAPTER VIII
SYNTHESIS

In an early chapter of this study it was deemed necessary
to present the setting for a proper understanding of each institution in the development of its department of education.

Th1s

background acoount has often prov1ded clues for the interpreta,

tion of faots as well as a unifying framework for each 1ndividual
story.

Thus. a knowledge of the general development of teaoher

eduoat1on 1n Amer1ca with special emphas1s on the part1oipation
of the colleges and universities, an understanding of the rise
and influence of the certification and accreditation movements,
and an appreciation for the relation of teacher education departments to the progress of the Catholic sohools, all these have
united in forming the backdrop for each account.

The many details

have been presented but yet there is need for a oomposite picture.
It 1sthat aim which governs this chapter.
W1thout exception the departments of education which have
developed in the Catholic colleges of the Chicago area have been
fostered within the tradition of the liberal arts.

While the

number and variety of the professional courses offered have
followed popular trends, those specified have graVitated closely
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around the demands of local, state, and regional certification
requirements at the undergraduate level.

For the most part all

teacher candidates have been enrolled in the regular bachelor of
arts or bachelor of science degree programs in the three womens
colleges studied.

The universities have developed special cur-

riculums for the preparation of elementary school teachers,l but
secondary school candidates have always been advised to follow
the degree programs of their respective fields of concentration.
Saint Xavier College in particular has carried on considerable
research in the area of the liberal arts
and their contributions
,
to education, resulting in the capitulation of its traditional
department of education and the formation of what is Imown as
the Center for Liberal Studies in Education.
The arrivals of the departments of education within the
framework of organization of the various institutions present some
contrasts.

At Rosary and Saint Xavier the departments were ac-

corded distinct status from the beginning yet \llere considered of
mere supplementary rank to the academic areas.

The universities

probably admitted education courses to their subject matter fields
rather reluctantly to provide for necessary in-service teaoher
requirements, yet since their departmental organization oame
ISince 1948 at DePaul this has meant that a student may
major in elementary educatIon in the regular Bachelor of Arts
program, whereas at Loyola there has continuOUSly been a specIal
degree program aalled Bachelor ot Science in Education.

subsequent to the foundation of their graduate schools and
teachers formed a great bulk of their early graduate student
body, their departments of education enjoyed considerably higher
status than their counterparts 1n the women's colleges.

At Barat

College the education department arrived much later on the scene
but its combination with psychology helped to establish its reputation among the applied sciences.
The competence of the founders had no little influence upon
the esteem and respect in which the departments were held as they
began their courses.

Sister Mary Ruth at Rosary and Sister Mary

Angele at Saint XaVier, each was he~selt convinced of the liberalizing value of her subject area as a contribution to the general
cultural level ot her college.

Though content to see her depart-

ment play a subsidiary role, each would have been unwilling to
concede the role as unimportant or unchallenging to the creative
intellect.
Father Austin T. Schm1dt at Loyola and Doctor William Murphy
at DePaul both brought to their pos1t1ons as tirst departmental
chairmen valuable experience in the field of education.

In

addition. F ther Schm1dt t s pos1tion as Dean of the Graduate School
made him doubly anxious to establish and ma1ntain the Department
of Education on a high level ot scholarship.

Dr. Murphy, working

as closely as he did with Father Schorsch, the Dean of the Graduate School, was able to establish the Education Department firmly
there.

By his capable leadership he helped to maintain a faculty

2~

in his department which brought prestige as well as students to
DePaul.
Mother Reilly, like Father Schmidt, was already in an administrative position when she organized the Department ot Psychology and Education at Barat College.

Although she remained

the chairman ot the department for only a few years after this,
she continued to teach psychology courses in the department and in
her position as dean and president exercised considerably intluenoa
Thus, while education may have played handmaid to psychology, it
had at least a signiticant role within the confines ot the college
structure.
Both at Loyola and at DePaul contributions were being made \
to the tund of educational research at the graduate level by the
1930's.

At Loyola especially through the prodigious energy ot

Father Schmidt aided by his staft and abetted by the Loyola Press,
the

Lolol~ Educa~iop

Index was making steady contributions in the

realm ot per10dical resources ot educat10nal information.
About

th~s

time also Saint Xavier College was beginning its

experimentation in curriculum, the evaluation of wh1ch was to
lead to extended research in the late 1940's and on through the
1950's in line with the action research sponsored by the North
Central Association and the Fund for the Advancement of Education.
This research which has evolved into an investigation into teacher
education itself has put Saint Xavier COllege within the focus of
nat10nal interest in a period ot mounting concern over the
excellence ot our schools.
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The influence of the certification laws for teachers in
Illinois was noticeable throughout the study.

Naturally the

specific professional courses would be reflected in the departmental offerings of each institution, as well as the number of
addItIonal electives which would be necessary to fulfIll the
varIous certificates.

The latitude of the State of Illinois was

particularly seen 1n the professIonal course orfer1ngs of the
women's colleges.

These l'ema1ned comparat1 vely stable for long

periods of time, yet in each college were subject during certain
perIod s to expensive mod1fications tor the purpose of curriculum
experimentation. 2
The regulations of the City of Chicago for the administratIon of its schools had perhaps an even more noticeable influence
than those of the State.

In regard to the certif1cation of

teachers, for one example, Chicago has had 1ts own requirements.
A special qualifying examination has always been customary.

The

question of what would constitute proper preparation for a candidate 1n these examinat10ns has born substant1al weight in the
consideration of course content in all the institutions studied.
Responding to a need and to direct requests from teachers,
the universities were early 11nked with the Chicago
through their programs of in-service tra1ning.

~ublic

Schools

Many of the

teachers who took courses originally to qualify for salary
increases, ended by enter1ng the regular degree programs.

, oc:;c:;

:l!1~~~!!2 ~~~ .. per10ds 1936-41 at Rosary; 1950-56 at Barat; and

.
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Substantial numbers of these same Chicago teachers could be
found in the graduate programs later ono

An early concern of

each university was the certainty that its degree would be recognized for candidates taking the teachers' exam1nationso 3
The relationships between the two universities and public
school personnel at both the teaching and administrative levels
has been built up firmly over the years.

Various instructors

on both faculties have been drawn from the Chicago sohool system,
The curriCUlums at the graduate level have been considerably influenced by requirements for the prinpipals' examination, especially since 1941 when a masters degree in eduoation beoame the
rule. 4 The inauguration of the Education Doctorate at Loyola
and

later the Specialist in Education degree at DePaUl were

both in answer to needs manifested in no small measure by the
personnel of the Chicago Public School System.
Probably the most far reaching regulation of the Board of
Examiners for the Chioago Publio Schools was their insistence
until 1948 that all elementary school teaohers must be graduates
3See footnote 9 in Chapter IV. Aooording to the memory of
Reverend D. J. MoHugh." C.M., F.lther Siedenburg, S.J., had had a
similar enoounter with the Board of Examiners for the Chioago Publ c
Schools.
4These graduate programs praotically sustained the departments of eduoation during the war years which followed. See
Chapter III po 42, and Chapter IV, p. 79.
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of the Chicago Normal School.

In the colleges here studied this

resulted in less attention being given to a systematic curriculum
for the professional training of an elementary school teacher.
Except therefore at DePaul and Saint Xavier in their attempts
to establish pre-service teacher training curricUlums for the
young

Sisters~

the emphasis was on the pre-service education of

secondary school teachers.

In-service courses were offered for

the elementary school teachers almost continuously at all the
COlleges except Barat, but while the universities may have found
it possible to establish a fair amount
of sequence they were at
,
best exigent arrangements.
on a late afternoon and

Since these classes were necessarily

Saturday~

or summer session schedule.

various factors were always present to impede their full value
as bas1c programs in elementary teacher

education~

In the last

decade th1s situat10n has been totally revised and the needs ot
elementary teacher candidates figure prom1nently 1n the curriculum planning of all the departments of educat10n here studied.
The salary schedule pract1ces of the Chicago pub11c schools
already alluded to above, wh11e perhaps bear1ng more weight in
the universities were also felt in the women's colleges.

Many

a Chicago teacher preferred to earn her flpromotional cred1ts"
1n a Sisters' college. wh1le a number also decided to crown their
normal training with the cred1ts rema1ning requisite for earning
a bachelor's degree there too.
Another influencing factor not unusual in the foregoing
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COlleges and Secondary Schools.

The accreditation with this

association was particularly relevant to the departments of education in the collegea atudied.

The stipulations ot professional

education requirements spelled out in terms of semester hours evel
in the early 1920ls had probably the greatest effect upon the
preparation of secondary school teachers and principals in this
area until the 1940-s.

While the requirements in specific course

in these later years have not been as demanding as the state and
local counterparts, the quantiative stipulations have steadily
kept pace.

At the admin1strative

lev~l

.. the mandate in terms

of graduate hours in education has been partioularly felt by
personnel of private and public schools alike.
~ing

the 1940's the North Central Association was in the

forefront ot evaluative research regarding the education ot
teachers in the liberal arts colleges.

It was this interest that

encouraged the faculty committee in curriculum research at Saint
xavier College to become participants in one of the North Central
sponsored proJects.

The resulting study raised many far-reaching

questions which are still being answered on this southside
campus.
It is this same North Central Associat10n, which has been
so auspiciously upholding standards in secondary and higher
educat10n for the last half century .. that has finally seen tit
to work with professional accrediting agencies in evaluating
these specialized portions of a college or university program.
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The North Central Association was one of powerful groups which
helped to bring about the modification in the structure of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
have a majority of its members from the colleges and

80

as to

Ul~iversities.

None of the institutions in this study have yet been accredited
by this latter body.

However .. both of the universities have re-

viewed their aims .. their administrative organizat10ns l their
curr1culums l and their facilities in this connection and DePaul
has formally applied for an official viSitation.
would seem that the experiences and

e~forts

Moreover, it

of the past decade

especially should have been ample preparation for a cooperation
with the ideals of N.O.A.T.E., so that all the colleges in this
study should find themselves eligible for this accreditation
within the next few years.
The departmenta of educat10n in the colleges stud1ed have
typically followed the trends of those in the liberal arts
colleges throughout the nation.

Founded more or less out of

necessity to provide auxiliary professional tra1n1ng for future
or in-service teachers" always a considerable segment of a liberal
arts student population. these departments have stead1ly la1d
claim to a more enviable status.

In the last decade this has

been accomplished under pressures both of 1ncreasing enrollments
1n teacher education and of soul-search1ng evaluation of American
schools.

It has been heartening to see the more extensive cooper-

ation that has been evidenoed as aoademic departments join in
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research and cooperat1ve plann1ng for teacher education. and 1nst1tut1on-w1de respons1bil1ty tor the eduoation of teachers hae
been made more operative.

It is hoped that the spirIt of mutual

responsIb1lity shared and understood by the lIberal and the profess10nal departments, and fostered by the central adm1n1stration
will contInue to grow and prosper.
While mention has been made at respond1ng to the educational
needs of the public sohool systems in the Chicago area, the contributions at our oolleges to teacher education tor the Catholic
schools should not be neglected.

For many years Loyola and DePaul
,

provided both pre-service and in-service train1ng tor the Catholic
s1sterhoods serving the Archd10cese cf ChIcago.
extension oourses 1n the various oonvents

o~

Whether through

in late atternoon6

Saturday • or summer session classes, the Sisters constltuted a
sizeable percentage of the student body.

After 1930 there were

proportlonately smaller numbers at the undergraduate level as
many Sisters by thls t1me were belng educated in colleges stafted
b¥ thelr own religious communities.

It was 1n an effort to providE

at least a two-year normal pre-service tra1ning tor young religious
~hose

communities did not operate colleges, that the special cur-

~1cUlum

was developed at DePaul 1n 1939.

Although this arrangement

could not be continued atter 1942, DePaul has oontinued to be of
admirable serv1ce 1n train1ng the'Sisters both academically and
professionally at the undergraduate level.
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or

the women's colleges Saint Xavier has consistently

participated in the preparation of the Sisters of Mercy.
i'

The

decision of the religious superiors of this congregation to
retain the young Sisters for a longer pre-service education
in 1952 gave encouragement to the then developing Sister
movement.

Rosary College

ha~

FormaDio~

contributed most to the in-servioe

training of the S1sters Since Edgewood College has provided the
1nitial train1ng for the majority of the young religious of
Sinsinawa.

Barat College has never provided pre-service training

for Sisters, even its own Religious are educated
,

ao

another

college of the Society for their complete undergraduate work.
All three of these colleges,

however~

have helped to train mem-

bers of other religious communities beSides the1r own on both a
full time and a part time basis.

In addition. the Catholic colleges in Chicago have responded
to the post-war needs of the

Arab~iocese

teachers for the parochial schools.

in recruit1ng lay

In 1954 Rosary inaugurated

a spec1al program of profesa10naJ. education for the encouragement
of women already degreed to contribute their valuable services
to the teach1ng personnel of the Church.

In the 1940's DePaUl

cooperated with the Archdiocesan School Board 1n fulf11ling its
need for kindergarten training courses and in the formulation of
a

kinde~garten

course of study for the Catholic schools.

In the

19BOts Loyola worked hand in hand with the same authorities in
providing a special curriculum for the training of teaohers for
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Catholic children with hearing deficiencies.
these mentioned,

nume~ous

In addition to

workshops and series ot courses or

lectures have been arranged at various times on each of the
campuses to give singular educational opportunit1es for the
pr1ests. brothers and s1sters of the Chicago area as well as
for their lay colleagues 1n the teaching profession.

We may

well expect a continuance of this valuable service.
While in no wa.y claiming to have presented a definitive
story. th1s study has attempted to provide broader information
regard1ng the origin and evolution ,of departments of education

.

in our Catholic colleges and universit1es in Ch.1cago.

Further-

more, with this presentation it 1s hoped that some appreciat10n
of the difficulties and accomplishments of each institution may
have been realized.

In that light a recounting of the past w1l1

not have been in vain but w1ll serve as an sncouragement to the
fulf1llment ot the 1deals which each department has had traced
out for itself.

CRITICAL

I"

ESSAY ON Atn'HORITIES

PRIMARY MATERIAL

In providing data for this study the greatest single
source of information regard1ng each inst1tution has been the
catalog, the back issues of which were available through the
auspices of the registrar's office in every oase. These publioations were augmented by schedules, broohures, departmental
reports, ind1v1dual reoords, minutes of meetings, and personal
correspondence. To br1ng the pictur~ into focus and provide
human perspeotive, many personal int~rv1ews were also uti11zed.
In eaoh case the author was fortunate enough to partake of the
exper1ences and crit1cism of one or several individuals who had
been v1tally connected with the development of the Departments
of Educat10n 1n their respect1ve inst1tutions.
In estab11sh1ng a setting for the study particularly
helpful was an 1nteresting and readable acoount of teacher
education at the turn of the century by G. W. A. Luokey, The
Professional Tra1n1n~ of Seoondarf School Teachers 1n the-aD1ted
Stat~s (New YorK, 19 317 X'monumental study oarrIer-onlOY tne
a5I£ia States Off1ce ot Education under the d1rect1on of Edward
S. Evendon ent1tled Nat10nal Survef of the Education of Teachers
was Bulletin 1933, No: 16, Vols. 1.6-rwasn1rigton, 19351. '!hIs
work in addit10n to prov1ding a survey of the state oftdacher
education during the early 1930's also compiled in one comprehensive souroe valuable h1storical data drawn from both. published
and unpublished works. The United States Office of Education
also contributed another noteworthy research proJeot authorized
by Benjamin W. Frazier oonoern1ng the Develoiment of State
Pro~rams tor the Cert1fioation of Teaoners.s SU1Iet!n 1~38,
Ho. rn "(Washington, 19~a) It arew from (Iocumentary materials in
all the state educat10nal agenoies in order to present the
pioture of a movement which had gained oonsiderable momentum
by that time.
k

Pub11cations of the Department of Publio Instruction of
the State of Illinois were 1nvestigated as far back as 1900.
Significant leglialative proposals affect1ng the education ot
teachers were recorded especially in the Scho~l ~ 2t Il~inois.
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Circular No. 74 (Spr1ngfield. 1914) and C1roular No. 284
(Spr1ngf1eld, 1935). More recent publicat10ns are entltled
the School Code of Ill1nois. In Circular Serles A~ No. 98
(Sprliii!'!llr,T95'5') were oontained notable provisions to bear
ettect on th1s st.Ud Y• The Gu1de to the S~rvi8ion. Bvaluat~,
and ReCo~t10n 01' Illinois ScnooIi,~rcu ar !erIes ~# 10:
\!prIiiifit1_ 19$8') was alSO" consui ed tor oertif1cation requ1rements affecting degree programs.
The polic1es of the Chicago Publi0 Schools' Board 01" Education b07:e pertinent relatlonships part1culal'ly in the regulations of' 1 t8 Board of' Exam1ners. Th1s body which Was responlll>le
f'or the adm1ss10n 01" teacher persomel to the Chioago system,
issued direct1ves s1gnif1oant tor this study in 1ta Circular 01"
Intormat1on. tor August, 1935; January. 1941; Septem5er. i~~5r
aiiI :tariuary; 1959. Salary po11cies of importance to the colleges
't'lere documented ln the Proceedings of the Meet1~s ot the Chicaio
Pub11c Sohools Board 01" Eu'catI'oh (t!li'1cago" 1~t5~ l~}ana In a
~meograpsea notIce or-tne ~e~ment 01" Teacher Personnel,
"Salary Schedule tor all Elementary ~ High, and College Teaohers:'
January 1, 1959.

In underatand1ng the aocreditation movement the explanation
Charles H. Judd was part10ularly enl1ghten1ng. As a lead1ng
:r1gu.I'e 1n development or the No:rth Cent.ral Assoaiat.1.on" he could
speak trum personal exper1ence as he descr1bed the formulation
and adm1n1strat1on of the original standards ot evaluation used
by that ,accred1ting body. H1.s article entitled '-ni.cuss1oD ot
the Report on the Rev1s:ton of standardS,. ft apJ?6ared in the North
Central Association ~arterl~ (October, 1934 h 211-215. Tfiea.• ROrEfi Oentra! X6aoc1~on'sat~st Policies and Criteria 5I~ the
Aeeroval 2t Second,arz S9!\ools (Apri!, 1~1 were '8'180 fiia nea:01"

The h1story 01' Catho11c teacher education 1s hal'dly oomp1ete
without a perusal ot the ideas ot Archbisho~ John L. Spalding,
His views on "Normal Schools tor Cathol1cs, 1n the Catholic
World, LI (Apr11~ 1890), 88-97 contained Bome valuab!i~Insrsbts
Inio the cond1tions 01' teacher education during that period as
well as some sage advice tor those Who woUld remedy the situation.
~e beginnings of the attempts to tocus interest on the importance of education in tormation of th6 teaching Sisters was high11ghted in the Rel?9rts at the Proceed~ and Addresses 01" the
National CatholIc Iducaironar IssocIaon, Tn Its mit1n..... XLV
(August 1948). 200-260. Sister Mary Bm11, I.H.M • .t a zea!ous
worker and tirst 1'lat1onal cha1l'ma.n in the movement whio.h resulted describes the development '~he Sister Format10n Conferenoes
of' the National Catho110 E~,ucat1onal ASSOCiation" rr in The lUnd
t
~cb in the Pormat1on 01' S1sters, (New Yor~ I9S71 and
P!i
~l' the ro-rmatIon or Sutera (New York, 195~). These
e volumes-are realty sourC8000KS containing reports on all

~
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ot the meetings of thIs sIgnificant assocIation whIch is doing
much tor the pre-service education of the Catholic Sisters.

80

For recordIng the annals ot Loyola's Department ot Education the basic aource was the university catalog known as the
Bulletin which was oonsulted in the editions ot the various
sdiools'''wh1oh shared in the preparation of teachers. The oldest ot these useful publications was the Bulletin of the COllege
ot Arts and Sciences datino trom the year 1909. Then from 1914
on there was the Bulletin ot the School ot Sociology, known as
the DO\\"!ltown SchoO! after 192'"1 and U'n1vers1ty College after
1936. The Bulletin at the Graduate School provided valuable
data trom l~ onwards. In addItion to the catalog there were
also available in the registrar's otfice class schedules and
announcements ot the various sessions in regular order as far
back as 1925 and irregular caples of earller orlgin. Particularly helpful tor. the modern era l'fere the "Minutes of the·
Meetlngs of the Department of Fducatlon, tf 1951-1959, arxi the
"Annual Departmental Report to the President II tor the years
1955-1959. These and other minor communicatlons. outl1nes~
and records in the t11es ot the Department 01' Education proved
most en11gh.ten1ns. Also beneflo1al were the "M:1nutea of the
Meetinga or the Graduate BO.~" tor April 27~ 1943. and October
21, 1949 located in the t11es ot the Graduate SohoOl. These
especially shed light on the inauguration of the Eduoation
Doctorate prop-am. Interpretation 01' the wrltten reoord was
invaluably aided by the persona.l recollections of each of the
1ndlv1duals who held the poslt1on of departmental cha1rman.
Chief among theae was the founder" Father Atlstin G. Schm1dt"
whose death has slnce occur.ed in August, 1960.

The ~~et1n of DePaul Universlty was available as far back
as l~. !lie Issues l'l'om 19l:r ... !9:r~ 01.' the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences were obtained trom the archives ot the Un1vel's1ty in the custody of' 11at11e1' Daniel J. McHugh" C.14. '!'he other
ed1tions ot the Bulletin were uaed in the Ott1oe,-ct the Registrar.
These included tne "annoUncements of several divisions of the
Un:lverslty • Foremost was the College of Liberal Arts and
Sclenees in.1ts regular sessions, it;,} late afteI'DOOn and Saturday
lSess1ons..,'1irxi its summer sessions trom 1914 on. After 1915 the
la.te af"ternool1 and Saturday s~ss1on8 were a !?art of what came
to be known 10 the 1930's as the Downtown College ot Liberal
Arts and Soiences a.nd atter 1951 as University Co.11ege. 'J!he
Bulletin of the Graduate School was first published 1n 1929
Gut not"' regularly unt1l 1936 and t.h6:r-eaftel".
The archival materials rr~e available by Fa~ner McHUgh
inoluded not only the early Bu let1ns but also original correspondence, programs of s1gii!'oan~·'eeremon1e8~ and typewritten oopies ot some of' the 1nstructlons and plans ot stud •
Father McHugh himself contrlbu ad

p
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the early years of DePaul during which time he was 'lreaaurer
of the University. His brother" John C. MolIugh, long-time
Registrar at DePaul" also helped considerably thia autnor's
task of' fitting the story together as did various other members
ot the faculty of the Department of Education and ot the Central
Administrat10n of the Univers1ty.

"Minutes of the Meet1ngs of the Department ot Education,"
were ava1lable from 1948 unt11 1959. Wh11e these were not
ent1rely complete, espec1ally in the earlier years. they throw
cons1derable 11ght upon th1s per10d of recent expanB10n. Other
minutes consulted were those ot the "Committee on Admissions
and Degrees, Minutes ot the Fourth Meeting of' the Sohool Year
1954-55, ff March 10, 1955 and "Minutes ot the Meeting or the
Un1versity Coune11,11 March 13 .. 1957. These and other reports
and memoranda were the valuable contr1but10ns of the f11es of
the Graduate School.
Coples of the bullet1ns issued 11y the Director ot Teacher
EducatIon, Dr. John C. Lynoh, were also made available to th1s
writer. The seventeen bulletins, eaah w1th a separate tltle ..
were issued between September 15. 1951 and May 3, 1960.
Whlle archlval materials were not 1mmediately accesslble for
the study ot the Department of Education at Rosary Colla~e,
these had already baen consulted and woven into a well-documente
authorltat:Lve work by Sister Mary Eva McCarty, o.P ... tiThe
Sins1qawa Domlqicans, Out1ine~ 2t TWentieth ceqtu~ Devero~m.nts.
i~a1-1~~9 t~u6uque, 19;2). l most readab!e aoeoun .. tfiIs oo~
often helped to clarify or prov1de interesting SIdelights to the
outl1ne story presented by the Cataloi. This latter publication
was located 1n the off1ce of the Reilstrar which also contained
copies ot what was called tho Yearbook of Saint Clara Colle~e and
~cadeIDl' the forerunner ot the ROS!£l ~ifle~ ~ataro,.- ~nls
earlIer work was consulted for the years I9 .191g. The first
1ssue of the Cata~oi appeared 1n 1922. Inestimable aid was
gained througfi personal interviews with Slster Mary Josepnine
McDermott, O.P., Chairman ot the Department of Education. Sister
haa been a member of the D3partment since 1926 and therefore has
experlenced practically all but the very beginnings of 1ts development.
At Saint Xavier College through the gracious assistance ai'
Sister Mary Josetta Butler# R.S.M., any materials that could
poss1bly be of help wore put at this writer's disposal. These
included not only the catalof' known as Saint xavier ColleS!
Announcements, 1918.. 1950 lnhe Office of the ltig1stralt , bu't
ilsooefier Important data such as original letters, students.

II
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permanent records, and other documentary sources. Chief among
the latter were the unpublished reports submitted to the directors of the Fund for the Advancement of Education of the Ford
Foundation. The first, a progress report in 1953, was entitled
"The Saint Xa.vier College Self-Study: The L1beral Education of
the Christian Person." The final report in 1959 was known as
"The Integrated School System."
Anoth0r important source of 1nformation relative to the
education of teachers at Saint Xavier was f:Growth in General
Education at Saint xavier College, If the report of K. l·ucille
McCluskey, Sister Marie Theresa Martin, R.S.M •• and the Committee Staff in the North Cenbral Association ~arterll' XXVI
(April, 1952), 363-416. TfiIs was tne study tha nad become a
part of a larger project sponsored by the North Central
Association called the L1beral Arts Educat10n Study.
The associat1on of the S1sters of Mercy 1n Ch1cago with the
beg1nn1ngs of the S1ster Formation movement was investigated in
the R~~ort of the proceedi~s and ~ddresses of the National
Catho~c lduoatIOn Assocla on-rn tne ~u1letrn,-xtVtr (August,
I§saJ. 220-~24; xtIX{August, 1~52), 201-~03. These reterences
are to speeches in the annual conventlon by Sister Mary Josetta
Butler, R.S.M. of Saint Xavler College. Slster was also of
untold assistance in her personal commentar1es on allot the
data wh1ch prov1ded the documentary for Chapter VI.
Again at Barat College as in the other schools which had
preceded it, it was the catalog or the Bulletin ot Barat Colle~e
of the Sacred Heart which provided the grounawor~tor tne sEory.
;[ire-earller Issues were preserved, only those from 1937 on
yielded pertinent information. However, other reoords in the
Office of the Registrar such as Announcements of Courses as
early as 1931, "Instructors Reports ll 19313'-!9S3and Ituaents'
personal records were most benef1cial to this writer. Added
to this must be recognition of the careful solicitude of
Mother Dean E. Traynor, R.S.C.I. whose comments and criticisms
formed a connecting thread for the account of the Development
of the Department of Education.
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